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PFF Bancorp on 
OTC Bulletin Board 
PFF Bancorp, Inc. the hold-
ing company of PFF Bank & 
Trust, Glencrest Investment 
Advisors, Inc., and Diversified 
Builder Services, Inc., 
announced that arrangements 
for the transition of trading of 
the company's common stock 
from the New York Stock 
Exchange to the over-the-count-
er market have been completed. 
Trading on the YSE and the 
company's trading symbol 
"PFB" was dtscontmued as of 
the close of the market on July 
25, 2008. On July 28, 2008, the 
company's stock began trading 
in the over-the-counter market 
and quoted on the OTC Bulletin 
--
-:::-
d under the symbol 
·B." 
'he transition to the over-
ounter market will have no 
t on PFF Bancorp 's previ-
' announced agreement to 
acqutred by FBOP 
l()ration. 
ltis communication is 
~ made, in part, m respect 
e proposed business combi-
m mvolving PFF Bancorp, 
and FBOP Corporation. In 
ectton wtth the proposed 
actions, PFF Bancorp, Inc. 
iled with the SEC a prelim-
proxy statement and other 
ments regarding the pro-
d transactions, and plans to 
w1th the SEC a definittve 
y statement as well as other 
ments regardmg the pro-
posed tran actions. The defim-
ttve proxy statement will be 
mailed to tockholders of PFF 
Bancorp, Inc secunty holders 
of PFF Bancorp, Inc are 
continued on page 26 
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The Drucker difference and 
Toyota's success 
By Ira Jackson, the dean of the Peter F. Drucker 
Graduate School of Management, the business 
school of the Claremont Colleges. 
It happened in early 2007. 
Toyota outpaced General Motors and became the largest 
automaker in the United States. More Toyotas are sold in this coun-
try than any other type of car. It was an extraordinary feat. 
And then, soon after this great milestone, Toyota went through a 
rough patch with the loss of key U.S. executives, problems with qual-
ity and calls from environmentalists for a greater commitment to end-
ing global warming. 
These may well be growing pains. 
After all, the lean Toyota Production System (TPS) is still the 
envy of the business world and emulated by hospitals and postal sys-
tems as well as by other major auto companies. Toyota today is now 
worth more than such global powemouses as Wal-Mart and Procter 
and Gamble. From humble origins, Toyota now has a market value 
that exceed the worth of all the other major auto compantes com-
b10ed. 
Toyota is still on track to open three new plants next year 10 order 
to secure 15 percent of the worldwide auto market by 2010. 
The Wall Street Journal has also reported that Toyota is cutting 
back the production of the Scion, a brand leader aimed toward the 
youth market, as a way to keep the brand unique. Why? Because part 
of Toyota's success ts that tt recognizes the value of brand. 
Even wtth tts grow10g pains, Toyota offers us an 10s1ght 10to how 
to be succe sful 10 new ways. Rick Wartzman, the dtrector of The 
Drucker In tttute, the research arm and think-tank affihate of the 
Drucker School, wrote m Busmess Week last year that Peter 
Drucker's tdeas had a great 10fluence on the development of Toyota 
A Rtck wrote, "As much as any company anywhere Toyota 
Motor eagerly embraced many of the key princ1ple that Peter 
Drucker first la1d out in the 1940 ontmued on page 7 
Pechanga Resort & 
Casino Suffers Layoffs 
The Pechanga Resort &: 
Casino, the second largest 
employer in Riverside County, 
will be laying off approXimately 
400 team members. 
Amy Minmear, president, 
stated, " We are extremely proud 
of our talented workforce and we 
fully credit each and every team 
member with making Pechanga 
the premier gammg resort m 
California. Unttl recently, 
Southern Califorrua s economy 
also showed con 1derable 
growth, allowmg Pechanga to 
greatly expand our personnel 
over a few short years. 
However, as a result of the 
current economy Pechanga 
Resort & Casmo wtll be down 
sizing our workforce of over 
4,700 team members This has 
been the most difficult decision 
we have had to make smce 
beginning operatiODS. 
"For months, we have re&LS-
ted the pressure to la teaJn 
members off but because of tbe 
prolonged economiC downtum. 
we must downsa.e m order 
adjust to the cunent market 
ditions and positiOn ounleM• 
continued 11 
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- The F ndley Reoorts 
~ Strong Fitch Review 
- The Fitch Ratings Bank Group 
Four Star Rating BauerFinanciallnc. 
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Member FDIC • www.cbbank.com • 888-736-4CBB 
CASA COLINA RECEIVES OVER $1,000,000 
Casa Colina Centers for 
Rehabilitation in the past 12 
months has been the recipient 
of eight nev. foundation grant 
awards. These grants total 
$1,196,520 and will be used to 
help develop new services and 
support the diverse programs 
offered through Casa Colina's 
continuum of medical rehabili-
tation. 
The Bob Woodruff Family 
Foundation awarded a grant for 
$100.000 and the Timothy C. 
McWilliams Foundation 
awarded a grant of $25,000 to 
Casa Colina's Wounded 
Warriors Program, a fund to 
help provide serv1ces for mili-
tary patients and the1r famil1es. 
These veterans and active duty 
soldiers are referred to Casa 
Colina from across the United 
States to rece1ve rehabilitation 
for traumatic bra1n injuries 
acquired while on duty in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. Casa Colina's 
board of directors has made a 
commitment to prov1dc every 
beneficial service to these 
courageous men and women 
whether or not there 1s reim-
bursement, and the Wounded 
Warriors Program helps make 
this happen. Additional support 
continued 011 page 19 
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Effectively Manage Your Multi-Tasking Day 
By Michael Guld 
Do :rou sometimes feel as 
though you're on a trcadm11l in 
your professional life'1 You were 
coastmg along comfortably at a 
"five" settmg, yet the speed just 
bumped up to 10. Wh1lc you 
may be able to keep up bncny, 
you're exhausted JUSt trymg to 
maintain. You constantly fear 
being thrown off and cverythmg 
crashing dov.n. 
Th1s ts the wa) many feel in 
their current JObs. Due to budget 
cutbacks and corporate downsiz-
ing. less people are being asked 
to do more; th1s strums the1r time, 
drains the1r energy and leads to 
great frustration and stress. 
While you may not be able to 
control what\ bcmg thrown at 
you or asked of you, there are 
ways to effectively manage your 
multi-tasking day. 
First. you must admn <md 
acknowledge the three truths ... 
I) You will never get it all 
done - While many feel there is 
not enough time m the day to get 
everything done. it's not actually 
a "supply" problem. We have the 
same amount of hours that every-
one else has and has always had. 
It's a "demand" problem. Even if 
you work 24n. there will still be 
unfinished business; th1ngs to do, 
people to see. reports to prepare. 
and e-mails and publications to 
read. 
II) Your day will not always 
go the way it was planned - but 
that's OK. Your success at the 
end of the day should not be 
based upon whether the schedule 
you set was followed, but on how 
productive you were Jeadmg to 
your end goals. Just as a satellite 
navigation system recalculates as 
you go off course, you will have 
to continually reprioritize to 
adjust to changing situations. 
III) Everything takes longer 
than you think it will - but that's 
OK. too. The high quality output 
you demand of yourself takes a 
little longer to produce. If it's on 
your schedule, it 's important that 
you do the absolute best job you 
can; even if it means you can 't 
get to evef)thing else on your 
plate. 
At the end of a long da). do 
you look at everything you 
accomplished or do you focus on 
the mcomplete to-do list? If you 
focus on the former, you have a 
feeling of completeness and self-
gratification for a da:r well spent. 
If you focus on the latter. you 
focus on your shortcommgs. 
never feelmg like )OU do a good 
job. 
Effect I\ ely managmg your 
multi-tasking day involves effec-
tively managing the following . . 
I) Effectively manage your 
goals - Before dcc1dmg on what 
to work on ... you need to know 
what you're working for. If you 
have not established your goals, 
you can't celebrate when you 
achieve one. The f1rst step is to 
take a baseline snapshot of where 
you spend your hours in a typ1cal 
day and typical week and 
whether it 1s leading you to reach 
your goals. 
2) Effectively manage your 
priorities - The most 1mportant 
decisions you make during the 
da) are what actiOns to take and 
not to take. Th1s prionuzallon 
will determine where your ume. 
energy and focus will be spent. 
Ask yourself "for evef) action 
taken or not taken what is the 
intended result?" Life is about 
choices. In choosing what to 
work on, you need to d1stmguish 
between the "urgent" and the 
"important." Start early working 
on the "urgent" before the dead-
line approaches. 
3) Effectively manage your 
focus - Your first goal is to filter 
the noise. which is anything dis-
tracting to your task. Everyone 
wants a piece of your time and 
attention. but not everyone is 
entitled to a piece of your time 
and attention. Schedule time for 
interruption and manage the time 
for the interruption. "Do you 
have a minute?" rarely turns out 
to be "a minute.'' You could 
respond. "Yes. I have a minute 
.. . but it will be after 2 p.m." 
Tum up your personal and busi-
ness spam filters that block any-
thmg that steals our lime and our 
attentiOn. If the task is not going 
to Immediately make you more 
knowledgeable. make you more 
money. save you time. or provide 
a worthwhile benefit. 1gnorc 11. 
4) Effectivel:r manage con-
versatiOn - While the three most 
important axioms 111 real estate 
arc said to be location. location. 
locat1on, in busmess 1t\ commu-
nication. commumcauon. com-
mumcation. When 11 comes to 
eommumcauon and managmg 
conversation. it\ not JUSt what 
you say ... 11 's what people hear. 
Say "yes" slowly. While no one 
task you agree to do takes that 
long. it's when we agree to mul-
tiple proJects over and over agam 
that the overv.helming feeling 
begms. 
5) Effectively manage expec-
tations- 'vluch stress m the work-
place can be reduced by effec-
tively managing expectations. If 
you are overv.helmed by having 
too much to do than you can pos-
sibly get done within the time 
committed. determine the most 
important priorities to complete 
and reset the deadlines wllh oth-
ers. 
6) Effectively manage tech-
nology - With all the new tech-
nologtes designed to save you 
ume and to make you more effi-
cient. many feel more stressed 
than ever before because we are 
accessible 24n. Also, we arc 
now living in "drive-thru socie-
ty," and everybody wants what 
they want. when they want it. 
Expectations in communication 
response time have been raised. 
and due to e-mails and texting. 
people not only expect replies. 
but quick replies. The responses 
do not have to be long -"got it." 
"no problem." "will call this 
afternoon to discuss" - but 
responding lets the sender know 
you rece1vcd the message. Don't 
let your technology manage you! 
7) Effectively manage organ-
Ization - Being unorganized can 
lead to feeling stressed and 
bus1er than you actually arc. 
Organization is a process. not an 
event, and it should be scheduled 
in as a part of your day. Some 
people are naturall:r organ1zcd 
and others have to work hard to 
stay ahead of the clutter. While 
some people are filers and others 
pilers. your goal should be not to 
touch each piece of paper more 
than one time. 
!l) Effectively manage your 
mind and emotions - IV1.ost peo-
ple do not mmd working hard. 
but they resent worrying hard. 
Feeling overv.helmed and over-
worked can lead to stress. hov.-
ever. stress is not an absolute 
cause and effect. When you find 
your mmd and your emot1ons 
wandering to the dark side. think 
... "why worry·?" Instead of v.or-
f)ing. go back to the source caus-
ing the worry (dmgnosis) and 
v.rite it down. Reset your priori-
tics. make a plan and take action 
to fix the conflict in your mind; 
manage conversation and the 
expectations of others to g1ve 
you ume to get back on track. 
Life is not a race to the finish 
line. Winners are not the ones 
who get it all done. Winners are 
those who get the most out of 
ever:r thing the) do and make the 
biggest difference. While fe"" 
people will go to their grave say-
ing. "I wish I would have worked 
more hours," they may say. " I 
wish I got more out of the hours 
I worked." It's not all about mak-
ing a good li'-'tng ... it's about 
having a go<Xi life! Wherever 
you put your time. your focus 
and your energy is where you 
will get the greatest results. 
For more information. 
Michael Guld can be reached at 
(804) 360-3122 or at 
michael.gu/4@gu/4resource.@. 
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KAISER PERMANENTE TO BUILD 
FONTANA FACILITY 
In the new Kaaser 
Permanente Fontana facality, 
patients wall stay in rooms with 
views of the San Bernardino 
Mountaans and sunsets. There 
will be more staff to meet thcar 
needs, and famtly members can 
await news of a loved one's sur-
gery 111 qutet, landscaped 
places. 
"It will be a state-of-the-art 
facility where we plan to con-
tinue our 60-plus years or 
excellent medical care." said 
area Medical Darector Davad 
Quam, one of the several Kaiser 
Permancntc officials who 
announced plans for the nev. 
hospital. 
The 4R2.07R-square-foot, 
314-bed hospital, which will 
replace the existing one, is 
being butlt to meet new, more 
rigorous seasmic safety stan-
dards established by the state. 
The standards requare that 
hospitals not only remain stand-
ing. but also operational to 
serve the needs of the commu-
nity after an earthquake. 
It is part of an aggressive 
plan for the healthcare provider 
that includes the construction of 
the 224-bed Ontario Vineyard 
Medical Center, slated to open 
in fall 20 II; a I 00,000-square-
foot office in Redlands, which 
will open in October; and a 
smaller office in Upland, which 
will also open later this year. 
Last month. Kaiser 
Permanente purchased a I 0 !-
bed hospital an Moreno Valley 
for $53 million. 
The new seven-story hospi-
tal. being butlt at a cost of '$700 
million, will be JOaned by a 
55. 774-square-foot hospital-
support buildang and 32, I 00-
square-foot central utility plant. 
Construction wi II be a 
phased process that will take 
place over the next five years. 
beginnang in January. 
Stx butldings wall be 
demolished as well as most of 
the existing hospital, to make 
way for the new hospatal. to be 
located south of Medical Office 
Building 1 and north of Valley 
Boulevard. 
When 11 opens in 20 13. the 
new hospnal will feature a 51-
bed emergency department and 
cardiac center. 
The cardiac center will be a 
welcome addition because 
patients needing open heart sur-
gery now have to go to St. 
Bemardine Medical Center in 
San Bernardino or Kaiser 
Permanente Medical Center in 
Los Angeles. 
In addition, patients' rooms 
will be private and big enough 
to accommodate family mem-
bers. 
The hospital-support build-
ing will house an array of serv-
ices including radiology. a 
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pharmacy and speciality clin-
ics. 
William Meyer. medical 
group administrator Inland 
Empire, summed up the hospi-
tal project as not only a thrive 
campaign for patients but also a 
thrive campaign for facilities. 
"We have thought about this 
for 20 years and taken action in 
the last five," he said. "This is 
the first step to the future on 
this campus." 
The history of Kaiser 
Permanente in the San 
Bemardino area dates back to 
1943 when Henry Kaiser estab-
lished health plans for workers 
and families at his steel mill in 
Fontana. 
The existing hospital was 
started in the mid-1950s. 
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"Communication! Communication! Communication!" 
The Most Important Key to Success in Business Leadership 
By Lee Froschheiser, president and CEO of Map Consulting 
You hear it all the time 
aspinng managers or \ice presi-
dents \\ant to knO\\ the most 
important ke) to an esteemed 
business leader's succe!>s. 
Thinking the answer must be 
something like inspiring leader-
ship. technologtcal innovation. 
sa\\') marketing or faH tghted 
financial planning - all of v. hich 
are important - thetr ja\\ s drop 
v. hen they learn the truth. 
Generall). a savvy leader's 
success is directly tied to his or 
her ability to focus on the busi-
ness fundamentab - the dail) 
b locking and tackling that every 
compan) must master to be a 
v. inner in its field. Strong. effec-
tive leaders stress fundamentab 
like di~c i p l ine. accountability, 
strategic alignment, managing to 
his or her values, and empower-
ing employees. Addi tionally, 
these leaders have mastered the 
six basic functions o f manage-
ment: leading. planning. organ-
izing, staffing. controlling and 
communicating. But w hat 's the 
one golden thread tying a ll those 
fu nctions together- and the most 
important key to g reat leader-
ship? Clear communtcation. 
Think about it ... how do the 
best leaders moti'i a te and inspire 
the ir people? Through c le ar 
communication. Ho w do the 
best organizations promote dis-
cipline, accounta bility and 
strategic alignment? With clear 
communication. And how do 
market leaden. sell their prod-
ucts and services? With ·com-
pelling ads and marke ting cam-
paigns - in sum, by clear com-
munication. The point itself is 
crystal clear: In real estate the 
old cliche is "location, location, 
location." In business leader-
ship, you preach "communica-
tion, communication, communi-
cation." 
Good Leaders, Good 
Communicators 
There's no mystery here. 
Regardless of whether you ' re 
talking about business, politics, 
sports or the military, the best 
leaders are first-rate communi-
cators. Their values are clear and 
solid, and what they say pro-
motes those values. Their teams 
admtre them and foliO\\ thctr 
lead. Like\\ tse. tf you want )OUr 
compan) to reach ne\\ bench-
marks of achtevement, ) ou must 
master the art of clear communi-
cat ton. So ho\~ do you do ir7 
F trst. you must reali1e and 
accept that clear communtcatton 
ts ah\ a) sa l\\ O-\\ a) process. It\ 
not enough to speak clear!): you 
have to make sure you ·re being 
heard and understood. To facili-
tate this. use the follov. ing two-
way communication primer: 
1. Prepare how you ' ll com-
municate 
• Clan f) the goal of the com-
mumcauon. 
• Plan carefully before send-
ing 11 or meet111g in person. 
• Anticipate the receiver's 
viewpoint and feelings. 
2. Deliver the message 
• Express your meani ng 
wtLh convtction. 
• Relate the message to your 
larger goals. 
• Identify the action to be 
taken. 
• Con firm the other person 
understands. 
3. Receh·e the message 
• Keep an open m111d. 
• Identi fy key po ints in the 
message. 
• Va lue constructive feed-
back and use it to grow. 
• Confirm your understand-
in g. 
4. Evaluate the effective-
ness of the communication 
afterward<; 
5. Take corrective action as 
necessary 
Primers, of course, aren 't 
enough. You must go deeper and 
determine why internal commu-
nications are poor or ineffective, 
considering any potential barri-
ers. Once the barriers have been 
identified. you'll see where to 
improve. Additionally, you'll 
inevitably realize the stakes are 
high when it comes to communi-
cating - if you fail to do this 
properly, you can poison the 
atmosphere between you and a 
colleague. as well as your com-
pany's morale. So the next time 
) ou 're draft111g a letter. e-mail or 
policy statement, before you 
send it, stop and consider these 
common barriers to clear com-
munication: 
• Lack of respect b) either 
party. for the other. 
• Poorly defined purpose for 
the communication. 
• Failure to establish the best 
medtum for the communication 
(e-mail and cell phones are NOT 
the best ways to communicate 
serious material). 
• Assumpuon that the ltsten-
er recel\es the message. 
• Ignored emotions or senst-
tivities. 
• Fatlure to get on the listen-
er's level of understanding. 
• Intimtdatton by ellhcr 
party. 
Once you've determined 
what's preventing clear commu-
nication at your company, dig 
even deeper, asking key ques-
tions that relate to your bust-
ness· health such as: How do 
you produce strategic alignment 
mstde your company? How do 
you get your team to actively 
buy into your business goals? 
How do you ensure that every-
one understands and upholds 
your company 's mission and 
values? Again, for each of these 
issues, the answer lies in clear 
communication. 
Write It Down! 
In this high-tech, fast-paced 
world, it 's easy to overlook the 
value of writ ing down thoughts, 
intentions and even visions. 
Doing so, however, is a basic 
business strategy that enables 
clarity and purpose. What 's 
more, the process of writing a 
busine ss plan can be more 
important than the actual docu-
ment. 
One great way to see j ust 
how effective writing it down 
can be is to always have three 
updated, clearly drafted doc u-
ments: a mission state ment, a 
values statement and a business 
plan. In fact , the document-
drafting process natura lly pro-
duces common understandmg. 
consensus. alignment and bu)-
tn. It also promotes clear com-
mumcauon v. tthin your manage-
ment team v.hile empowering 
your people and grooming them 
for future leadership. 
Why is thts so crucial to a 
bus111ess' success? Mission 
statement::. defme who you are 
and where you're going. Value 
statements ,m: your compass, 
the needle keepmg you firn1l) 
on course. And your busmess 
plan is the rudder steering your 
shtp. 
For example. think about 
Thomas Jefferson and the other 
framers of The Declaratton of 
Independence and the U.S. 
Constitution. They drafted docu-
ments that not only defined 
America and lis mtssion. but 
also laid the foundation of 
tdeals. pnnciplcs. values and 
laws on which the nation oper-
ates to thts day. And guess what? 
They didn't JUSt sit down one 
day and dictate it to a secretary. 
They worked the language and 
polished every word. over and 
over, and they used the process 
ttself to promote alignment, con-
sensus and collective buy-in. 
With words. language and clear 
communicauon, they launched a 
revolution. What's more, on the 
shared values of liberty, individ-
ual empowerment and collective 
prosperity, these viswnaries 
built a nation of unparalleled 
wealth and economic gain. 
Communication Is the Key 
Bottom line, c lear communi-
cation is the most important key 
to a business leader's success. 
So to grow as a leader and man-
ager, you must learn how to be 
an effective, compelling com-
m unicator. And if you want your 
company to succeed, you and 
your team have to master the art 
of clear communication togeth-
er, as well. By using these and 
othe r strategies, you and your 
e mployees can reach new levels 
of leadership excellence. 
For more information calf 
Lee Froschhei.1er at 1-888-834-
3040 or visit 
www.MqpConsultin g.com. 
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The Drucker ... 
COIIIillll('(/ jro111 J7f.l. / 
and ·50s: that corporations must 
1110\ e <may from a .. command and 
control" structure and cultivate a 
true spirit of teamwork at all leveb: that ltne worl--ers must adopt a 
managerial outlook and take responsthility I(Jr the quallly of what 
they produce: that the enterprise must he '>leered hy a clear set of 
objective~ while gtving each employee the autonomy to decide ho\v 
to reach those re~ulh ... 
American companies found nhtn) of Drucker\ tdeas radical. 
even outlandtsh. Well, in the end. his ideas worked because, as he 
often satd. \\ htlc others \\Cre interested 111 the beha\ tor of commodt-
ues. he v.as tlllerested 111 the beha\ tOr of people. That difference 
makes all the dtllerence. In fact. I calli! the .. Drucker Difference ... 
A ne\\ book on To)Ota b) three htghly respected Japanese busi-
ness professors. Htrotakc Takeucht, Emt Osono and 1\iorihiko 
Shimitu. I\ til he out soon. "Extreme Toyota: Radtcal Contradictions 
That Dnve Success at the World's Best Manufacturer." 
After studymg Toyota for six years they came to the conclusion 
that the company's success ts based on Its contradicuons and that. 
yes. as Drucker realized. it\ about people or as the authors call it. the 
.. soft" Ill nO\ at ion that creates a corporate culture. 
lnteresttngl). the authors were inspired by professor J tro '!onaka, 
who was the first Drucker scholar in residence here at the Drucker 
School last fall '\/onaka is an expert on what he calls "phronctic lead-
crshtp''- a st) le that comb111es the skill of a craftsman v. ith the insight 
of w tsdom - ,1 st) lc that is frequemly found in Drucker-lil--e compa-
ntes such as Toyota and Honda and P&G. but which ts solely lacking 
in so many other firms that seem to he dnven pnmarily h) financial 
wi1ards and merger and acqutsllton experts. 
As the authors write in the June issue of the Harl'ard Bu.\ine.\.\ 
Re\'leH tn a prevtew of their forthcommg book, .. Toyota vtews 
employees not just as pairs of hands but as knowledge workers (the 
tern1 that Drucker coined in 1959) v. ho accumulate chic- the\\ isdom 
of experience - on the company front lines." 
Because of this core belief in the power of people, Toyota 111vests 
m people. And at the same ttme. the company has come to realize that 
when people grapple with opposing views - as in the famous saying 
that an 111telligent person has the ability to hold two opposmg tdeas at 
the same ttme - they arrive at useful solutions. 
Thts culture of contradictions that ts intenttonally fostered by 
Toyota has allowed it to move ahead of its competitors. The authors 
go into g reat depth about how this culture leads to manufacturing and 
marketing success. 
But we can boil it down to three steps that any company or organ-
ization needs to take in order to learn from Toyota's success: 
• Embrace contradictions as a way of life. Sticking to old prac-
tices can lead to rigidity. Be fluid. continued on page 10 
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Special Report 
Commercial Real Estate Not Immune But Well 
Positioned To Withstand Economic Slowdown And 
Capital Markets Volatility 
Financial markch and the commcrctal real estate sector arc in the 
mtdst of a somewhat unique shift. Similar to past tummg. pomts. 
C\cesses during the run-up are causing a traditional inve~tor pullback 
as nsk ts repriced. During the first quarter of 200X, hov.ever. a full-
hlov.n credit crunch emerged. with much different characteristics than 
in past cycles. due to the very nature of the financial engmcenng that 
fueled the boom. The pooling of a hroad range of home loans, includ-
ing htgh-risk subprime mortgages. tnto Mortgage-Backed Securities 
(MBS) made it easy and temporarily profitable for lenders to increase 
ong.mauons and relax underwriung standards. Home sales soared v.ell 
above real demand driver~. leading to overbuilding and stgnificant 
speculation. Poor risk a~sessment b) ratings agencies and mvestors in 
these pools resulted in an underc~timatton of potential defaults, par-
ti~ularl;~- for adjustable-rate subprime loan~ that reset at dramaticall) 
htgher mterest rates. The wtdc usc of related complex financial instru 
ments ,md denvatives tied toMBS further exacerbated the risl-- and has 
made it difficult to quantify and repnce the llll\\-troubled portions of 
these tnvestments. The resulting liquidll) crunch emerged .1~ unct:r-
t,unt) regardtng the m.tgnlludc, and true "market"\ alue of these sccu 
nties pushed unestors to the sideltnes ,md led hanks to lighten lend-
ng 'otandards across the hoard. 
Better Late Than ~eHr: Ft•deral Rc<,en c Actions \\ide-
Ranging, Aggresshe. _l·ed acuon, \\ htch finally turned aggrcS\t\ e in 
March. has stahtltted I tnam.:tal marl--ets at least for now. Its measure 
to pr~vent .~ear Steams from collapse. tn panicular, helped sta\e oil a 
dommo ellect that clear!) could have thr.;atencd other maJor tnstitu-
ttoth. The reassessment of risk and securities' \aluations i~ v.ell under 
\\ay: as reflected .in t!lassive \Hitcdov.ns . The Fed's -,reps to restore 
ltqutdll): ~long_\\ llh mterest rate cuts. are also pia: ing a critical role 
111 stabtltnng lmanctal markets. Stgns of gradual impro\ement are 
err~erg111g, 111cludml? pmatc equit) inJections 11110 key financial insu-
lllttons and nsmg L .S. Treasury yields, indicating inve~tors are ~low­
ly taktng on more nsk. It will take a few more months before the hen-
elih of recent Fed actions are passed along to consumer~ and busi-
nesses. as financial institutions first focus on stabili1ing their ov.n 
J:Osittons. T~e successful . refmanc111g of the majority of maturing 
ltxed-rate u.S. Commerctal Mortgage-Backed Securities (C:'vtBSl 
loans smce the start of this year. along v. llh a modest rise in conduit 
l~nding in recent weeks retlect some .':"thawing out" of the previously 
lro1en CMBS sector. 
Negath e Psych ology a Drag on O ther w ise Sound 
F unda m entals. Lntil late last year. L.S . economtc dnvers outstde of 
manufacturing and housing had been on relatively solid ground. In the 
second half of 2007. health care. education. professional sef\tces. 
trade and tourism added 733.000 jobs. while con~truction. manufac-
turing and financtal seT\ ices shed 2X3.000 posittons. ~egall\ e ps)-
chology and ttghter credll markets ha\e since eroded consumer and 
business confidence. triggering a downturn. In the first four months of 
200X, companies scaled back capital investments and cut 260,000 
JObs, weighing heavily on U.S. consumers already burdened b) the 
hous111g downturn and high-energy prices. The economy has stalled. 
creating a challenging environment for commercial real estate ov. ners. 
regardless of whether a technical recession (two or more consecuttve 
quarters of contracting GDP) takes place. The government's stimulus 
package, liquidity injections and lower interest rates make a technical 
recession unlikely in 2008 and should foster some growth later this 
year. In additio~. companies avoided excessive hiring and capttal 
111vestments ?unng the most recent expansion period, supporting 
expectattons lor a moderate downturn. 
Commercial Loan Delinquency Still Near Historic Lows. 
Commercial real estate loan delinquency rates have increased mod-
estly, but at less than 0.5 percent, they remain near historical lows. 
This is retlective of generally ~ealthy occupancies and income growth 
dunng the past few years. Sptllover concerns from the troubled resi-
dential sector and fears of fut~re problems with late-vintage commer-
ctal loans, however, are keepmg many CMBS investors on the side-
lines. In the first quarter of 2008, commercial banks and life insurance 
companies tightened underwriting standards fu rther, and some 
reached c~pacity limitations. This group of lenden. in itially helped off-
set the votd created by the CMBS market, and their recent pullback is 
causing additional constraints on cominued 011 pa~e 14 
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CORPORATE PROFILE 
The Small Business Administration on The SBA 
Recent!~ '"e haH not heard much about the SBA ..• therefore, this month we present 
an O\Cn ie\~ of their acth ities affecting the Inland Empire 
45th 
Business 
Luncheon 
Annual 
Week 
Small 
A"ards 
There .trc onl) eight \\eeb 
left unttl the 45th Annu.1l Small 
Business Week A'l'.~mb lunch-
eon! l'imc llic..,, so he sure to 
cont,lct Patt) Holohan b) e-mail 
or at 909. 7lJ4. ~027 soon to make 
) our rescn ,lltons. 
We look for>\anl to the sup-
port of the enure communi!) ,,s 
\\ e honor entrepreneurs and 
charnptons. and celebrate our 
20th anniversaf) as a district 
office sen ing the Counttcs of 
the Caltfomta Small Busmess 
Pcr ... on of the Year 
Mark Compan)' "'"' 
named Dtstrict and Region IX 
\\inner of the Jcffre) But land 
Family-0\v ned Bus mess ot the 
Year 
Robert W. Yaap. O\\ ncr 
and CEO of Great Pacific 
Orange, Rncrstdc and S,m ..----
Bernardino. 1dalhl'rto QuiJada, \'8.\ Dutnct Otreuor. 
The Small Business Wed; o\ndrt"" \fa11..r. Pa-han~a lhhal Cowl< tl 
m~mbt!r and \tck O•utu. SBo\ \attona/ 
A\\ ards represent an excellent Dmhwl111um at cH'IIf 
net\\orking opportunity for 
husmcsscs and individuab and 
i a time for people to catch up 
\\llh friends and acyuamtances 
from across the region. 
We celebrate 55 years of 
SBA being the senior \ oice of 
mall business. 45 years of 
rcspondmg to the president's 
call to ackno'l'. ledge the impor-
tance of small business, and 20 
)Cars of outstandmg scnicc as 
the Santa Ana Di trict Office! 
Securities Inc. 'l'.as named 
District and Region IX Veteran 
Small Busines' Champton of 
the Year 
Kimberly Da"idson 
O\\ ncr of MBD Marketing, Inc. 
and resident of Murrieta wa' 
named District, Region IX and 
National Home-based Busmess 
Champton of the Year 
Nancy Russell, vice 
prestdcnt/regional sales manag-
er at Comerica Bank has been 
named Financial Senices 
Champion of the year 
tant organitatwns that sef\e 
"''attve Americans m ,m effort to 
coordinate actt\ itics and better 
sef\c the need' of 'ati'ie 
American small husinc,.., O'l'.n· 
cr .... 
Parttetpating in the event 
held at the Eagle's • est located 
on the top floor of the Pcchang.1 
Resort tn Temecula \\ere the 
Pactfic American Indian 
De\elopment Center (PA ID) 
and Califomi.t Stall'\\ldc ~atiH' 
Amcncan Bu,inc" Enterprise 
Center The event \\as spon-
... orcd b) the Pechang.1 Tribe and 
, coordmated b) Andre\\ :\1,1\icl, 
Tnhal Counctl member, and 
member' of his staff 
I Jamie Fulh:r. former tribal 
chtef of the Ya\ apai-Apache 
Nauon in Ari10na and chatrman 
and CEO of Blue Stone Strateg) 
Group made a presentauon on a 
nc'l'. initiative to encourage 
tribes 'l'.hO own and operate 
casinos to bu) · auve American 
products. Blue Stone Strategies 
is a ~auve American-owned 
defense contractors and the 
Califor111a Department of 
Transportation (C.IITrans) set up 
displa}' and \vere prc ... ent to dt"-
cus... upcoming contract oppor-
tunities. CaiTrans wtll he lettmg 
more than $20 billion of prOJects 
in the ncar future. T'l'.o Small 
Business Development ( •ntcrs 
in the SBA'' Sant,l Ana Distnct 
.1re otlcnng fi\e module pro-
gram' to get 'mall hu ... tnesse ... 
yu.tlificd to htd on projech. 
The Santa Ana Dtstnct 
Ofttce ts \\orkinr on I"'PRO, 
\\ hich \\til be held 111 September 
m the Santa Ana Dtstnct and is 
cxplonng the possibtltttcs ot 
adding a Nati\e Amencan 
Women's Business Center and 
starting a Micro Loan progr.un 
with the Pechanga Tnhc. Thts 
will he developed as a proto-
type. whtch 11\ ill be used to 
a ... sist all tribes \\ ho de sene 
assistance in the region if it 
serves the needs of the Tribe 
effectt" cl y. 
The Santa Ana District 
Office would like to thank the 
Pechanga Band of Luiseiio 
Indians for their hospttality and 
ational Ombudsman Nick 
Owens and Special Assistant 
Christma '\.1armos for makmg 
the tnp from Washmgton, D.C 
We abo honor 12 outstand-
ing entrepreneurs and champi-
ons. These mdivtduals compet-
ed amongst a select group of 
nommations and were selected 
because their achievements in 
business. commitment to com-
munity and ovemll excellence 
stood out from the crowd. 
Camille Jayne. founder 
and president of Matters at Ha- ~~~~~~~~~---=~~~ 
ndnt and The Jayne Group I 
has been named Women in L 
Business ChampiOn of the Year 
ETAP Program/Export 
SBA ·s PAUl. S\f/IH SPEAKS TO EJAP I and Import Ready 
A request for nomination!> 
for next year's Small Bu~iness 
Week Awards wtll he made 
soon, but let's not get ahead of 
oursclve ...... we'll sec you at the 
45th Annual Small Business 
Week Awards luncheon 
Thursday, Sept. 25th in 
Anaheim at the Hilton! 
The following were honored 
for outstanding entrepreneurs 
and champions: 
• Dr. Thanh Due 
Nguyen. owner of Knowlwood 
Enterprises. Inc. was named 
Vitesse Recruiting & 
Staffing, Inc. has been named 
Minority Small Busmess 
Champton of the Year 
Discount Water Sports 
has been named Young 
Entrepreneur of the Year 
Native American Small 
Business Owners 
The Santa Ana District 
Office of the U.S. Small 
Busine s Administration recent-
ly signed memorandums of 
understanding with two impor-
PROGRA\f AITFII,Df.'l:'S The Santa Ana Distnct 
company and operates a consult-
ing firm dedicated to provtding 
advisor) services to tribal 
nations and companies that do 
business in Indian country. 
A networking opportunity 
was provided for more than 200 
individuals who attended the 
event. Several successful 
, ative Amencan companies 
including NA A, Hal Hays 
Construction and Horizon 
Companies talked about how 
their businesses were developed 
and opportunities for advance-
ment with those present. 
Representatives of several large 
Office parttctpated \\ ith the 
Riverside Center for 
International Trade, Cit} of 
Riverside and L .S Export 
Assistance Center 111 prescntmg 
a certificate program to asstst 
small husiness 0\1\ners become 
export/import ready. Seminars 
were taught hy mdustf) experts 
and key government agencies. 
The program covered a variety 
of topics critical to doing busi-
ness abroad. Topics included 
logistics and transportation, 
marketing. cultural sensitivity 
and international trade finance, 
continued on page 31 
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STOCK CHART 
THE GAINERS 
Top five, hy percentage 
Company !&rn.o1 
~ 
HOT Top1c Inc 6.56 
CYB Financial Corp 10.2:\ 
Wahon Pharm;u.:cuucals Inc 21J .10 
Physu.:tans Fonnula Holdmgs Inc IJ.HO 
Amencan States Water Co 14.22 
American States Water Co 
Basin Water Inc 
Channell Commercial Corp (L) 
CVB Financial Corp (l) 
Emrise Corp 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc (L) 
Hansen Natural Corp (L) 
HOT Topic Inc 
K-Fed Bancorp 
Modtech Holdings Inc (l) 
National RV Holdinas Inc 
Outdoor Channel Hotdinas Inc 
PFF Bancorp Inc (l) 
Phvsicians Formula Holdinas Inc 
~ 
M!m.th 
5.41 
9.44 
27.17 
1},15 
14 94 
Ticker 
AWR 
BWTR 
CHNL 
CVBF 
ERI 
FLE 
HANS 
HOTT 
KFED 
MOOT 
NRVH 
OUTD 
PFB 
FACE 
.emnt <;(Change 
~ 
1.15 21Y< 
0.79 HA<< 
2.11 7.Ho/r 
0.45 4 .!1'« 
-0.72 -2.1% 
7/21108 
Close Price 
-
14 22 
4.19 
0.95 
10.2~ 
0.55 
2.24 
24.'i9 
6 . .'i6 
9.60 
OOH 
0.01 
6.71 
1.05 
9.HO 
Provident Financial Holdinas Inc (l) PROV 7.91 
Temecula Vallev Bancoro Inc (L) TMCV 4.95 
Vineyard National Bancorp (L) VNBC 2.HX 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc WPI 29.10 
- . 
One of the nallon's leadmg lm(:!;Uncnt bankmg and hnanc1al 
tdv1sory org.mtzattons All stock dat.t on th1s page IS prO\ 1ded by 
Dulf & Phelps, I I C from sources deemed rch.thlc ~o recom-
mcndalton 1 mtcndcd or tmphcd 1310) 284 8008 
Watson PharmaceutJcals Inc 
Heel\\ ood f·nterpriscs Inc 
HOT Topic Inc 
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume \1onth 
4H,427,878 
21,967,501 
14.219,620 
9.922.238 
9.009,754 
II R,508,519 
Monthly Summary 
6/23/08 
Ad~ances 4 
Declines 14 
Unchanged () 
ew lltghs 0 
~C\\ Lows 9 
THE LOSERS 
rop ftve. hy percentage 
Com pam ~ ~ f2.int ccChangc 
~ M2n1h ~ 
ational RV Holding' Inc 0.03 
Ymcyard Nat10nal Bancorp 2 XX 
Mod tech I loldmgs Inc CUlM 
lemccula Valley Bancorp Inc 4 95 
Pro~tdcnt hnanc1at lloldmg Inc 7.1JI 
0.05 
1.78 
0.11 
5.97 
9.44 
0.02 
-090 
0.02 
-1 02 
-1 'i1 
-40.0% 
-21.8% 
22.9/}t 
-171% 
-16.2% 
li/30 OS %Chg. 52 \\cel; 52 \\cek Current PIE Exchange 
Open Price Month High ~ I..o~ Ratio 
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IO.H5 
0.11 
O.O.'i 
6.9!1 
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IJ.3.'i 
9.44 
5.97 
3.7X 
27.17 
. 
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-9.5 6.01 0.81 :--;~1 :-.<ASDAQ 
H.4 13.00 7.12 11.6 NASDAQ 
-15.4 1.19 0.42 N~1 :-.;ys•~ 
-14 5 11.14 I.H2 NM !';YSE 
-14.7 68.40 23.03 15.5 :-.<ASDAQ 
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-23.H 23.10 l.H8 N~f :";ASDAQ 
7.8 11 . .'iH 2~.90 18.7 :-;YSE 
-. 
MANNERINO 
LAW OFF CES 
"Laws were made to be brolcen .. 
Christopher North, May, 1830 
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for 
not to know we :~:mn 'dIS 1nnocencew 
S1r Willwm Davenant 
1606-1668 
10681 l·oothtll Blvd. Suuc 280 RatKho Cucamong,\, CA 91710 
tel. t909) 980-0630 fax. (909) 948 8674 
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The Drucker ... • Develop routines to resolve 
contradictions. As the authors 
continued from (1~. 1 note. "Unless companies teach 
employees how to deal with prob-
lems rigorously and systematically. they won't be able to harness the 
power of contradictiOns." Toyota has a number of tools mcludmg the 
\Veil-known ask-why-five-times practice and the Plan-Do-Check-Act 
model. 
• Encourage employees to votce thetr optntons even tf they arc 
contrary. The people in top management must be open to heanng cnt-
ical comments from employees and listening to opposmg views if 
they want to engender new ideas and new ways of doing things. 
All of this ts instructtve not only for other compallles but also for 
us as a nation. In fact, the sheer techmcal prowess of Toyota, its bold. 
even audacious corporate objectives. and its investment m transfor-
mational technologies. remind me of ASA and President Kennedy's 
commitment to land a man on the moon by the end of the 1960s. 
It's time for us as a nation and as bus mess and ctvic leaders to 
think boldl) once again and reach for new frontiers b:r tappmg our 
technological strengths. the human creativay of our knowledge 
workers. and the elevating spirit of caring about something beyond 
just profits. 
The point is that success doesn ' t come down to one thmg or one 
great practice. It 's about creating a culture. As the authors note. that 
takes time plus resources. and it\ hard work. 
Placing people first rather than machines first creates imperfec-
tions. but Toyota\ model. which took so much from Peter Drucker's 
vision of human-oriented management. is about human creativay. 
And that is the road to success in the world of 21st century organ-
izations. 
August 2008 
~outhwestCA.biz 
A Coaltt1on of the Temecula Valley, Murrieta and Lake 
Elsinore Valley Chambers of commerce 
TAKE ACTION NOW! OPPOSE A 
MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR PAID SICK 
LEAVE MANDATE 
AB 2716 1s a proposed new law that would unreasonably expand 
employer's and local government agencies' costs and ltabilay by 
mandating paid sick leave for all employees. mcludmg. tnterns, sea-
sonal. part-time. temporary. and full-time employees. 
All employers in California would be mandated to provide paid 
sick leave to an employee after only seven days of \~ork in a calen-
dar year. The proposed new law tmpacts all employers, large and 
small. regardless of the current level of sick leave already provtded. 
This proposaL estimated to cost employers btllions of dollars in 
increased costs. places a massive burden on our local businesses at a 
time when our economy ts underpcrforming and job cuts are contin-
ual. 
Founded tn 200-i. the Southwest California Legislattve Council 
is the regtonal business advocacy coalition of the Temecula Valley 
Chamber of Commerce. Murrieta Chamber of Commerce. and Lake 
Elsinore Valle) Chamber of Commerce. 
........ . 
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The Greenhorn Ranch is an ideal venue for meetings and retreats. With our miles of traib. 
meadows. creeks and ponds coupled with our Equine Assisted Team Building Program. your 
group will find unlimited opportunities to develop personally and professionally as indivtdu-
als and as a team. 
LODGING & MEALS 
Facilities include 16 cabins for \inglc or multiple occupancy. The mam lodge has I 0 rooms. 
hearth side meeting area. coffee service and a cybcr center with wire less access. Rates include 
three hearty meals a day. served family style in the Chuck House. Special dietary needs arc 
easily accommodated. 
OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND! 
Call to hear about our special bu\iness and non-profit rates. 
DAILY RATES INCLUDE: 
Meals. lodging. refreshments. meeting rooms, and activities. 
WiFi access available 
TO BOOK: 
Call 1-H00-33-IIOWDY (X00-334-6939) 
Email: lisa@greenhornranch.com 
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Inland Empire's Largest Employers 
('ornpan.' '\,IIIH: 
\ddrc'' 
('it_\, '-itatt:,/ip 
( ·ounl\ nr ~an Ht:rnarclinu 
1. 1XS '\.· \rro\\ hcJd \\C ~lh floor 
S.m Rcm.udmo. ( \924 I~ 0110 
Count) of Ri Hr"'ide 
2. 
-SOXO Lemon Strc<'l. tth lloor 
Rrvcr\idc ( ·\ 92"'iOI 
Slalcr Bro\. Mnrkct 
3. 101 S. Ttppcc.tnne \~;c 
S.tn Hcmardmu, ( •\ 9240N 
"\ntJOnnl Train in~ Center 
4. The Vl"( and f<ln I rv. m 
hmiNm 
Loma I.inda l niH.'r\il) 
AdH·nti\t Heullh Science Center 
5. 11160 C.m1pus Street 
Lcm1.1 l md.t. CA Y.-!3"\4 
lJ.S. \-farine CorP\ \ir 
6. P 0 Box 7XK2fXI 
T""cntynme Palm~. ( ·\ 9:!27X 
Cnited Puree! Sen ice 
7. 2910 Inland ~mporc lll\d. Stc 110 
Ont.orio. C.\ ~1764 
S.B. City lmficd Schooll)i"rict 
8. 777 North F Stre<l 
San Bcmdrdtno. (. ·\ 9)410 
Marc:h Air R~ne Ba't' 
9. 2145 Grdcbcr Street 
\larch A R ll . C'A 9251X 
Ontario lnlernntionnl .\irport 
10. I<J.IO E \1oore \\.o) 
Omano. CA 917/ol 
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1843 
1~.221 
r--tA 
193~ 
11.X05 
1981 
13.000 
'ii\ 
1'1115 
12.4~6 
I<J.l5 
H.WO+ 
158.fXXl 
1<}()7 
H574 
5.000 
1964 
H525 
NJA 
1918 
7.695 
1940 
7.618 
'i/A 
1954 
Lorna Linda UniHr'Sily Medical Center 6,147 
6.147 
1905 
12. 11214 Andc"on Avenue 
Lorna Linda. C'A 92J54 
Kaiser Permanentc Medical Conter 
13. 9961 Sierra Avenue 
Fontana. CA Y2H5 
Rherside tnified School Dis trict 
14. 3380 Fourteenth Stn:cl 
Rl\er;ode. CA 92501 
Corona/Norro l'nifoed School District 
IS. 2820 Clark A>enut· 
Norco. CA 928(o() 
Pechanga Resorl & Casino 
16. 45000 Pechanga Parlway 
Temecula CA 92883 
Fonl8na Unified School District 
17. 9680 Cllru; Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 
Verlzon 
18. 112 S.Lal.evoew Canyon Rd. 
Thou=d Oal.\. CA 91161 
6,000 
156.000 
1943 
5.500 
1871 
5.147 
4.926 
1891 
4.800 
1995 
4.700 
N/A 
1956 
4.519 
82.000 
1953 
Abbott Vas<ular 4.500 
I,, 26531 Ynez Road 
Temecula. C A 92591 1983 
Moreno Valle) Unified School District 3.784 
20. 256:14 Ale"andro Boukvard N/A 
Moreno Valley. CA 92553 
(RrmA~rll>y .\11ml>er of lt~lwull:'mpire l:'mploy~e•J colllilllwd from f'li~C. 21J 
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..;,, Clucf of Stall CAO 
\Oo ht Dt'lilnct o9<o<J)187·'i417f187 ~If· 
W\lt'\\. !OCounly gov 
I.Ol.tl (H)Vc:nuncnl Yc\ Huh llov.d)!.hcll l.arf) Parric.,h 
'() Dm:dor, Pun.:h.t,mg & Coumy [~xccuuve OlttlC'r 
\Oo \1.11t:n.tl Sa,·~ecs !951)'1'\5·1 UXl!'l'\'i.JIO'i 
Supcnn.trkt:t~ Yes lknnt\ "'1dniHC Jack II. 8ro"n 
"<o (Jroup ScntorV P :\1.tr~cllng O~amnan C l 0. 
1\;u o'llo<J) 781 '\()(}() 
\hhl.tf) rr.unmg H.t e WND \\'0 Robert \~. Cone 
\\'iD \\'iD Comm.mdtng Gcoeral 
w ... o W'iD ( 7(,()) lX() J1(o'l 
H rs.;her Lducauon an y,. Tunnl\· \ea<h Richard H. Hart, \I D. Dr Pll 
llc.tlth Rcl.ued Protc ~~~ Yes hxecuttve Dtrc( tor 
'"""den' '-:o \tnlcung (909o55X 3448/5'\8 IQU 
\.·hlu.ary W'iD W'-:0 Dou~l"' Stont 
\\'0 \\'iO Bngadec-r GcllC'ral 
\\"0 W\OD 17601 R10~ 5476!Xl"5474 
29p.alm~.u,mc nul 
TraJt ... port.atlon :\o \1.mo .\rchag.1 Scott Da'i' 
No M1ddlc M.trL.ct M.tnagcr CEO 
No (ROO I 742~5X77/R77 ·150X 
Educ.tiiOn No LtndJ IIIII Dr. Arturo Delgado 
No Om~ctor of C"ommumcJIIOil'i Supenntcndcnt 
'lo !909l1RI·I Hl0/KX'\./ol92 
!.bcU\tU.:.I/ C""d.U'i 
\1tht.tr) Rcsene H.t$C No MJJOr Don fraud Brig. ~neral J&mh Rubeor Department of Deh:me 'io Choet ol Puhhc Allaon ~"2 AM\\ Commander No (951 )655·1110/655-4671 
A\' lOll ton Ye< \1arl Thorpe J.._, Romo 
\Oo Aar Sen. 1ce \farit.etmg Dm~ctor Airport \1,tnagtr 
'io (909) 937-2700/937·2741 
mfo(a..la"'a.org 
H1ghcr Educ-dhon Ye' Marcoa Me Quem Timothy P. White 
Ye, A'MXtalc \tl'C Ch.mcellor. Chancellor 
Yes Strate{:tc C"ommunu:auons (951) 827-1012/827·1801> 
www.ucrcorn 
Mc:du:al!Health Care Ye~ Tamm) Veach Ruthita t 'ike 
Ye, (Cio-. by) Admlllt\trauve Dtrcctor CEO/Admtnt\lrator 
Ye; (Cto'e by) 190'1) 558 1000/5~K~010K 
Health Care Ye\ John Gu!.tafson Greg Christain 
No Dor Sales & Markcllng, I.E Sr. Vice President/Executive Drr 
No (909) 427-5269/427 7193 
EducatiOn No Dtanne Pa\ aa Susan J . Raine) 
No ~1~r , Comm & Publoc Relallon' Dastri«.:t Superintendent 
No !951, 78R-7135nK~~56M 
v.ww.rusd.k 12.ca.u-. 
Education No Tom R l~ke Kca1 L lloc:hl«, Ph. D. 
No ExecutiVe Senru.:cs SupenniC'ndent 
No (9~1) 736-5000/736-~15 
www.cnusd.lt 12.ca.us 
Ca\lno/Re,lm No l-ilA John James 
"o Pre~tdcnt 
No (951) 693-1819(103~2571 
wv.\1.-.pecha.n(la.com 
Education No Dr. Rochard Stcdry N/A 
No Deputy Supenntendenl of Busmess Superintendent 
No (909) 357·50001357-SOI2 
www.fusd.net 
Telecommuntcattons Yes Oa'e Sorg John Flishman 
No Regaonal MMkehng Darector Area Manag<r/Cu,tomer Op.. 
No (760) 127~8600/327-1 105 
Med1cal Devace Manufacrurer No N/A KnCarllllr 
No VP 
No (951) 9t4-2400 
Educauon No Scon John'on RowflUO Lagrosa 
No Pubhc lnfonna11on Officer Supe:nntcndent 
No (95 1) 571-7500/571-7574 
www.mvusd.ktz.ca.u .. 
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SALES 
More Myths About Multicultural Customers ... 
by Michael Soon Lee 
0\ cr onc-thmj of all 
Americans toda) arc mmorities 
plu» there are over a million 
people from overseas tmmigrat-
ing CVCf) year. The numbers of 
people from di\crsc cultures are 
gnm mg so rapid!) that the L .S. 
Census Bureau C'.pech thts 
group to be near!) half of the 
population b) 2050. This ts a 
huge market for retailers and 
service providers all across the 
countf) - if you knO\\ hO\\ to 
meet the unique needs of cus-
tomers and clients from other 
cultures. 
"MULTICULTURAL PEO-
PLE HAVE SUPERSTITIONS 
AND BELIEFS THAT ARE 
TOTALLY JNCOMPREHE.VSJ-
BLE TO AMERICANS.'' 
Remember that people in the 
United States have beliefs that 
often baffle outsiders such as the 
fact that black cats, walking 
under ladders. and the number 
13 are unluck). Most other cul-
tures have their own beliefs that 
are just different. 
Many cultural beliefs hap-
pen to directly affect the pur-
chase of goods and services 
such as how items are packaged. 
colors that goods are wrapped in 
and how items are priced. For 
instance. many Asians believe 
that the number four is unlucky 
because when pronounced in 
Japanese or Chinese it sounds 
very similar to those cultures· 
word for "death." Items pack-
aged in groups of four can sym-
bolize bad luck for those people 
who believe in numerology. 
Notice, for instance. that if you 
buy a tea set it is usually pack-
aged with five cups, not four, for 
this reason. 
On the other hand, the num-
ber three can be bad luck for 
many Southeast Asians. You 
never want to yackage or even 
photograph them in groups of 
three since bad luck is believed 
to conK' to the person m the 
middle. 
Just as there are vef) few 
hospitals or hotels with a 13th 
floor in America, the same 
buildings m Asta lack a fourth 
tloor. You can see that this 
belief is stmllar m both coun-
tries just the numbers are differ-
ent. 
"SOME PEOPLE FROM 
OUTSIDE THE C.S. ARE 
C\ETHICAL BECAUSE THEY 
INSIST ON RENEGOTIATING 
A PuRCHASE CONTRACT 
AFTER IT HAS BEEN 
SIGNED." 
While it's true that people 
from other cultures often try to 
renegotiate a purchase contract 
after it has been signed, it has 
nothing to do with ethtcs. 
America ts a ''low context" 
country where everything is 
spelled out between people 
either verball) or in a detailed, 
written contract. Other coun-
tries are "high context" where 
much more information is 
derived from the context of the 
communication and less is 
spelled out. 
In high context countries it 
is understood that contracts only 
reflect the agreement between 
the parties at the beginning of a 
relationship which can change 
as they get to know each other. 
As a result. the parties are obli-
gated to help each other "adjust" 
the contract to their needs until 
it is completed. 
Keep this in mind when 
working with customers from 
high context countries such as 
Mexico. China, Japan, and the 
Middle East. You may wish to 
save something for the end of 
the transaction as things adjust. 
If you give your "bottom line 
price" too early, it is sure to 
make things difficult during 
your relationship. 
"PEOPI r FROM 07HER 
CULTURES ARE JUST TOO 
MUCH TROUBLE TO BOTH-
ER WITH" 
The author constantly hears 
this statement from retailers, 
service provtders and their 
salespeople throughout the 
country. Too bad for them 
because tf you know how to 
meet the special needs of multi-
cultural customers, they can be 
just as loyal and enJoyable to 
work wtth as anyone else. In 
addition. people from other cul-
tures are very good about refer-
ring thetr fnends and family if 
you serve them with sensitivity 
and patience. 
An added bonus when work-
ing with people from outside the 
United States is the opportunity 
to learn about other cultures. 
Just think of it. You can take a 
round-the-world trip without 
getting seasick or losing one 
piece of luggage! 
"IT WOULD BE TOO 
MUCH TROUBLE TO CUS-
TOMIZE MY PRODUCT OR 
SERVICE TO PEOPLE FROM 
OTHER CULTURES." 
Actually, making your busi-
ness attractive to people from 
other cultures is quite easy. 
First, start with your brochures. 
Print them in the major lan-
guages of the customers who 
frequent your store or office. Be 
sure to get help with the transla-
tion because many concepts and 
words in English do not convert 
easily to other languages. Also 
be sure to print in the correct 
language. For example, while 
Chinese, Korean, and Japanese, 
may appear similar to the 
untrained eye they are very dif-
ferent. 
You may want to consider 
hiring someone who speaks the 
language of your major group of 
multicultural customers or 
clients. However, if they lind 
you arc sensitive and patient 
wtth people who have language 
problems, they will usually lind 
a friend or family member to 
mterpret. Excellent customer 
service is a universal language 
as is friendliness and a willmg-
ness to learn about other peo-
ple's culture. 
Next, hire a consultant to 
look at your store or office lay-
out, packaging. and other infor-
mation to make it more cultural-
ly friendly. Issues to consider 
include: "Feng Shut" (place-
ment of objects for opttmum 
energy tlow); good and bad 
numerology (the number eight 
can be lucky for some groups 
while seven can be fortuitous for 
others); packaging (remember 
to avoid grouping three or four 
of anything, depending on the 
groups you serve); some groups 
prefer that gifts be wrapped in 
bright colors while others favor 
more muted tones (get help from 
a consultant): and much more. 
"PEOPLE DON'T WANT 
TO TALK ABOL'T THEIR CUL-
TURE - THEY JUST WANT TO 
BE TREATED LIKE EVERY-
ONE ELSE." 
This is probably the biggest 
myth when dealing with people 
from other cultures. We know 
we are different and unless 
something about culture is men-
tioned early in your relationship 
with a multicultural client. it 
will always stand as a barrier to 
bui I ding true rapport. 
Once you take a sincere 
interest in your customers' cul-
tural background they are usual-
ly more than happy to tell you 
about their language, food, and 
even beliefs. Get into the habit 
of asking every customer, 
"Where do your ancestors come 
from?" Notice. this can get the 
conversation started with some-
continued on page 39 
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There comes a time in both 
our professtonal and personal 
lives when we must make a 
stand. Through all the swirling 
complexity, change and chal-
lenges we face. we must at some 
point assert ourselves and set 
our bar of standards. This 
means refusmg to be engulfed in 
the comfortable molten lava of 
mediocrity that tlows through 
many lives and organizations. It 
means acceptmg the accounta-
bility and responsibility that go 
hand-m-hand with excellence. 
And in busmess. it means work-
ing every day to generate strate-
gic insights. using those insights 
to set direction and then fiercely 
executmg strategy with both 
mental agility and perseverance. 
If you're not content being 
with the majority of managers 
dog paddling around in the tacti-
cal end of the pool, then it's time 
to commit yourself to becoming 
a better strategtst. This path to 
becoming a highly strategic 
manager begins with under-
standing the seven sins of strate-
gy and the action steps to avoid 
them. 
Sin #1: Substituting 
Planning for Thinking. 
Since think111g ts hard work, 
it's not uncommon for managers 
to fall back on strategic planning 
in an attempt to shape the direc-
tion of their business. However, 
this ignores a crucial distinction-
strategic thinking involves the 
generation of insights--strategic 
planning involves the applica-
tion of the insights into an action 
plan. Relying on strategic plan-
ning without strategic thinking 
is tantamount to an organiza-
tional lobotomy because the 
essential thinking function has 
been excised. This results in 
tired. old tactical plans leading 
to marginally incremental 
improvement at best while sti-
fling the organization's poten-
tial. 
MANAGEMENT 
The Seven Sins of Strategy 
By Rich Horwath 
Action: Provtde managers 
wuh the knowledge base and 
terminology clearly dtstinguish-
ing strategic thinking from plan-
ntng and provide them with 
tools to factlitate that thinking. 
Sin #2: Lacking the 
Discipline to Say "No" 
Strategy involves the intelli-
gent allocation of limited 
resources. 
"Intelligent allocation •· 
requtres us to make trade-offs 
and focus those resources. Too 
often, because tradeoffs involve 
risk, we take cover in the status 
quo and don't make any trade-
offs at all. While not making 
tradeoffs and not saying "no" to 
areas of resource allocatiOn may 
ltml! short-term vulnerability. it 
ts often a sure sign of long-term 
weakness. 
Action: Identify your 
resources - capital, talent and 
time - and begin detailing how 
they are allocated, including 
your time. Any surpnses? How 
is this allocation different from 
past months/years? Does it 
reflect the changing market 
trends and customer needs? 
Wnting down the significant 
resource allocations (including 
what you spend your time on) is 
an objective way to begin meas-
uring whether or not they are 
returning the requisite value for 
their investment. 
Sin #3: Not Preparing to 
be a Strategist 
Before you can develop 
great strategy, you first need to 
develop great strategists. While 
most organizations provide 
developmental programs on 
leadership, communication 
skills, product marketing, etc .. 
very few organizations have 
provided their managers with a 
roadmap to enhancing their 
strategic thinking capabilities. 
As successful organizations 
continue to grow. the need to 
decentralize strategic decision-
makll1g becomes more impor-
tant 111 order to leverage market 
dynamics and evolve customer 
needs in a timely fashion. 
Improved strategic thinkmg 
means that managers wtll invest 
more resources 111 the nght 
acttvtttes (key iniuauves driving 
corporate success) and fewer 
resources in the wrong activities 
(urgent but unimportant 111itia-
tives), leading in theory and 
practice to greater revenue. 
profitability and productivity. 
Actton: Provide managers 
with penodic tra111111g and devel-
opment programs on strategy 
and strategic think111g skills sets 
that are tailored to their level of 
responstbility within the organi-
zation. Just as professiOnal base-
ball players refresh their funda-
mental skills each year during 
spring training, managers 
should also refresh their busi-
ness planning skills on an annu-
al basis. 
Sin #4: Employing 
Bumper Car Strategy 
Not investing the time in a 
sound strategy development 
process results in bumper car 
strategy-the organization 
mindlessly changing directions 
each time it's bumped into by a 
marketplace issue (competitor 
activity, customer complaint. 
short-term fad. etc.). 
Anthony Zuiker. executive 
producer. "CSI." "CSI: Miami" 
and "CSI: New York"- all three 
of which are among the top I 0 
shows on TV - said. "The thing 
I'm most proud of is that we 
didn't react to the competition. 
Some of the other crime shows 
have added labs and are doing 
more forensics. and there have 
been all kinds of knockoffs 
watering down the market, but 
we've held true. You need to 
evolve. but you don "t need to 
evolve defensive!). That\ a 
classic mistake." 
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Action: Invest in a strategy 
development process that ts stm-
ple, conctse and effective. Set 
aside one day per quarter for a 
"Strategy Tune-up." when the 
team assesses the key business 
tssues and assumptions to gauge 
progress. 
Sin #5: Allowing Budget to 
Dictate Strategy 
One of the most entrenched 
practtces in orgamzauons of 
every size is to allow the budget 
to dictate the strategy. Most 
managers will readily admtt that 
it's a faulty premise but often 
they are unwilling to try and 
tum this "aircraft carrier" of a 
process around. Constricting the 
creauve strategy development 
process at the outset with a page 
of budget numbers can close off 
avenues that might fundamen-
tally enhance the business in 
ways not previously explored. 
Action: Leave the budget 
numbers in the folder during the 
initial strategic thinking ses-
sions. Once your team has had 
the opportunity to comprehen-
sively think through the busi-
ness and generate strategic 
insights, bring the budget num-
bers in during the strategic plan-
ning phase to help prioritize the 
initiatives. 
Sin #6: Not Linking the 
Strategic Plan to Action 
One of the great ironies is 
that the organizations that do 
invest their time in strategy 
development often don't have 
an effective way of then using 
that plan on a daily basis to 
drive the activities of their 
teams. They've invested time, 
energy and money into thinking 
that sets strong strategic direc-
tion, only to have that direction 
evaporate over the course of the 
year due to the "out-of-sight. 
out-of-mind" phenomenon. 
Action: Transform your tra-
continued on page 3Y 
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Special Report ... 
continued from pr,:. 7 
commercial real estate financing. 
Apartment tnv cstors haw been 
impacted the least by the capital 
markets shift due to increased lend-
ing b) Fannte l\1ae and Freddte \ttac. 
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 
The most pen asive theme of L .S. economic perforn1ance in the 
past ::?.0 years can be summed up tn a smgle word resilience. From the 
stock market crash of 1987. the coli apse of the savmgs and loan 
industf) and recesston in 1990/91. the Asian financial crisis in 
1997/98, the dot-com coli apse in 2001 and the 9/11 tragedtes. to a 
v.ave of corporate scandals and job oft'shoring. the u.S. econom] has 
demonstrated its agility. innovation and better-than-expected perform-
ance after each shock 
The serious and unique challenges of the current downturn should 
not be underestimated: however. if past tendencies to address prob-
lems through market forces and government inten·ention are any indi-
cation. a prolonged period of economic contraction is unlikely. By the 
same measure. a "snap-back" recover] is not expected. as many of the 
current issues. particularly housing. will take time to correct. What 
-..tarted out as a subprime mortgage problem has ballooned into mar-
ketwide negative psychology and reversal of the housing-wealth fac-
tor. As prices fall. more financially able homeowners with little or 
negative equit) are walking awa} from their mortgages, driving fur-
ther price correction. Therefore, housing and its impact on financial 
markets will remain wildcards for the next several months. 
Housing Market Yet to Hit Bottom. Existing home sales contm-
ued to decline through the first several months of 2008. On a year-ago 
basis. home prices arc down 8 percent. and sales activity is off _by 18 
percent. For-sale inventor) recently increased to a new record-high of 
more than II months of supply. Nationwide. the housing market 
should settle late this year as the economy improves and credit condi-
tions for qualified homebuyers ease, though the 1_110st over;;upplied 
markeb will not hit bottom until 2009. Overall. pnce reductions and 
low interest rates should spur buying activity, which. coupled with fur-
ther slowing in housing starts, will reduce for-sale inventory next year. 
Inflation Risks Elelated. A potential side effect of Fed easing ts 
rising inflation, which pomts to a tighten_ing campai_gn q~ickly upon 
normalization of the economy. The headhne rate of mflauon remams 
elevated at .t percent but core inflation is only 2.4 percent, which 
means high-energy costs have not yet translated mto significantly 
higher prices for non-energy-related goods. Oil prices climbed con-
siderabl) in the first quarter. however, and companies will ultimately 
need to pass higher energy costs on to consumers. If the Fed's ex~c­
tation of easing inflationary pressures due to a slower economy fatls 
to materialize, it may be forced to raise interest rates rapidly. creating 
a new round of economic headwinds. 
Modest Job Growth Expected. The U.S. job market registered 
four consecutive months of net losses in early 2008. and further con-
traction is likely in the near term. Payrolls are forecast to resume 
growth in the second half. however, as the positive effects of fiscal and 
monetary stimuli take hold. Education, health care, exports and 
tourism are forecast to remain the top drivers of growth, with weak-
ness concentrated in manufacturing, construction, banking and hous-
ing-related industries. 
Corporate Profits Weaken, but Balance Sheets Still Sturdy. 
Domestic corporate profits declined in the second half of 2007, due 
mainly to financial sector losses; however. profits from overseas oper-
ations registered the strongest gain since 1980. Outside of the finan-
cial sector, profit margins are still generally healthy, and many com-
panies have significant cash reserves after several years of double-
digit profit growth. . . 
Across the board. businesses should get some rehef from easmg 
wage pressures as slack returns to the labor market. . 
Weak Dollar Driving Exports. The U.S. dollar has declined near-
ly 30 percent against majo: foreign currencies sin~e 200?. Though dis-
concerting to many Amencans, the weak dollar ts lendmg support to 
the U.S. economy. Foreign demand for U.S. goods has increased. nar-
rowing the trade gap and contributing to GOP growth. Port markets 
and transportation hubs will benefit from this trend, and_ favorable 
exchange rates will encourage international travel to the Umted States. 
reducing the impact of slower U.S. consumer spending on the hospj-
tality and retail sectors in gateway cities. 
CAPITAL MARKETS TRENDS 
The Fed has become aggressive in its efforts to contain the down-
turn and prevent a financial sector continued on page 34 
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Does your website stand 
out from the competition? 
Seminar I 
BASICS OF THE INTERNET 
• How to po$t"" your webSite 
• Leaw your Joogle Rank 
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InstaDecision: 4 Steps to a "Blink" Moment 
By: Dr. Maurice A. Ramirez 
In the last minutes before 
the closmg bell on Friday. a 
professional stockbroker 
known for his nerves of steel 
suddenly dumps his high risk 
portfolio, seemingly without 
regard to price or loss. At the 
bar that night. his colleagues 
openly nb htm about hts 
uncharactenstic behaviOr and 
privately wonder if "he has lost 
his nerve" when he admits he 
didn't have any research to 
back-up the trades. The markets 
would be closed for a holiday 
weel,end, but when they 
reopened on Tuesday. the mar-
ket sank I ike a stone. The sk !l-
ush slockbroker had been right, 
but how? 
Perhaps due to the recent 
economic turmoil, the past 
months have seen a resurgence 
of mterest tn the ideals of "gut 
reacuons." IntuitiOn and other 
versiOns of the insight methods 
described by Malcolm 
Gladwell's book. "Bl tnk !" 
Busmess leaders, CEOs. physt-
cians. disaster field responders. 
professiOnal speakers and con-
sultants use both linear and 
non-lmear dectston making 
(logic & intuition) to create 
"Blink" moments datly. 
Most people know the lin-
ear decisiOn makmg process 
because it ts cultivated by our 
educational system. It ts a sys-
tem based on the collection of 
data to support a decision (If A 
and 8 then C, but tf A and not B 
then D) Few people realize that 
we are all born as innately non-
linear thtnkcrs. 
What Goes Into a "Blink" 
Moment'? 
Non-lmear process ts a four 
step process consisting of: 
1) Pattern Recogmtton 
2) Acknowledging Framing 
Btas 
3) Heuristic Introspection 
4) Empathy 
Pattern Recognition 
Pattern recognition is see-
ing the patterns and processes 
behmd everything you do and 
have done. Remember that 
those wllh the greatest potenual 
are those who are the most 
adaptable to any ctrcumstance 
They mnately understand the 
process that underlies any other 
person's succes'> and can repli-
cate it with ease 
Acknowledge 
Bias 
Framing 
Think about what happens 
before a manager goes into a 
meeting. Rarely will people 
walk into the situation "cold." 
They are bnefed on who 
they're going to meet and what 
they're supposed to accom-
plbh. They draw certain pre-
conceptions, whtch is called a 
frammg bias. 
As long as you know what 
your framtng bias is upfront. 
then you can allow the situation 
to develop organically. You can 
then take away your feelings 
and your impressions and use 
them as an analyttcal tool. 
That's the essence of heuristics-
--takmg your feeltngs and 
tmpresstons and using them 
analytically. 
Before you can fully 
tmmerse yourself in another's 
viewpoint. you need to shed 
your framing bias. First, Identi-
fy what your preconceptions 
are about the situation. Second, 
once you've tdentified them, 
clear your mind and explore the 
experience for the ftrst ttme. 
What's your first 1mpress10n? 
Are you reacting the way you 
are because of your precon-
ceived tdeas or because you are 
looking at the situation through 
fresh eyes? 
Heuristic Introspection 
Heuristic Introspection is a 
non-linear thought process tn 
which you must "be your cus-
tomer." Much ltke how a fine 
artist "knows" tf a painting or 
musical composition "works" 
by gomg wtth their gut, your 
employees should know what a 
customer wants. 
When you think heuristical-
ly, you truly understand the 
customers' wants and needs. 
The next time you want to 
know how your customers 
would feel about a particular 
product or servtce. adapt a non-
linear (heunsttc ) research 
approach and become a part of 
your study base. Your focus 
group of one (you) will guide 
your initial thought process 
toward reaching your cus-
tomers. 
Empathy 
Empathy is quite literally to 
walk a mtle tn the shoes of our 
customers, that is to become 
one with your customers 
Become part of the story, even 
tf you aren't part of the product 
story. Generally. people like 
and dtslike the same thmgs. If 
not. you'd never have to wait in 
line for your favorite roller 
coaster at an amusement park. 
What do you feel? Listen to 
your gut-chances are your cus-
tomers ' gut would tell them the 
same thing. You may not identi-
fy with the problem. but you'll 
know what you need to do to 
make 11 feel "right.·· 
How can you now trans-
late what you've discoYered 
into a reproducible decision? 
If you're developing an ad 
for jogging shoes, you need to 
thmk like a runner--even if 
you're not one. Why do people 
run? What is important to run-
ners? How does running make 
continued 011 page 39 
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:\to~t people lin: the1r lncs 
like they "'atch the tclcv 1s10n 
The remote control is m thc1r 
hands and they have the power 
to change the channel to any 
sho"' the) can rosstbly imag-
mc But they don't There is 
opportunity to exrerience an)-
thmg they can dream But they 
don't do anything. They are 
content to simply watch what-
ever is on. rather than choose 
"'hat they really vv ant 
The most 1mportant begin-
nmg principle for creating 
greatness in your life 1s to rec-
ognize and then utilize the prin-
ciple of personal power and 
personal accountability. 
Every person comes with 
the built-in ability to choose 
their actions and reactions for 
any given set of circumstances. 
Hovv vvc usc thi~ ability will 
ultim,ncl) dctcrn1ine all of the 
outcomes \\L' \\111 c\rcricnce m 
our II\ cs. fh!he vv ho attain the 
greatest succc,ses in life do so. 
not because the1r Circumstances 
have been dramatically differ-
ent from others. but because 
the1r .choices have been. It IS 
our personal choices and 
accountability that have the 
most significant impact on the 
kind of lives we will lead. 
Many people do not realize 
that even the so-called "little 
moments" can have great 
impact. and it may be easy to 
justify not giving our attention 
to them because the conse-
quences may not be immediate-
ly apparent. However, an 
ancient proverb shares this 
great truth in a different way; 
"The greatest walls are build 
with the smallest bricks." Our 
lives are the same, and we must 
begin with the little things. 
Now, how will you know 
which little things really 
deserve your attention'? 
There is an easy solution 
for us in prioritizing all things. 
Before beginning to sort 
out "life things" we need to 
Are Your Success Pillars in Balance? 
By Douglas Vermeeren 
have aS) stem Ill riace. It's like 
building a runic. In order for 
the !Jttle pieces to be rroduc-
liVC and hav c value we need to 
understand what the btg picture 
looks like. Our b1g picture 1s 
essentially dclming what we 
want our life to look like. who 
we want to be and the legacy 
\\e want to leave behind. Many 
people do not invest the time to 
answer these •mrortant ques-
tions. However. if you can do 
this one step at a time, you vvill 
find that all your questions vvill 
instantly become clear. and 
you 'II be on your path to suc-
cess. 
But what is -.ucccss'? 
The definition is different 
for every mdividual. and only 
you can define your v 1cw of 
success. Understand that suc-
cess is a journey and not a des-
tination. It can never be a srot 
of permanent comrkt1on. 
Success 1s akm to contmual 
grO\\ th Success is a matter or 
find1ng appropriate balance 
\\hllc you are in mot1on rather 
than findmg a comfortable rest-
ing place to stagnate. 
Lasting success 1s found in 
the balance of four independent 
elements. Notice that each of 
these success pillars begins 
with "your feelings about. .. " 
Success is very much attached 
to your feelings, and gratitude 
is a significant part of feeling 
successful. 
I) Your feelings about 
wealth - Success in this area is 
not based on a spec1fic number 
on a bank statement. In fact , it 
has very little to do with 
money. But it has everything to 
do with how you feel about 
what you have. Do you have 
enough to meet your obliga-
tions'? To live the life you 
choose'? To be free to pursue 
the things which are meaning-
ful to you? There are many 
people who are extremely rich, 
but not wealthy. How do you 
feel about your currently k\el 
of abundance or ~calth'1 
2) Your feelings about 
your health -Success has vcr) 
little to do wllh quantity of a 
given thing or an ouhidc meas-
urement. Instead. 11 has every-
thing to do with the feelings 
relatmg to a certam thing. 
There are many v~ho suffer 
from disease. dtsablluy and 
challenge who reel very suc-
cessful in th1s area. Your feel-
ings about your O\\ n health are 
the important consideration for 
th1s issue. 
3) Your feelings about 
your relationships - Dav1d 0. 
McKay, a rcllgwus leader. said 
it best when he stated that. "No 
success can comrensate for 
failure in the home:· 
Ever) thing starts in the home. 
but rclationshirs al-,o include 
ever)OnC )OU lnlL'ract \\ llh. 
Once I had the opportun1ty to 
climb the tallest mount;un 
peaks 10 Ch1na kno~n as the 
Huangshan Mountains. A ftcr 
hours of chmbmg. our group 
finally reached the tops of the 
beautiful mountains. The sun 
was just rising and we were so 
high up we could literally see 
the curvature of the earth; it 
was exciting. I turned to one of 
my associates who had made 
the climb with us. I excitedly 
expressed how beautiful and 
exciting this scene was, but his 
face turned to a look of confu-
sion. "Wo bu dong," he said as 
he looked at me. That's the 
Chinese words for "I don't 
understand." In that moment, 
our language barrier prevented 
us from sharing this marvelous 
experience with each other. 
The same is true in our lives. 
The fullness of success is only 
enjoyed when we have the abil-
ity to share it with another. 
4) Your feelings about 
your self-achievement, 
August 200R 
dreams and spirituality -
What are )OUJ 1nncr mm.t 
yearnings? What 1s your con-
nection to things of the sr•nl'' 
How do feel about these 
thtngs? Are your needs be1ng 
met in this area? In some ways 
this area is sl1ghtly more 
important than the others. It\ 
really more of a foundatwn 
than a ptllar. Until you have 
these elements being met in 
your life. you cannot insrire or 
lift another to their greatness. 
Without this. you arc a lot like 
a lifeguard who can't swim. 
When you knO\\ who you arc 
and you're conf1dcnt you arc 
headed in the right direction. 
magical things happen lor you 
and those around you 
Take a moment right nov\ 
and stor what 11 is you are 
domg .. . invest this tune m 
you . Take a careful look at 
these four areas 111 )Our life ,md 
cons1der h()\\ sati-,ried )OU feel 
about them. H(m do you feel 
about your vvealth. health. rela-
tionships and self-achievement, 
dreams and spintuality? What 
would the situation look like if 
it were ideal for you? 
You may not know all the 
steps to get where you want to 
go, but as you look at the sig-
nificant little steps. the b1g ones 
will appear. 
Decide that what you will 
play on your televiSIOn of life 
will be the programs you want 
to watch. You don't have to s1t 
through someone else's dream. 
You have the power to tum 
your life into what you want it 
to be. It can be a spectacular 
adventure, romance, thriller or 
comedy; anything you dream. 
What can you do right now to 
create the life you want? 
Remember it is up to you. 
For additional information. 
visit Doug at his Web site at 
www.douglasvermeeren.com. 
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There arc few connections 
in the world of business clearer 
than the one between how an 
orgamzation treats 1ts employ-
ees and how those employees 
treat the1r customers. As Bill 
Black. former CEO of Canada ·s 
\llantlme Life Assurance Co .. 
once said. "We're not running a 
country club around here. but 
we arc 111 a sen 1ce industr), and 
the best V\ ay to have happ) cus-
tomers is to have happy 
employees.·· 
Though the connectiOn 
between JOllll emrloycc and 
customer satisfactton 1sn ., I 00 
percent. 11 ts patently clear that 
you can hardly have hapry cus-
tomers with disgruntled 
employees sen ing them. Just 
ask most a1r travelers. 
Yep. there\ an awful lot of 
bad customer service out there. 
But it's not due to a shortage of 
books and seminars to teach the 
unenlightened how to be nice to 
people try mg desperately to 
give them their money And it's 
not because customer service 
employees are innately rude 
OK. some arc. but most arcn 't. 
Where serv1cc is lousy. it's 
often because managers haven't 
equipped their employees to 
provide the good serv1cc that 
they'd like to believe differenti-
ates them. 
Research into service 
providers that understand the 
employee-customer connection 
suggests that you can substan-
tially improve customer service 
tn at least three ways: 
1. Give employees reasons 
to be proud: 
People truly want to take 
pride in their work. Good chefs 
get their thrills creating great 
meals and then watching appre-
ciative guests devour the food. 
But if that chef has to make do 
with third-rate meats purchased 
by a stingy or 1gnorant corpo-
rate buyer, the chef can't help 
but fail. Ditto for the server who 
brings the sub-prime steak to 
the table. 
Whether you're selling 
food, freight service, hotel 
MANAGEMENT 
The Employee-Customer Connection 
By Bill Catlette and Richard Hadden 
rooms. computer opcratmg sys-
tems, or any other product or 
scrv1ce. the employee who 
makes, sells. delivers. or servic-
es a high-quality product is 
going to have a better day at 
work than the one "'ho has to 
associate with schlock stuff. 
One factor that has pro-
pelled Rochester '\ev\ York-
based Wegman·., Supermarkeh 
to a pm111on at or ncar the top 
of Fortune's list of "I 00 Best 
Companies to Work For" for 
more than a decade is a distinc-
tive commitment to customer 
serv1ce. That's nght. Rather 
than creatmg an added burden 
on employees who arc expected 
to go out of the1r way to serve 
customers. Wegman's high 
service standards actually 
improve working conditions for 
the1r employees. "Th1s 1s hard 
vvork." a Wegman's employee 
told us on a recent store visit. 
"but what makes it V\Orth It is 
that our customers arc great. 
They love shoppmg here. and 
that makes me feel good about 
what I do . even 1f I'm worn 
out at the end of the day." 
2. Create the connection 
No one can possibly put 
everything they've got into 
their job until they sec how 
their dail) work benefits the 
end customer. 
Lots of workers have this 
opportunity. first-hand. every 
day: nurses. auto mechanics. 
realtors. HVAC installers. your 
mornmg barista. The list goes 
on and on. but it\ shorter than 
the list of those who. in the reg-
ular course of the1r work. never. 
ever, have an encounter with a 
real paying customer - those 
millions of people working dili-
gently in factories. back offices, 
and elsewhere. supporting the 
work that touches the customer. 
When the employee-customer 
connection isn't obvious. some-
limes leaders have to create 11. 
Morale was low. error rates 
were high, and employee 
turnover was rampant in a fac-
tory where workers made hos-
pital products--specifically, tub-
ing assemblies used to deliver 
intravenous mediCation. nuids. 
and nutrition to patients. The 
HR Department sweetened the 
benefits pot. and hired a team of 
consultanh to implement such 
techniques as job variety and 
job enhancement. 1\'othing 
changed. 
Finally someone decided to 
put all the facrory workers on a 
big yeliO\\ school bus. and take 
them to the nearest hosp1tal. 
where everyone could see, at 
work. these tubing assemblies 
they make all day. When they 
wllnessed the very tubes the1r 
hands had wrought being used 
to deliver llfesavmg medication 
and nourishment to patients, 
that's when things turned 
around. People came a\\ay say-
ing. "So that's what \\C do 
~ovv v\e see vvhy vvc come to 
work every day:· Within \\Ccks. 
morale rose markedly. as d1d 
qualit) . Turnover dropped. and 
people began to work vv ith an 
energy the plant manager had 
never seen before - because 
someone created an employee-
customer connection. 
3. Get the system off their 
backs 
In most organizations. 
there\ a substanual disconnect 
bet\\een those who make cor-
porate policy and those who arc 
tasked"' ith delivering customer 
service. If you're a member of 
the former group. remember 
that good employees won't suf-
fer dumb systems. 
The late great management 
thinker Peter Drucker once 
opmed that. " inety percent of 
what we call 'management' 
consists of making it difficult 
for people to get things done." 
A national c hain of 
cafe/bookstores has a rigid pol-
ICY requiring multiple levels of 
approval for the purchase of 
any piece of equipment costing 
more than $100. As a result, 
when, for example, a commer-
cial bagel toaster toasts its last. 
it takes nearly a month to 
replace it. During that month, 
the attendants at its under-
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staffed counters have to make 
do with inadequate equ1pment 
and apolog1ze to every cus-
tomer for why their service 1s 
even slower than usual. 
By contrast. organuations 
that experience h1gh degrees of 
employee engagement take 
deliberate. preemptive steps to 
a' 01d putting the1r \\Orkcrs in 
the line of fire of angry cus-
tomers. 
'io~ here 1s this ideal v wlat-
cd more frequently or more 
egregious!) than in the realm of 
cw,tomer service call centers. 
The quality of a call center 
employee's workplace experi-
ence vanes directly with that of 
the customer's service expcn-
ence. and inversely w1th the 
number of minutes spent on 
hold and the number or touch-
tone qual if) ing prompts 
required to reach a human \\ llh 
a bram set to the "on" positwn. 
Face it. b) the time )Our cus-
tomer has answered 20 elec-
tronic questions and ~ailed 10 
minutes listening to a recordmg 
of how important the1r busine'S 
is to you. \\hen they do finally 
reach a real person, they can't 
help but take out the1r frustra-
tions on your serv1ce rep - the 
one person in your compan) 
least responsible for the asinine 
system that so provoked your 
customer. The number one rea-
son for high call center turnover 
is the daily wearing do\\ n of the 
sp1rits of employees b) <1 sys-
tem that serves customers poor-
1). and which emplo)ees arc 
flOWerless to change. 
If you're hiring right m the 
first place. your people want to 
do good work and deliver great 
customer service. But after the 
new wears off the job. they can 
only continue to do so if they 
are able to take real pride m 
what they do. if they see a direct 
connection between their work 
and real paying customers. and 
with systems that allow them to 
do their very best work. 
For more information. \'iJit 
wwH·.Conrented(ows.com. 
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GILDA'S CLUB DESERT CITIES CAMP FOCUSES ON CHILDREN TOUCHED BY CANCER 
Camp Zmk Come~ to 
Gilda's Club Desert Cittes, 
Wednesday. Aug 6 from 10·00 
a.m. 4:00 p.m. Gilda\ Club 
~ill be introducing Zink the 
Zebra to younger people in the 
desert who have been touched 
in some way by cancer. 
Noogieland, led by youth pro-
gram manager, Sten Brickman, 
ts an ongomg program at 
Gilda's Club giving much 
needed support to children. 
Zink the Zebra promotes 
the understanding and accept-
ance of human differences 
through specially created char-
acter education programs that 
help children and adults realize 
the necessity to respect and 
show compassion 10ward oth-
ers. 
Zink the Zebra facilitates 
interactive activities that help 
develop awareness and accept-
ance of individual differences. 
The Zink program creates an 
environment where personal 
experiences and feelings can be 
shared in order to help children 
through the cancer journey and 
beyond. 
This day-long camp will 
include arts and crafts, games, 
magicians, and even a visit 
from Zink the Zebra herself! 
Food, beverages and fun will be 
provided in a welcoming, open 
and supportive environment. 
"Adults are not the only 
ones who can find the cancer 
experience to be isolating; kids 
often deal with isolation as 
well. They often feel that it is 
hard to fit in. Zink teaches us 
that we are more alike than we 
are different. Camp Zink is for 
children, grandchildren. nieces 
and nephews or any other child 
who has been touched by can-
cer in our community," said 
Paula Kennedy, executive 
director, Gilda's Club Desert 
Cities. 
Camp Zink is open to 
Gilda's club members and ori-
entation is free! Not yet a 
Member of GCDC? 
\1em~rshtp is required for all 
actt>Hies at Gilda's Club but 
it's FREE and becoming a 
member is easy: 
I) Call 769-770-5678 to 
sign up for a new member ori-
entation. 
2) Schedule an appointment 
at your convenience with one 
of our licensed professiOnals to 
design a customized plan. 
MAP.KET l"iDICATORS 
VACANCY 
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3) EnJOY our support 
groups. activities, lectures and 
more! 
The Gilda\ Club Program 
is free of charge. New member 
meetmgs are held every 
Tuesday at I :00 pm and I st and 
3rd Saturdays at noon. The 
meetings include an overview 
of the program and a tour of the 
clubhouse. Members receive a 
monthly calendar ltstmg the 
acttvities in ~hich they may 
take part. 
For more lllformatwn, \'1.\11 
Gilda\ Club Desert Citie.\ at 
67-625 Ea.\t Palm Canwm Dr. 
#7 A in Cathedral Citv or at 
www.~:ildasclllbde.lertcities.org 
or call 760-770-5678. 
Market Report 
Rental Rates Continue To Decline In The 
Inland Empire Office Market 
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~ 
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"" g $liS I 
'" ~ :0: ~/ f > .. 11! ,,,. ~ $16S 
'"" 
sr •s 
"" >QO< 2()05 1Q06 2()01 2001 
MARKET TRENDS 
AVERAGE ASKING 
RENTAL RATE AT $1 93 
DOWN FROM $1.99 
LAST QUARTER 
VACANCY RATE AT 
161% 
ww.v coll,ct •, co Ill lo,.wgclc' Out Knowled~:e ts your Pro petty 
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Casa Colina Rec ... 
contmued from pg. 2 
has come from the Pomona 
Rotary, wh1ch dedtcated the 
proceeds of its Annual Art 
Auction. Thts donation was 
$48,765 and included a $5.000 
grant from the MaJeStic Realty 
Foundation. 
The Timothy C. 
McWilliams, Jr. Foundation 
also awarded Casa Colina an 
addnwnal grant of $25,000 for 
cqutpment to evaluate and train 
pat1ents to use augmentative 
communicatton devrces 
The UniHealth Foundatton 
awarded a three-year grant of 
$842,520 for a project to evalu-
ate the health of mdividuals 
agmg with intellectual and/or 
developmental disabilities. 
Thts grant will support a 
focused promotion of healthy 
agmg practices with Casa 
Colina's Padua Vi II age rest-
dents and will also mclude a 
three-year evaluallon of healthy 
aging practices in a larger pop-
Today, millions of children in developing countries are suffering with cleft lip and 
palate. Condemned to a lifetime of malnutrition, shame and i»olation. 
The good news is that virtually all of these children can be helped. This is the 
mission of The Smile Train. We empower local surgeons to provide thi~ life changing 
free cleft surgery which take~ as little as 45 minutes and costs as little as S250. It 
gives de:;perate children not just a new smile--but a new life. 
100% of your donation goes toward programs- 0% goes toward overhead. 
YES, I want to give a child a second chance at life. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 $250 Provid.-. cltft ourgrry for OD<" child. 
0 $125 Covers half th~ ro•t of on~ ourgrry. 
0 S 50 Provid.,. mN!icationo for on~ SU'"&""Y· : 
Name 
City 
Tettpho"" 
c~ my pl'r to my trfflll card 0 Vi118 
ACCOW>t No. 
0 S We'll gratefully ac~pt any amount. 
_Addreso 
Stair Ztp 
eM Ill I 
0 MaslerCard OAMEX 0 o.scover 
Exp.Date 
Signatu.,. 
~nd thu ooupon w1lh your donaboa to: 
The Smile Train 
P.O. Box1979 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA, 91729·1979 
Make check out to 
"The Smile Train." 
,, 
TheSmileTrain 
l> II or,._ Th• \\.I~· (I ~r:ol• \t \ 1ii1W' 
l-877-KID-SMILE 
www.smiletrain.org 
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ulation across Los Angeles 
County with community part-
ners Cedars Sinai Medical 
Center and LA. Care Health 
Plan. 
The Henry L Guenther 
Foundation previously awarded 
Casa Colina a two-year, 
$50,000 grant that continues to 
be used to pilot "Teen Scene," a 
new social- and life-skills pro-
gram for teenagers with autism 
or related diagnoses. Thi<. is a 
ne\\ program offered through 
Casa Colma Children's 
Sen tees. Teen Scene held its 
ftrst session thts summer. 
In addition to developing 
nev. programs. Casa Colina has 
recetved funding to assist in 
continuing current programs 
and for daily operallons. The 
California Commumty 
Foundation awarded a two-year 
grant of $175.000 for General 
Operating Support that focuses 
on the v.ork of Children's 
Services. the Transitional 
Ltving Center and Adult Day 
Health Care. The grant supports 
on-going programs to help 
patients gain and maintain 
funcllon while supporting suc-
cessful integration into home 
and famtl) life. 
Tv. o grants for General 
Operating Support were award-
ed specifically to Children's 
Sen tees: a $20,000 grant from 
the Kenneth T. and Eileen L 
Noms Foundation and a $4.000 
grant from the Carl E. W)nn 
Foundation. These foundations 
have supported Casa Colina for 
many years, contributing to the 
stabtltty of several signature 
programs. 
Dr. Felice L. Loverso, pres-
ident and CEO of Casa Colina 
said, "Casa Colina is extremely 
grateful that so many founda-
tions have recognized the 
importance of the work being 
done here. Their support rein-
forces the value of rehabilita-
tion and we are indebted to 
these agencies that help us con-
tinue as a pioneering Center of 
Excellence in rehabilitation 
health services." 
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'Oll/111/l<'d /lOIII I'Ut.:<'. I I rRa11~~d />_1· \llmhrrtif/,Jmul Emptrt• l :'mployt•r•l c o/11/lllled 011 page. 25 
Compan) 'amt.· I FmpiO)<'<" { I~ I 'atun· of nu,mt. ........ FmpiO)e<' Scnic~: \1ur~ellng Contact lop l OCdl ~ \ti:Ull\c 
\ddrt"-, I EmpiO)ee\ t-'ationnidt:l \ "an or Carpool Title fille 
Cit), State~ lip \ r. E\1. If llealtll Club o n Sole l'hone/f'o' 
Oa)care on Sile E-\laol \ddre" 
Rhonitlo Communol) Col~e ',751 lh~hcr F.dut:atlon Y.:s Jml Parslm-. In 10~ G. Hendri\. 
21. 48(KJ Magnoha \venue "'~ Yc .. Assoc V P Puhhc Altom~ Chan~.:cllor R"er-ode- CA 925{)(\ 1916 Ye~ {9511 222 X!XI0/222-S6 70 
WY..Y..fCC.l"dU 
Pomona L nined School District J.-162 Educ.UIOil No run Ml-GIIII.,.rav Dr. Thelma Melendez 
22. X(IO South G.lre) A'enue ~/A y~, Progmm :\dnun1sn~uor, Supcnntendem 
Pomona. C A 91766 1954 No CommunJc.uJons (909)397-4800{.197 48R I 
\\Ww.pu\d.org 
Saa Maauol Band o( Mission Indians 3.271 lnJoan Tribe WND N/A Henr~ Duro 
l3. 26569 Commumf\ C~nrer Drive WND Tnt>al Chaonnan 
Hoghbnd. Co\ 92346 19X6 WND (9<l'IJ M64-893l/X64-l370 
w"'"' ~nmanucl-m.n.gov 
Kai>er t' oundabon Ho.pital - Rher<ide l.200 Acute Care Ho!)p11al Ye• Jame-. Tra\.'i\ Terr) Belmont 
24. IOSOO ~fagnoha A\enue 149.000 ~0 Area Markeung Dm~ctor Sr. V1,e Pre.,tdenl/ Area Mgr 
R"e"ode, CA 92505 19~3 .o (951 )l5l--1600{.l~3-4611 
.....,_. Valley Hoopital Mod. Ctr. 3,0S6 Al·ute Can: HospuaJ Ye• Kath) Roche Richard E. Yochum 
15. 1798 N Gllr<) Avenue 3,0X6 Ye~ Darecror ot Markeung, Pre,uknl/CEO 
Pomona, CA 91767 1901 Ye~ (not on \Itt) Pubht Relauon., (90'11865-9~00/865-9796 
WY.Y..p\hmc.org 
\ 'ons A Sarewa) Com pan) 3.0S2 Grocery/Retaol Ye; Gal') Rocbeleau Ste>e B)rd 
26. 618 Mocholhnda A'enue 200.!100 Yes Vice Pre\1dent Pre~•dent 
Arcad11, CA 91007 1906 No (626)X21 7000/821 79l4 
Cllillo V .. y VIlified School Dlstric:t 3,!100 Educarion Yes Juhe GoBon Edmond T. lleatk!y, Ed. D 
1:1. 5130 Rivenide Drive N/A Yes Marketing D1rector Superintendent 
Chino, CA 91710-4130 1860 Yes !9<l'l) 628-1201 
edmond_loentley(a>chono.k 12.cu. u; 
Colton Joint Unified School District 3.000 Education No Casey Crideloch Jame.A. Do""" 
28. 1212 Valencia On't'e 1966 No A:,\t\tent Supenntendent Sup;:nntendem 
Colton, CA 92324 No of Bw~aness !90'115XO-5000!876-6l95 
www.cohon kl2.ca.u' 
......... c....--" Spa 3.000 Cumo ell Resort No WND W"'D 29. 49SOO Seminole Drive No 
.C~DuJo. CA 92230 1984 No !951) 7~~-5]40/849 17XI 
Arro"h<ad Regional Modkal Center 2,945 Acute Care HO>pual Ye; Jorge Valencta Patrick A. Petro 
JO. 400 ~ Pepper o\H~:nue l'o Oar_ Bu~me'' Dev./Markeung Dtrector 
Colton. CA 92124 1999 No (909)580-10!10 
Clly o( Rlftl"5idr 2.842 MuntC1pal Go\otmment Ye; Au\tin Carter Brad Hudson 
31. 3900 Main Sttee~ N/A No Public lnfonnauon Office City Manager 
Rovenide, CA 92522 1870 No (951 )826-53 I lll!26-2514 
callcentcr@nver..,tdC.C'd..gov 
Tom«ula Valley U nifood School District 2.834 Education No Danoelle Clark David B. Allmen 
32. J I ~50 Rancho Vi;ta Road N/A No Community & Dtstrict Supenntendent 
Temecula, CA 92592 No Inrormauon SpeciaJtst (951)676-2661/695 7121 
o.no-~ Sdoool Dillrict 2,583 Education No N/A Dr. Virgil Barnes 
33. 9SO w_ o Sueet N/A No Supennlendent 
Oatario, CA 91762 1884 No (909)459-2500/(90'1) 459-2542 
ww~<.om-d kl2.cu.us 
Desert Sands U nlflod School Distrl<t 2.472 Educarion No Nancy Lavrusky Dr. Sharon McC.,heo, P.H. D. 
34. 47-950 Dune Palm> Road N/A No Dtrector of Purchru.mg Supenntendent 
La Quonta. CA 91253 1965 No nooi777-420!Jm 1-8505 
II ._. ...... c-- 2.300 Aeule C""' Medical Center Yes Lee Fowler Aubrey S.rflilll! 
35. 39000 Bob Hope Drive N/A Yes Director, Mati<eting & P.R. Pre>Odenl/CEO 
Rlnl:llo M'aqe. CA 92270 1971 No {76(J)340-3911ml-IR50 
w'A-w.emc .org 
M~ya's Department Storo 2.300 Reraol No Shelli York 
36. 25001 lndu,rnal Blvd. 45.000 No Dtstnct Manager 
Hayward. CA 94545 1978 No (909)354 -8800 
...... lltlllled Sdoool DllrCkl 2.270 Educ:alion No WND Dr. Phillip hndloy 
71. 1791 W Acacia A- No Superintendent 
Hemec. CA 92S45 No (951l 765-5IOOn65-511S 
MOftftO Valley Campus Mod. Ctr. 2,215 Hospolal Yes Elhe Bennett Douglas Bagley 
38. 26S20 Cactus Avenue N/A No Choef Opera tong Officer CEO 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 1893 No (951 )486-4470/486-4475 
c.INJ ...... 2.210 Hoper Educotion Yes Ron Fremonl Dr. J. Mi<haol Ortiz 
.JJ. 319JW ...... A- N/A Yes Assoc. Vice Pre>idont President 
~CA91724 1938 Yes Univenny Relauons (909)869-2290/l!69-7659 
www.csupomona.edu 
J......,. Ualllod School Dlstrid 2,100 Educat10n No Matt Hahn Elliott Duchon 
41. 4850 Pedley Road N/A No Network Manager Supenntendent 
Riverside, CA 92509 1963 No (951)3~168/3~194 
WWW.JUsd.k J2 .C&.U\ 
== ........... DIIIrtd 2,1)49 No N/A llaak Rldw'doon 
.... 91 3111~ N/A No Superinrendent 
....... CA92345 1987 No (76(1)244-4411/244-2806 
www.hesperia.ktZ.ca us 
NA:: Not App1io1bk WND *-ld Mt Duclou 110 •Mt avruillbk T1w urfonNJ/1011 Ul tN abow lut waJ obtmMdjrotJt tlut compcur.~s luud TotNiwn of Did !At'~lt'dtft' tht uifomtfJfiOit lf1Pplttd IJ ocnuaJr aJ ofprttJ (lmt Wluk Clt'fl' tJ/nrl I.J ~ tnt'ns,.rr 
flw ClniVQO t:JNJ tlttwo.tltMII oftlw lut. OfiiU.riofu GN:l typo(rapl&ktll trrorJ JOIJit'IIIIW'J O«IU' PIMM Yttd c-orrtctuHU 01' addltlo'tl.., ~-y kttuMad to. 'TJu> lttklnd f..mp1rr 811JIMU JrnmtDI P.O. Bo.t 1979, Rancho Cu,·amon~a. CA 91729 1979 
/I<JIGT<Iwd by NINI o.-n C.,mriiJ 2008 by IE/IJ 
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A Reg..Js off ce can 
10 Orange County locations. 
da~ 
11801 Plerce Street. 
2nd Floor 
R1venkle, CA 02.505 
TOSHIBA 
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 
Our newest color 
copier technology 
is well traveled. 
In fact, he's been to 
over 22 of the 30 
big league ballparks. 
Cofifomio 
Count on the #1 
small business 
lender in America. 
e 2008 Wells Fargo Bank, NA All rights reserved. Member FDIC. (117331 9830) 
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The two party system???? 
B1 ue/Q£OCCB 
R~r ue Iacocca, the 
VP at Ford redited wtth the 
birth of the Musumg the man 
Te 11 d Chrysler from 
tM r death throes and the 
r o th famous quote 
uad, follow. or get out of the 
Well he's baclc! He has a 
book, and here are some 
rpts 
Am I the only guy m this 
country wbo fed up w1th 
what bappenmg Where the 
hell as our outrage We should 
be SCJ'C8IDlD8 bloody murder. 
We ve got a gang of clueles 
bozos steering our ship of state 
rigbtover a cliff. we ve got cor-
steahng us 
t even clean 
up after a hurricane much le s 
budd a hybnd car. But in tead 
of gettmg mad, everyone sits 
around and nod their head 
when the politician ay, 'Stay 
the course.' 
Stay the course? You've got 
to be k1ddmg. This 1s America, 
not the damned ntamc. I'll give 
you a sound bite: "Throw all 
the bums out!" 
You might thmk I'm gettmg 
senile, that I've gone off my 
rocker, and maybe I have. But 
someone has to speak up. I 
hardly recogmze th1s country 
anymore. 
The mo t famous busmess 
leaders are not the mnovators 
but the guy in handcuffs. 
While we're fiddling in Iraq, 
the Middle East is 
burning and 
nobody seems to 
know what to do. 
And the pres is 
waving 'pom-
poms' in tead of 
asking hard ques-
tions. That's not 
the promise of the 
America my par-
ents and yours 
traveled across the 
ocean for. I've had 
enough. How 
about you? 
I'll go a step 
further. You can't 
call yourself a 
patriot if you're 
not outraged. This 
is a fight I'm 
ready and willing 
August 2008 
CITIZENS BUSINESS BANK 
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT 
BRUCE BRANSTINE 
HAS JOINED THE BANK AS 
VICE PRESIDENT 
& 
PRIVATE CLIENT ADVISOR OF 
PrO\ 1dmg mtegr red wealth man g m"nr 
1 e mcludmg lmestment \1anagemenr 
Rcn ment Planmng E tltc Plannmg 
Tru t and Bu me s Succe 1 n PI nnmg 
909-483-4377 
continued on page 4'2-'iiiiriiiiiiiiiii. 
n..cry A. Lllldoo7 
PtaidcmiCEO 
909 881 -61o44'88 I II 
1 
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Subscribe for 2 Years 
for $48 and receive a complimentary 2008-09 Book of Lists 
Phone: 909-483-4700 
Fax: 909-483-4705 
Mailing Address 
P.O. Box 1979 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979 
Business Address 
2910 E. Inland Empire Blvd., Suite 107 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Subscribe to the Inland 
Empire Business Journal 
today for only $48 and 
receive a complimentary 
2008-09 Book of Lists. The 
Business Journal keeps you 
up to the minute with movers 
and shakers in the Inland 
Empire- with the stories, 
events and issues molding 
our community. 
Mail or fax this completed form. 
I want to subscribe to the Inland Empire BuSiness Journal 
Name -------------------- T~,----------------
Business·----------- E-mail----------
Phone--------------- ~ 
Dcheck Enclosed 
DVIsa 0 MasterCard 
Credit cardl ------:--__,....---:-_,....__,..,~ 
Signature 
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Wine Country Concerts! 
r:---------~ 
. lLA CERflA I. ~:r:4,
. -
WinERY & G.ALLE"-.Y 
In Temecula 
THE 
MOTELS 
Saturday 
Septemtier 13th 
HELPING TO SUPPORT 
~California Family ~ Life Center 
HELPING TO SUPPORT 
The ~ unjorg~ 
BENISE: 
LIVE IN CONCERT 
Saturday 
August 16th 
In Temecula 
KRIS 
KRISTOFFERSON 
Saturday 
October lStb 
Buy your tickets today at 
goldencrownproductions.com 
and take advantage of our special V.I.P. Seating! 
For More Information, 
Please Call: 
951.658.2411 
el Environmental Services 
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cmll/111/l'd ./rom page. 20 r Rtm~•·d hy \ , ,h,·r of llllllmll:m1,;re l:"mplo.I•••J <"OIIlimwd 1111 f'll ~c. 2 7 
Compun) '\nnll' It mpiO)CC\ (IE) Nature of Ru-,inc-.'t f' mplo)ec Servic~: Marketing Contact Top Local t<. u~cuthe 
Addre'' I Em J>Io)'ct." (Nationwide) Van or Carpool T itle ] it le 
Cit), St.Dte, / ip Yr. h t. Jt. llcalth Club on Site Phone/Fa' 
Oa)care on Site F.-Mail Addre" 
.Ahord l nified School District 2.000 EducaUon 
"'" 
N/A Paul J..,wp 
42. 10365 Keller Avenue ~lA No Supenntcndcnt 
Rov<r<1dc CA ~2505 IX% No t~:\ I JS09-50CXl/509·5{170 
www alvord.k 12 Cd us 
California ln~titute for Men 2,<XXl Stale Pri'>On No Mark Hargrove Michael Poulo' 
43. POBox 128 N/A No Public Info_ Officer Warden 
Chono. CA 91 7 10 1~41 No (909)597- 1821!393-869<1 
C.lifornia State t'niv. San Bernardino 2,{)(Xl H1gber Educauoo Yes CynthJa Pnngle Al~rt K. Karnig, PILD. 
44. 5500 U111ve"IIY Pari. way N/A y.,. Dm:.-tor Public Aftaus Prn1dent 
San Bemardono. CA 92407-2W7 1'160 Yes (909> 537·5000/liK0-5901 
w 'IA. v. c'usb.edu 
Murrieta Valley Unified School Distr ict 2.000 Education No Karen Parris Stan Scheer, Ed. 0 
45. 26396 Bcd..rnan Coun N/A No Med&a Commun&cauons Spec Supenntcndc:nl 
Mumcta. C A 92562 1989 Yes (951)696-1600ext1002/304 1516 
www.munieta.k 12.ca.us 
Rher\ide County Off' ICe of Education 2,000 Education No N/A Kenntth Young 
46. 3939 Th1ne.:nth St=t. PO Box 868 N/A No Rvsd Cnl)i. Superintendent of Schs 
Rivcl"'\ide. CA 92502 1893 No (951 )826-{\530/826-6199 
w ..... ,., .rcoe k 12 caus 
San Antonio Community Hospital 2.000 Ho~p1taJ No Cathy Rebman Ste>e C. Moreau 
47. 999 San Bemanhno Road N/A No Manager J>re,ldent!CEO 
L:pland. CA 917K6 1907 No (909)985-2811/985-7659 
WWW.\3Ch.org 
Westrteld Shoppingtown • Palm Desert 2.000 Ret•ui Mall No na Brent Welz 
48. 72840 Hwy. I l l N!A No General Mana~er 
Palm De>en, CA 92260 1983 No (760)346-21 21/J41 ·7'179 
Valley Health S)stem 1.984 Health Care No Fred Harder S ue Ballar d 
49. 1117 E. Devon\hare Avenue N/A No E~ecutuve Darector of Medaa Communacauons CEO 
Hemet. CA 9254~ 1942 Ye~ (951)652-2811/'125-6313 
Southn"n Californ ia Edison 1,934 Elc:<:tnc Utility Ye-s Jolooo E. Brysoa 
so. 2244 Walnut Grove Avenue 15,884 No President/CEO 
Ro..cmead. C A 91 770 1%3 No (626)302·1211 
www.sce.com 
Coa chella Valley Unified School District 1.892 Public Educahon No N/A Foch Pensis 
51. 87-225 Chur<h St""'t N/ A No Supenntendent of Schooh 
Thermal, CA 92274 1973 No (760)399-5137 exL 288{199-1008 
Marine Corps Logistics Bast 1,868 U$. Marine Corps WND N/A COL. Kmlldh D. E..,. 
52. P.O Box 11 0 130 
Bmtow, CA 9 2311 1942 (760) 577-6555/577-6058 
www.barm.usmc.mtl 
Fleet\tood Ente rprises, Inc. 1.875 RecrcataonaJ Vehacles No John Abies, R.V Group Elden Smith 
53. 3125 Mym St.. PO Box 7638 13500 Manufactured Homes Yes Bob Jordon. Housmg Group Pre~adent 
R1ver'\1de. CA 92513-7638 1%3 No (951) 351 3500/351 3373 
PaltonS,.te Hoopital 1,875 ForenSic Hospnal Yes Cynthia Banett Octlovlo c. Luaa 
S4. 3102 E. H1ghland Avenue N/A Yes Assistant to Executive Dir. Executive Director 
Pauon. CA 92:16~ 1890 Yes (909)425-7000/861· 5730 
Redlands Unified School District 1,815 Education No N/A Lori Rhodes 
55. 20 W Lugoma Avenue N/A No Supenntendent 
Redlands. CA 92373 N/A No (909)307-5300{107·5312 
ESRI 1.800 Geogropbic lnfonnalioo No Leslie Roundy J KkD ... eriiOIId 
56. 380 New York Stn:et 2.~ System Software Yes Marteting Communiations Mgr. President 
Redlands, CA 92373 1969 No (909)793-2853/793-.5953 
info@esn.com 
Chatrey Community College 1,800 H1gher Educataon No Mansa Navarro Henry Slulnnon 
57. 5885 Haven Avenue N/A No Pubhc lnfonnauon Supenntendeni/PTe>1dent 
Ranc ho Cucamonga, CA 91734 1883 Yes (909) 652-61 00 
www.chaffey.edu 
Desert Kep>aa1 Medical Cealet" 1,700 Health Care Yes Don Brady ~Sowle 
58. 1150 Noeth Indian Canyon Drive N/A Yes DiRCIOr of Molteting CEO 
Palm Springs. CA 92262 1951 No (760>323-<>n41323-6187 
Jerry L. Pettis M emorial Veteran 1.608 Health Care Yes AnmeTun.Je Dean R. Stordahl 
59. Affau-. (VA) Med1cal Center 2 15,648 No Public Affarrs Dmx tor CEO 
1120 I Benton Street 1977 No Executave Office (909)825· 7084/422-1107 
Loma Lmda. CA 92357 
uke Elsln«< Unified School Dislrld 1,600 Education No Roy Southwick FnM.W • .._.... 
"- 545 Chaney Saeet N/A No Media &; Information Ofticer SdpCfinleDdeul 
Like Elsinore. CA 92530 1989 No (951) 2!53-703.5 exL nmAS.52!52 
WWW leuod.kll.CLID 
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By Bill Leonard, Member 
State Board of Equalization 
The Gm ern or .1nnounccd 
that ratsmg the sales and usc 
ta\ " something he 1s constdcr-
111)! Sine<..' 111) tkpartment col-
lc:c.:ts the t.t\, I recently .~skcd 
0ur chll'f economist to prc(Mrc 
.1 dyrl.lllltl' re,cnUl' .malysi.., of 
an in~. rcasc m the s,tles ,md US<' 
tax A dy n.tmtc .m.tl) sis seeks 
to predict ho\\ ,, Ill\ mcrca-.e 
would affect economtc ,K'tt\ 11). 
and thus prm tde a more rl·alb-
llc ide.t of the rc\ enucs that \\111 
actually come in. \ static e 11-
m.lte a"umes the policy 
change "Ill haH~ no cconom1c 
effect and 1 a simple calcula-
tion 
The state\., stallc re\ enue 
e~ttmah.: for a one percentage 
point increase in the ~ales tax is 
6 billion per y car. The d) n.un-
Jc cstJmarc I rc:qucsted t.tkcs 
into <~ccounr hm' the incr<..'.lse 
\\ ould affect ceonomtc: acll\ 11) 
O\ er ltnl<..' .md concludes the 
state '>' ould actu.tll) take m 
'1.69 b1lllon, "hteh is m cr 
100 million short of the st.ltc's 
offic1al ( tallc) estimate. Th1s 
would be an ongomg ) <..'ar over 
year shonf,lll once the effect of 
the tax hike filters through the 
state·, economy. Thts is certl) 
familiar territory for those "ho 
remember Go\crnor Wilson's 
tax increases came in $1.8 bil-
lion hort of static estimates 
over the first three years. 
The new estimate concludes 
the tax hike would also result m 
more than 50,000 jobs lost in 
California from the reduction in 
economic activity. For the rev-
enue go to : 
http:Uwww. boe.ca.~:ov /leonard/ 
info/Dynamjc%20Sales~ 20an 
d%20Use% 20Tax% 20Revenue 
%20Impacts.pdf 
Spending Proposition I 0 
Money 
I have written before about 
Senator Dave Cox's idea to 
recover a half billion dollars a 
)Car from First Five California 
to help balance the budget. The 
First Fi\ c program u-.cs ciga-
rcllc ta\es to fund earl) devel-
opment ,md non-smok111g pro-
gr.lms tor kids 111 their first li\ e 
) e.trs. I'his ts 1110ill') from 
Proposllton 10, th~o: llJlJS Reiner 
Hllll.tlt\ c that IC\ ted .1 masst\ l' 
l'igarettc ta:>. and crc.tted 59 
tare .md county hurcaueractcs 
to distribute the nwne) . In 
'hort, Cox found these county 
programs '>'ere not only mtsus-
tng the mone) but thl'Y ha\ e 
hoarded <~I most 2. 'i btl !ton 
unspent smce llJlJ9. Stnce thl' 
mone::. is most I) count) -con-
trolled tlt.., difllcult tor the state 
to oversee. Cox \\ants to redt-
rcct ,til future revenues --
around ,t h.tlf htlhon dollars a 
) car -- to the state's llealth) 
r·amilics .md \!edt-Cal pro-
grams, em cnng :!00.000 kids 
"ho arc current!) etigihle but 
not enrolled in the progr.tm. As 
for the 2.5 btlhon that 15 avail 
c1ble to be spt•nt mm. Co\ 's 
propos.tl gl\ cs 5Wi: to -.chools 
.md the other 50 , to those ct t) 
,md count) otf1ces that arc 
headed b) elected offict.tlo, "ho 
.tre accountable to th~o: public. 
\1ore on the Co:>. plan here : 
http:ljcsHc.us/ web/1/ne'>' s.asp 
x'?jd-4210 
Some Republicans ar~.: 
opposing the Cox. plan and ral-
lymg around the status quo . 
Shawn Steel. Republican 
National Committ~o:e member-
elect, penned a column for 
www.dailybulletin .com in 
which he argued that Orange 
County is running their pro-
gram well, and as long as a bad 
tax is on the books, Ste~.:l thinks 
that letting locals spend it ts a 
bl!lter alternative than Cox's 
proposal. http://www.dailybul-
letin.com/searchki 9872119?s 
ource-email 
Adam Probolsky was on a 
continued on page 30 
PFF Bancorp o ... 
collfinunl from pg. I 
adv iscd to read the prox.) state-
ment and other documents filed 
"tth the SEC care full) and 111 
thetr ~o:nllrct) \\hen the) become 
available bec,tuse the) '>'ill con-
tain tmportant information 
ahout the proposed rransactton. 
SelUfll) holder-. ma) obt.tin 
free copies of the preltmmary 
pro\) statl'ml·nt and other docu-
ments It led \\ tth the sr c h) 
PH· Bancorp, lnL., .md \\til he 
able to obtdlll free l'Optes of the 
dclmtlt\ e pro:-.) st.ttcment and 
other rdc\ ,mt documents to he 
filed \\ llh the SE:C throu"l• · 1e 
\\ebslle matntamed h) the SIC 
at hJ.ill.fL\\ \\ \\.sCC,_gQ\' ft. L 
eoptes of the prclinunar) IHOX) 
statl'ment and other documents 
filed \\ llh the SEC c~re also 
a\atl.thle on the 111\Cstor rela-
tions portwn of PFI· Bancorp's 
Webs He at \\ \\ \\ .pfthan£illl!.l'OID 
!'he compan) and its three 
tors ,md cxcc:utt\ c oflicers .md 
other person~ md) he deemed to 
be parllctpants 111 the sohell.t-
tion of pnntes in respect of the 
proposed trans.tcllon. 
Information regarding the 
comp,my ·.., dtrectors and e\ecu-
tivc officers ts .tvatlable 111 tts 
Annual Report on hmn I 0-K 
for the ) c,tr ended :\.1areh ~I, 
200S, \\hil'h \\as fiktl \\ith the 
SEC on June 19. 200X. Other 
inforrnatton regardmg the p.tr-
ticipants m the pro\) solicita-
tion and a description of thctr 
direct and indirect mter~.:sb. by 
s~.:curity holdings or otherwis~.:. 
arc contained in the preliminary 
proxy stat~o:ment and will be 
contain~.:d in other relevant 
materials to be filed \\ Hh the 
SEC (and '>'ill be contamcd in 
the dctinillve prox) statement 
and other rele\ ant matenals to 
b~o: tiled wllh the Sf·C when the) 
become avatlable) 
These fomard-looking 
statements ma) relate to. among 
other thmgs, ~.:xpectations or the 
business em tronment in which 
the compan) operates, projec-
tiOns ol luturl' perform.tnce. 
pcrcet\ l'd opportuntttl'S 111 th.: 
m.trkl'l ,tnd st,ttcments rq;ard· 
mg the comp.lll) 's str.ttegte 
ohjcl tt\ es. I'hl''<' lOr\\ anl-look-
mg st.ttcmcnh .tre ba~.:d upon 
l: urrent m.m.tgement e\ peeta-
rwns and ma) therefore irl\ oh l' 
nsks ,tnd uncertmniJcs. 'I he 
compan) 's ,tctual results or per-
formance m.t) dtffcr m.ttcnall) 
from thos.: sugg~o:sted, 
expressed. or uuphed b) for 
'>'.trd-looking st.tlements due to 
.t \\ tde range of t,tl'tors mclud 
ing. but not ltmllcd to, the gen-
eral busme~s erl\ ironment, the 
C,tlt fornt.t r~o:.tl estate m.trkct, 
compctllhe condllions in the 
busmess .llld geographte .trcas 
in "htch the com pan) conducts 
tts business, regulator) .tl'tions 
or ch,mgcs, ,u.:uons b) lenders 
and customers. the nsk that the 
mcrf!Cr ts not con ummatcd due 
to failure to reccnc regulatory 
.tpprm .tl. stockholder .tppnn al 
or due to other C\ ents, ,md other 
nsks dct,Hied tn the compan) 's 
reports filed "tth the Sccuriucs 
and Exchange Commtssion. 
including th~o: Annual Report on 
Form I 0-K for the tiscal year 
end~o:d ,\1arch 31. 2008. 
• CHAMBER of COMMERCE 
MoNTCLAIR CHAMBER oF CoMMERCE ANNUAL 
GOLF TOURNAMENT 
Wednesday, August 20, 2008 
Sierra Lakes Golf Course 
16600 Clubhouse Dr., Fontana 
For information call {909) 624-4569 
www.montclairchamber.com 
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Remember the origtnal 
.. Rollerball" movie? The one 
\\ ith James Caan? 
There was a scene in there 
where a computer scientist 
announced that he had .. lost'' 
the 13th centur). All of the 
accumulated knO\\ ledge of 
those hundred ) ears \\as con-
tained in one computer ,md it 
had crashed 
We don't have that problem 
an) more. 
Toda) most computers ha"e 
a save function built in. E\ en 
so. back up systems of various 
sorh have been around for a 
while. For most of the '90s 
those little 3.5-inch floppies 
held e\ef)thmg we could a>.k 
for. As space demands grew. 
the Zip dri"e became popular. 
'\ow, as I have reported 
before. those little Jlash sttcks 
ha\e become ubiquuous. And 
the) are gelling smaller and 
cle\ erer. Originally the) \vere 
t\\0 inches long \\llh a LSP 
plug on one end and they held 
up to 500 \1B. The Kingston 
Technolog) Company now 
makes several different 
designs. each for a specific pur-
pose. Some are MAC or PC 
specific. Some carry security 
systems to protect )OUr infor-
mation. should it fall out of 
your pocket. Some come \\ ith 
built m games. as the) are 
designed for high-speed gam-
ing demands. 
Two to four gigabytes is 
about average today. By 
Christmas they will surely be 
higher. They come in a variety 
of shapes and sizes as well. One 
tiny little thing is sort of X-
shaped in red plastic. It is 
called the Data Traveler or DT 
Mini Fun. It holds four gigs and 
comes with two free games 
built in. Others have covered or 
slide out USB connectors. 
Some have eyelets to run cords 
through, so you won't lose 
COMPUTERS . 
Pack Up All Up All Your Cares and Woes 
By}. Allen Leinberger 
them. Some come 111 colors. 
Some arc bemg made up as pro-
motional gtveaways. These are 
usual!) preprogrammed w1th 
Of course. other areas of the 
digital technology also have 
affected the hard dnve develop-
ment. Mustc. movies. photos 
r-----------------, and new programming all 
demand more and more 
storage space and you 
l1<ne a choice of bu:ing a 
nevver. bigger computer. 
or plugging a new hard 
drive 111to the one ) ou 
O\\ n nght novv This is 
especially unportant tf 
)OU have large files that 
need to be transported 
from. sa). the office to 
the home. The WD 
Passport senes ts there 
for such demands. The 
last time I crashed my 
entire iTunes col lection it 
disappeared. '\ovv I have 
put my enttre mustc and 
photo libraries on a 
~---------------J Passport to save them 
material about the sponsonng 
company. Their logo can be 
found printed on the stde. 
But for really big jobs you 
need to look at the state of the 
art tn external hard drives. 
Sure. these devices have been 
around for years. but the mod-
ern wonders arc generations 
beyond the 20th century. 
Xot that it mailers to me but 
Passports come in a vancty of 
colors as vvell. 
The really big bang in 
external HD is the WD My 
Book Series. They are 
described as "high-perform-
ance dual drive ~torage sys-
tems." They have quad inter-
face and Raid 0 (Striped) 111 
\Vestcrn r---------------------------------------, 
Digital\ line 
of desktop 
hard dnvcs is 
e\ en environ-
mental!) 
friendly. The) 
require less '----------------------' 
electricity and are quteter and 
cooler than thetr predecessors. 
Running with less power and 
running cooler can ultimately 
add greater long-term reliabili-
ty to them as well. As with 
many advances in computing, 
garners are responsible for 
many of the HD advances. 
Faster response time and larger 
storage capacity are demanded 
for such activity. 
order to provide "a perfect 
blend of maximum perform-
ance and power savmgs." 
If that does not impress 
you. try this. They come in one 
or two TERABYTES!!! Best of 
all. for me at least, they are 
designed to be MAC-friendly. 
They work seamlessly with the 
new MAC program called Time 
Machine. This is a really 
dummy-proof program that 
copies your entire computer 
every hour. or whatever you set 
11 for. It does It automaucally. 
You don't have to push a button 
or remember to hn SAVE when 
you answer the phone 
With the 2T hard dnve 
eve~thtng that I had in the 
computer on June 23 can be 
called up nght now. Just 111 case 
I lost somethmg. Since the 
dcvtce ts called My Book. you 
can imagine that 11 sits. like a 
silver book on my desk next to 
my computer. I don't have to 
think about 11. I don't even 
remember that it's there half of 
the time. [t just qutetly does its 
job. wtth a little light that runs 
up and down like a C) Jon from 
Battlestar Galactica. 
There is one \er) Important 
part of all of this and it's not 
about selling you one of these 
de' ices. \-1an) times I have 
talked to people who got some 
message on thctr computer that 
they were runnmg out of hard 
drive space. Too often they 
panic and delete files or pro-
grams that they need. A good 
external hard drive. even a four 
gig flash stick. can help you 
save what needs saving wi thout 
dumping valuable stuff Your 
photos. your music. your term 
papers and thesis. not to men-
tion v tdeos and movtes. These 
thmgs can be preserved without 
taking up valuable internal hard 
drive space that ) ou need for 
day-to-day work. The invest-
ment in a flash stick or a M.> 
Passport Elite Portable USB 
Drive can he lp you c lear you r 
computer without regret later. 
Maybe you don't need a My 
Book Studio Edition with 2 TB 
tted to your Time Machine pro-
gram, but just like insurance or 
a spare tire, it's better to have it 
and not need it than to need it 
and not have it. 
August 2008 
EXECUTIVE NOTES 
Chnstopher D. Myers. pres 
tdent and CEO of C itizens 
Business Bank. has announced 
the appointment of Bruce 
Branstine to the postllon of 
v1ce prestdent and private advi-
sor of the bank's trust and asset 
management divtswn, 
CitizensTrust; the appomt-
ment of Ethan Samples to the 
pos1110n of vice prcs1dent and 
relatwnshtp manager of the 
bank·~ Datry & Ltvestock 
lndustnes Group; and the 
appomtment of Keith 
Matthews to the posnion of 
vice prestdcnt and relationship 
manager of the bank·~ Ontano 
Airport Busmess Fmanctal 
Center ....... . ..... Bighorn Golf 
Club 1s proud to announce the 
promouon of Stncn Cenicola 
as thc1r new general manager. 
B1ghorn 1s a private community 
and golf club slluatcd at the 
base of the Santa Rosa 
Mountain~ approximately three 
mtlcs south of Htghvva) Ill 
and El Pasco tn South Palm 
Desert.. . .Ma rk 
Gustafson has JOined Canyon 
National Bank as scntor vtce 
prestdent. strategic plannmg 
offtcer. Gustafson ts relocatmg 
from Ames. Iowa where he has 
extcnstve experience in com-
munit) banking ........... The 
Ontario Reign of the ECHL. 
an affiliate of the Lo~ Angeles 
Kings. announced that the) 
have added Greg Mejia to the 
front off1ce stall as ticket sales 
account executive Mejia jom~ 
the Reign after spcndmg the 
past year vv 1th the Los Angeles 
Clippers of the '\BA and will 
be responsible for the sales and 
service of groups and season 
tickets for the 
Reign ......... Mary Jane 
Cooksey JOmed Dameron 
Communications as one of tts 
younge~t mterns. Cooksey is a 
third year student at CA State 
Lntversit). San Bernardino 
She ts currently working 
towards her bachelor's of sci-
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cnce degree in marketing and 
p u b I i c 
rcl,ttiOns ..... .... Together Rx 
Access honored Dr. Albert 
Arteaga, prestdent of La Salle 
Medical Associates, lnc. at a 
recent Inland Emp1rc 66'er~ 
baseball game for hclptng more 
than I 00.000 people ohtatn 
health m~urance. Together Rx 
Access enrolls nearly I 0.000 
unmsured Individuals every 
week nationwide Over 1.5 mtl-
lion Americans have already 
enrolled in the program and 
260,000 of those arc children 
Current cardholders have 
already saved nearly $6X mil-
lion on their prescnptions. 
Messenger/Courier Services Serving the Inland Empire 
Run/.. t d In Inland / mput \tal/ 
( 'ompan) 1\amc ~tafT: lleadquarttr\ #of \'l•hid'-": lntnl. lleliH·r)? 241tr:! Top t \ CC. 
Addrc"" Inland tmpire 'r. E\l. Inland ~ mpire l'arcell)tlt\tr) ') ChcmiJ!.ht? 1 itle 
Cil)''itate/Ztp Co. \\ide Co. \\idl' Ru"'h'! Phontll-8..'\ 
f . \-tail :\ddl"''!'-'!t 
United l'arccl Sl'nice 4,800 Atlunla. GA 1.100 Yes Yes Scott na~l"i 
I. 2910 Inland Emp1rc Bh d. 1~8.000 1907 qJ.nJ7 Y .. Yes CHl 
Ont.rnn. CA Q I 7tH , .. 11'{)1~1 ;4.2 <li877 
U-'· Postal Sen ice 1,992 Vvao,hmgton IX' 827 Yc' Ye ... James E. o~eru. 
2. .t 150 Chicago Ave 11.281 1851 4.W8 Yes Yes P~tma,ter!Rt\Cr..tdt: 
Rt\cr.tde, CA ()2~07-mN Yes (1!00) 27' 1!777 
\lt\lt\lt _upscom 
ll$. Postal Scr,ice 1549 Wa ... tunghm, I)(' 1>11 Yc, ,., Gam 1- Miller 
J. 190\\ S1h St. 11.281 1853 4.~98 Yes Yes Pos~ ler San Bl!'nun.hno 
Sun Bcmardmo. (A 92401 ~g Yes (800) 27~ 8777 
~-w\\.U~~om 
lPS-Suppl) Chain Solution; l,alo Aho, ('A 47 Ye, Yes 8n1ce ( 'rumb 
4. l.'i90 ·\rch1bald Ave 61 1946 N/A Ye:-. )es Ucneral Man .. ~er 
Ontanu. CA 91761 Yes (909) 605· 7740 
Dill . Global 36 Se;Utle, WA un Ye' Yes Dan O'Rourke 
s. I c;oo Arch1bald Ave. 170.000 1946 17.4~7 Yes 
'"" 
l>tstncl held Sen-tee Manager 
Ontano, CA 91761 Yes (800) 22S ~34' 
Rapid Expre<i\ Oclhery 20 Omruio. CA 5 No v., larr) P05le) 
6. PO Ro• 4252 NIA 1985 N/A y.,. y.,. l"n::!<.Jdent 
On1.mo. CA 91761 Yes ('109) Q2J.I000/9J0.~6:!R 
Larryg:r;lp!d-c:\press.cOOl 
All Counties ('ourier Inc. 86 In: me. CA 70 No No Scrftl'llawu 
7. 1425 V1ctona Ct. Ste. A sso 19tl-l 400 Small P1td.age.1 ( )nty Yes ()penlaons Monqer 
San Rtman.lirkl, CA 92408 Ye.~ (800) 874-0687(796.4100 
accdc:IIYC'I'n'\ com 
Federal E•P""-' N/A Memph". TN NIA h-. Yes Fr<drick W. Smith 
8. PO Bo< 727. Dept. 11141 290.000 1971 7~.000 Ye, Ye, Clwnnm/Cl'O 
Mcmphl!<o, TN :\R 194-1841 Nu (800) 2JS.S3~5/(90))14S·K%7 
fcs..lc~ com 
Nil. = Nnt Appltcoblt WND . Would""' [)Uc/oJt "" = 1101 0\'0tlablt Tht III[OrmdiiOn ••• ~oro·~ ILJI was o/JtmMd from tht companm lrrttd To thr Mrl <if,.., kn"" ltdgt .~ rrrfonnallon Sllppirtd IS QCC'IUQU as of f'"JS""" Wllilt 
t'Vtn' ,//ort u rrtatk to tnsu" tN O(, urao· DNl tltorotlghMn of tht Jut, omusrons cmd npographrcal t'rron sonk'tiiMS ocn.r Pltast Mnd t"'N'tNIOrU or oddwons on company ltnt'rltt-tul to. Tit~ lnlmtd f111pitr Bu.suwss JOflntttll. P.O. 
Box /979, Ran,·ho Cucamnn.~a. Cl. 91729./979. Rruarchtd h\ NiM l)rrna.•i Cof')nRht100il h1 IF.BJ. 
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By Bill Leonard, Member 
State Board of Equalization 
similar wave length on the OC 
County blog a couple weeks 
ago. He thmks the Cox propos-
al is about getting more people 
hooked on big government 
services and is a bad idea. 
http:ljwww.redcounty.com/ 
orange-county/2008/06/follow-
ing-hls-ruorthin-win-ov/ 
In short, both Steel and 
Probolsky want local control 
rather than giving more rev-
enue to a bloated state bureau-
cracy. Regardless of the mis-
management at many county 
programs, Steel wrote that 
Orange County's First Five 
Commission. "consistently 
receives top marks for effec-
tiveness and efficiency. 
"Howe\er. the dirt} secret 
1s that many of the~e county 
First Five programs are target-
ed at children of illegal aliens. 
What I would like to know is 
whether the Orange County 
First Five program IS offering 
services to illegal immigrants. 
The Cox proposal would 
divert $600 million a year from 
the Prop. I 0 account and direct 
these to Healthy Families and 
Medi-Cal programs that have 
clear income and residency 
requirements. Cox's plan would 
also eliminate the waste and 
abuse found in 58 county com-
missions, including Orange 
County to the extent it is fund-
ing programs for illegals. 
Cashing in on High Gas 
Prices 
With the drain of your wal-
let at the gas pump, some gov-
ernment accounts have been 
swelling. When the price of gas 
goes up, the amount of taxes 
collected rises, too. A reader 
was curious about just how 
much so I had the amounts 
graphically assembled: 
http://www.boe.ca.eov/leon 
ard!index.htm 
The total amount of motor 
fuels taxes rece1vcd by 
Caltfornia state and local gov-
ernment 111 2000 was $2.1 bil-
lion. By 2007 it was up to $4.3 
billion. The debate IS this: 1s 
that new tax money coming out 
of your budget, or are you shift-
ing your spending from other 
taxable items to gasoltne? The 
statisticians and I disagree on 
this. They believe you are sim-
ply shifting your spending by 
buying fewer taxable items 
(clothes, restaurant food, etc.) 
to pay the higher gas pnce, 
including the tax. I believe 
there is a shift in spending 
going on, but that it is just as 
likely to be from non-taxable 
items. say your premium cable 
package or movie tickets. or to 
go further afield. maybe even 
less food and med1cal services. 
You end up cutting costs 111 one 
area, but those savings are more 
than eaten up in the higher gas 
tax due on each fill-up. 
Pechanga Resor. .. 
continued from pg. I 
success once the economy recov-
ers. 
"We don't have a definite 
number at this point. but we 
anticipate approximately 400 
team members will be affected. 
We are conducting a thorough 
review of staffing needs to 
ensure we continue offering 
guests an extraordinary experi-
ence. 
"We are developing a com-
prehensive severance package, 
including outplacement services, 
to make the transition as easy as 
possible for affected team mem-
bers. 
"Pechanga remains dedicated 
to continue being an outstanding 
employer and we are committed 
to using our resources to helping 
our displaced team members." 
I 
August 2008 
Search lor Commercial Space 
lor lease/Sublease 
For office, retail, industrial and executive suites 
sub ease.com· 
310/414-0404 
13101 Waahlngton Blvd, .:Z19 Loa Angalaa, CA 90066 
www.sublease.com 
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CLOSE-UP 
KIMBERLY DAVIDSON of MBD MARKETING 
The US. Small Business mcludes California, Anzona, Chamber of Commerce, where 
Administration has named Nevada, Hawaii and Guam . she chairs the marketing com-
Kimberly Davidson. owner of After successfully competing at mittee, serves as an editor of the 
MBD Marketmg, Inc. in the regional level, MBD Ambassador Newsletter and is 
Murrieta, NatiOnal Home-Based Marketing went toe-to- an ambassador for the 
Business Champion of the Year toe with competition chamber. Kim is also a 
Davidson earned this presti- from across the country- member of the 
gious honor by first being nomi- - and won! District Professional Women's 
nated by Paul Nolta, a business Director J. Adalberto Roundtable servmg on 
consultant at the Inland Emptre Quijada announced the membership com-
Small Business Development selection, saying, "Mrs. mittee and is on the 
Center, an SBA resource part- Davidson is a creattve board of directors for the 
ner. The independent jud~;-111g entrepreneur who makes California Inland 
committee rev1ewed nom111a- a difference for every Counties Amencan 
tions and selected Kimberly as a business owner she Marketing Association. 
Santa Ana District winner. The helps." -"""'"------' Davidson formed 
Santa Ana District is respons1ble Davidson's passion for mak- MBD Marketing, Inc. in 2006 to 
for the Counties of Orange, ing a difference 111 home-based provide affordable marketing 
Riverside, and San Bernardino. businesses 1s apparent in her services to small and home-
Davidson and MBD Marketing volunteer involvement with sev- based businesses. However, she 
proceeded to compete at the eral organizations. She is a began sharin~ her talents in the 
regional level, Reg10n IX member of the Murneta community tnrough her volun-
-------------------------- teer work long before she started 
her own home-based business. The SEA ... 
continued from pg. 8 
just to name a few. 
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Davidson also demonstrated 
being a v1sionary by becom!ng 
founding president of Market111g 
Matters, the first networkmg 
group in the Te~ecula/Murrieta 
area for marketmg profession-
als. 
Kimberly's passiOn for see-
ing home-based businesses suc-
ceed is what distinguishes ~er 
and makes her a true champ1on 
of home-based entrepreneurs. 
Besides providing services th~t 
her cltents purchased, she 1s 
generous w~th her clie':lts. g?ing 
beyond the1r expectattons 111 a 
s111cere and genu111e manner that 
is her personal trademark for 
providing excellent customer 
service. Davidson is also an 
excellent communicator who 
understands all aspects of mar-
keting and its importance to 
home-based business. 
The sess1ons were des1gned 
to debunk the myths of interna-
tional trade---too many busi-
nesses thmk that doing busmess 
internationally is only for large 
corporations. The seminars 
were designed for business pro-
fessionals interested in gaining a 
better understanding of the com-
plexities of international busi-
ness. Upon completton of the 
program, a certificate was 
awarded by the participating 
organizations to certify that the 
program graduates have an 
understanding and appreciation 
for the charactensttcs of interna-
tional business. 
Office is s1milar to many federal 
agency offices in that it tnes to 
complete its assignments and 
tasks with severely limtted 
budgets and personnel. 
Operating under such con-
straints could be demoralizing 
or viewed as a difficult chal-
lenge to overcome. 
Dutton Report Alert: Here's a Way to Save 
Money, Stop Funding Illegal Activities 
Thanks goes to CITD's 
Robert Corona for his hard work 
during the entire process! 
SBA's Leadership Award 
District Director Adalberto 
Quijada was recently recog-
nized by the Federal Executive 
Board with a Leadership Award. 
This award is given to individu-
als who have made a great con-
tribution to public service. 
Some of the award criteria 
includes: developing new and 
innovative ideas. encouraging 
empowerment and inspiring 
trust, and participating in and 
development of partnerships 
within the community. 
The SBA Santa Ana District 
In 2006-2007. many long-
time staff members who were 
nearing retirement, moved to 
other parts of the country. or 
transferred to other agenc1es, 
leaving large gaps m staffing. 
Many pOSitions were not 
refilled. Remaining staff mem-
bers filled these voids to the best 
of their abilities, often complet-
ing assignments and projects of 
two or three individuals. 
Quijada worked tirelessly to 
ensure that the Santa Ana 
District Office became staffed at 
the levels required to provide 
excellent service to Orange 
County and the Inland Empire. 
He has empowered team mem-
bers to partner and maintain 
strong relationships with the 
lending community and com-
munity based organizations 
from all industries to better 
serve the small business com-
munity. Director Quijada has 
also been a vocal supporter of 
SBA's important Resource 
Partners---the network of Small 
Business Development Centers. 
Women's Business Centers and 
SCORE. 
We have heard for months 
now that every agency rece1ving 
money from the State of 
California could not possibly 
find even $1 to cut from their 
budget. 
Remember, some in govern-
ment consider it a "cut" if you 
don't get the increased funding 
you were expecting. I believe 
we have to do a better job wtth 
the dollars Sacramento takes 
from hard working Californians, 
which means eliminating waste-
ful spending. 
The latest example of gov-
ernment waste was published 
this week in the San Bernardino 
Sun. The San Bernardino 
County Schools 
Superintendent's office has pub-
lished a brochure to teach illegal 
immigrant students how to pur-
sue higher education in 
California. And, they would be 
allowed to pay in-state tuition 
rates. 
School Districts around the 
state have claimed that they 
have to cut teachers. increase 
class sizes and eliminate after-
school programs in order to bal-
ance their budget. Yet there 
seems to be money in school 
budgets to publish orochures to 
promote 1IIegal activit}. 
San Bernardino County 
Schools will probably claim that 
the money spent to publish this 
brochure is so small that it 
wouldn't save one teaching 
position, help reduce the class 
size of one classroom or protect 
one after-school program. 
But this is just one more 
example of how we should fol-
low the advice my grandmother 
gave me many years ago if we 
are ever going to bring our 
spending in line with revenues 
at every level of government. 
She told me, "If you watch 
the pennies. the dollars will take 
care of themselves." 
The fact is the dollars spent 
on a brochure to promote illegal 
activity do make a difference. 
Gas prices and rising food 
prices, not to mention the strug-
gling housing market where 
many are losing their homes, are 
straining the pocketbook of 
every taxpayer in California. 
They rightfully expect us to efti-
ciently and effectively use each 
dollar they send us. 
We can start by spending 
peoples· hard earned tax dollars 
on those who live here legally, 
not illegally. 
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,- Inland Empire's Largest Employers 
1 
•' I''' /'• .... '< - 1Uu11~~ d h\ \ umh(' of /ulaud I mp111 I mp/o\11 \I 
Compan' '~tri a~ I Empk>)~ t iE) ~ature or Businec..\ Emplo)et Sen ice\: \la rketing Contact Top Local E\ {'(Uti\-t 
·"dd~ I Empk>)~ t !'ia tion .. ide) \"an or Carpool Tille lille 
Cit), Stat•. Zip Yr. EsL IE Health C lub on Site Phonc, f'a ' 
Da)C&re on Site E-Mail ,\ ddr"'-' 
,_, Sprlllp .._. Caslao 1,100 WND WND WND WND 
11. 84-24~ Indio Spnngs Parltway 
Indio. CA 92203 t800l 827 ~'!4omR·~606 
City ofCoro1111 1.0~8 Munu .. ·1pal Government v., Greg lrvme Brad Robbm' 
8.1. 81~ W s .. th Street N/A No ,,~ .. 1\t.Ull Cuy Mana~er Acung Ct1y \1anagl'r 
Corona. C A 92882 1896 No <951 m 6-B76n.16-2491 
Moroapl Ulllflod S.bool Dlstrkl 1.032 Pu~lic School• No N/A James Maj<hzak 
... POBox 1209 N/A No Dl..,trict Supenntendcnt 
TWoalynme Palms, CA 92277 1914 No (760)167-9191/.167 7189 
www.morongo.kizca.us 
\'ldor Valley llnlon High School District 1.000 School Di~tnct ~0 NIA j ulia n Weu,er 
85. IM~O MOO.v< Dn'e N/A :-.o Supenntendcnt 
Victo rvtll<. CA 92195 191~ '\o (760\955-3200/245-4614 
c.ar.- Sllel t.clololries, .... ~0 Stttl Rolling Mtll Ye.., Kyle Schull)' Vincente Wri~tht 
.. I CaJifomia Sleel Way ~0 v .. Mnt:r. Commumcations & Pre ... &dcnl / CEO 
........_CA9233S 1984 No Corp. Services (9(19>3~0-n.I!I0/3~11-6213 
l"'chult)(cicaltfom&a,tecl_com 
Na .. l Surf~ Warf""' Center 937 Independent Y.- Troy Clarke Robert Shuler 
117. Coro1111 Di•lslon 18.000 Ao;.~\C,ffiCnl Ye' Pu~hc Alta•" Officer Commandtng Off1ccr 
PO Box 5000 1964 ~0 (951 1271-~ 135!271-4205 
Corona. CA 92878-5000 coronamfo@ "·~''}' mtl 
,.,_..lli&tl._. 850 Ski Reson ~0 John McCoiiy Judy Pritt~ 
.. PO Box 3010, 2ASIO Hwy. 2 Seasonal No Marke1ing Director Human Re"'oun:e' Om.!ctor 
Wripn.ood. CA 92397 N/A No 
Park>lew Community Hospital 930 Hospual Med1cal Center v., Marlene Burnell Dough1.' Drum wright 
89. 3865 Jackson Street N/A No Marketmg 01rector Prcstde nt/C'EO 
Rtv<.-ide. CA 92~01 1958 No (95 I )352- 5400/35 2-~427 
wwwpchmc.org 
,.._USAc- 800 ManufactURr of Electric Yes N/A AIGuzmu 
.. 3Jic-Cirde 1,700 Guilan &: Amplilien No Sr Vtce Pre"dent Operallons 
<:-.CA91720 198~ No <9511R98-1000m4..t2:10 
Alta Loma Elementary School District 780 Educat1on :-.o \1tke Wlmenand Janet More~ 
, .. 9340 Ba.<ehnt Road N/A "io As\t Super of Per-.onnel Supcnntendent 
Alta Lorna. CA 9 1701-5821 1885 'lo (909)484·~1~1!484 5155 
wv.w.ahd.l12.ca.u\ 
Cll7fll ..... 734 Municipality Yes N/A Linda Lowry 
fa. S05 S. G.ey A- N/A No Cuy Manager 
...__,CA91769 1888 No (909)620.2314/620.3707 
Heaata G. Stark 685 Com:cuon~ No Ramona Contreras Ramon Martinez 
u Youth Corndlonal Facility N/A No Admmisrr.uive Assistant Supcnntendenl 
15 180 E. Euclid Avenue 1959 No (909)606· 5000/606-500 I 
Chino. CA 91710 
Mllnll 650 Tranaponation Yes N/A Yolanda M•niZ 
M. 7920 LiDdbeqll {lriw 25,000 (Rcservlllion Office) Yes Director 
Imwllde. CA 92501 1993 No <951 >789-7950n89-4634 
T1w Westin Mission HID a-t 600 Re~~!.Or1 v., Mt<haei Maciead Ken PiiRrim 
"· 
7 1333 Dinah Shore Dnve 170.000 No Dtrector of Sale</Marl.eung General Manager 
Rancho MinJe, C A 92270 1991 No (760)328-5955n70-217J 
WWW.WC\tiO.COffi 
~c.,enlllll S62 Am:r.tl Components No N/A ShlrlnFoltooa 
""'---Gnltp 23.000 No Plant Manopr .. DIDAifillllaaA- 19S2 No (951 )35 I -5400/351-~ 166 
~CA92503 
Nordl AaerlcM Medical 360 Phys1clan Practice Management No St<pham< Hughes Dr. Rick Shinto 
Me 1 -~~~ • Calllornla N/A No Direcror of Marketing CEO 
~- 3281 E. Guasti Rd. Suite 700 1983 No (909)605-R0()()/605-8031 
OnWIO, CA 91 761 www.namm"icxal.com 
....,... 300 B-en-inmem No Scon KeUy James Henwood 
.. 1101 w. MdClelly ,.__ No Muketing Dilector President/CEO 
,._,CA91761 1922 Yes (909)623-3111 
Tlw Toro Coaopeay 2 14 Irrigation Ye~ J. Loca.sto Phillip Burkarl 
"· 
5825 Jumme Street 5.000 No Executive Assistant Vice Prc"ildent/General Manager 
Rrvenide. CA 92504 i%2 No (951)6M8-9221nR5-3680 
.llloi ........... WJIID ....,..,.lllld.- ... ..,.- 11w ~•tltrobtlwlllt...,oblailwdft- llw c..,.,U.u..d Torlwbntof--,.llw~"''ll''wuoc<r~NNtuoff1"UI,_ Wlllltnvryt!Jonu-.ltto..-
·--.......... ofAr/111,-Mil,..,.,.."""' -• 0«111: 1'- •tid ~Of'_,'"'....,_, l<trnlwd 10 71w loMwJ fiMpllr IIIIIUwu l OWfiGI 1'.0 Boz /979, 114n<'lw Cucumon~o. CA 9/720 /979 
........ ...0.... ~2tllltt,IUJ 
I Environmental Services 
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Challenging your thoughts in relation to 
business, pol itics, economic conditions and 
the general business life of San Bernardino 
and Riverside counties. 
Hosted by 
Cliff Cummings and Bill Anthony 
• W eb Development 
• W eb Design 
• Detabasing 
• E-Commerce 
• W eb H osting 
• G raphic Desig n 
• C orpora t e Id enti t y 
• A nim a ted L o gos 
• M arke ting C ollateral 
Noticed!! lncreeee Buelneee 
with Custom Deelgn 
Mention this ad for a free conaultation 
Having trouble keeping your website up-to-date? 
Does it take forever to get your website updated? 
Is your web staff overworked? 
We can help! 
• t ~ ~ e r St-Mte g ie s :;~:;;; ;;.;;~;;;; ;;;;;;;;; · ·• 
-- Content management solutions 
-- E-commerce tools and setvices 
-- Online shopping carts and credit card transactions 
-- Website planning, design and Implementation 
-- Website project management setvices 
-- Website hosting 
-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs 
Our content management tools can help you decouple the 
loolc ... nd-feel of your site from the lnform~~tlonal cont.nt. 
Your clerical staff can lceep your content up-to-date; 
they won't have to walt for your overworlced web expetts 
to dolt. 
For mont Info see us at -w.csz.com 
Call today for a free consultation! 
909-920.9154 x.27 
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A rmd-; ear rev ic\\ of the 
Inland Empire office market 
docs not look all that promising 
for owners and developers, at 
least not in the short-term. 
according to a 2nd Quarter 
Office Market Trends report 
from national real estate servic-
es firm Grubb & Ellis. The 
report points out that negative 
absorption for the region was at 
-2g 1.000 square feet. more than 
double the number from the 
first quarter of the year. The 
report also shows that the 
vacancy rate is inching closer 
to the 20 percent mark and new 
construction completions are 
not being received by tenants, 
instead coming online vacant. 
Additionally, there appears to 
be an expectation gap between 
developers' asking rents and 
the market 's current vitality. As 
a result. Class A and B asking 
rental rates have not yet experi-
enced a decline. averaging 
$2.19 and $1.80 per month . 
respectively. The report pre-
dicts that while the market-
wide vacancy rate will surpass 
20 percent by year-end. indi-
vidual submarkets will fare bet-
ter than others. 
The following are some of 
the commercial real estate 
activities in the Inland 
Empire: 
In a major lease in the 
region, MGA Entertainment 
Inc, the Van Nuys-based manu-
facturer of the popular line of 
Bratz dolls, has agreed to an 
eight-year, $22.2 million lease 
for the remaining 749,000 sq. 
ft. ($0.31/sf/mo) of space at 
AMB Property Corporation's 
Redlands Distribution 
Center, located at 1651 
California Street in Redlands. 
MGA will use the facility for 
expansion needs and to consol-
idatc e\istrng distribution oper-
ations located elsewhere. The 
huilding rs srtuated at the south-
eastern end of San Bernardrno 
County in the cit} of Redlands. 
ncar the Intersection of 1- 10 
and the .10 Freeway. The space 
is part of a 1..1 million sq. ft. 
structure. which represents the 
largest single building in 
AMB 's portfolio. The remain-
ing 564.000 sq. ft. at the facilr-
ty is occupied by Weber 
Distribution. a third-party 
logistics provider that agreed to 
a I 0-year deal in October of 
2007. MGA was represented 
by Les Small Company. while 
Bill Heim and Eloy 
Covarrubias of Lee & 
Associates repped AMB. John 
Meyer. Scott Reckner and Kim 
Snyder of AMB were also 
involved in the negotia-
tions ................... A new six-
building. 3.3 million sq. ft. 
industrial development in the 
heart of the Inland Empire is 
slated to break ground at the 
end of the first quarter in 2009. 
Called West Valley Logistics 
Center, the project is a devel-
opment of Texas-based 
Hillwood and is located on 190 
acres at the intersection of 
Locust and Alder Avenues in 
Southern Fontana. The project 
will be marketed for lease and 
for sale, with Lee & Associates 
principals Jeff Smith, Paul 
Earnhardt and Erik Hernandez 
signed up as the marketing 
team. West Valley Logistics 
Center will include six indus-
trial buildings of these sizes -
841,500 sq. ft., 549,700 sq. ft., 
1.12 million sq. ft., 198,400 sq. 
ft., 437,200 sq. ft. and 106,300 
sq. ft. The buildings will 
include the following features: 
30-foot minimum clear height, 
large secured truck courts, 
ample trailer storage, 2.5 per-
continued on page 36 
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S · / R cr,tsh In Apnl. the l·cd cut rates hy peCl([ ep0rf. • • an addition,\[ 2S b,hts pornts and 
CO/l(/111/t d jro111 fl~· J..1 COI\tlllUed Its \\or[.. \\ lth_ fo~·cign CCII 
tral hanb to restore lrqu1d1t). The 
Fed abo e\tendcd its tem1 auction facilit;. which is dcsrgned to encour 
age horTO\\ ing by banks. and launched a new fac!lity that allows secu-
rities !inns to borro\v from the Fed usmg drtlrcult-ttHrade agency 
mortgage-hacked securities as collateral. In an unexpected lllO\C to 
prevent further deterioration rn the financial sector. the .F~d also_ 
extended credit to JP. Morgan Chase to suppo11 the acqur~rtron ot 
struggling Bear Steams. 
Reality Set<. In. Lntil last summer. strong secondary market 
demand for mortgages allowed lenders to ~ontrnuously rcplenr~h carr-
tal. Lenders arc now proceeding with cauuon, bas~n_g undc~wntrng on 
actual ()Is as opposed to pro forma ligures and rarsrng equity r~qurrc­
ments. Lenders arc also placmg greater wc1ght on property quality and 
location. shying a\vay from rist..icr deals that rely hea~·rly on future rent 
and occupancy gains. Financing propertres rn tcrtrary markets has 
become most challenging, with man; major lenders avordrng these 
markets altogether. On average, LTVs have declined from 75 to 80 per-
cent to 60 to 70 percent, \\hile DSCRs have increased to 1.2xor greater. 
up from l.lx, or break-even rn some cases. as recently as mrd-2007. 
Uncertainty Causing Frequent, Often Exaggerated Spread 
Movement. Investors will remarn highly reactive to cconomrc indrca-
tors rn the ncar term. causrng continued volatility across financral mar-
kets. Lender spreads have been fluctuating in a wide band srnce last 
summer. with moves of 50 basis pornts rn one da} not uncommon. In 
early May, conduits began to slowly re-enter the marketplace. \\ rth 
spreads at 125 to 400 basis points or more over the I 0-_ycar Treasury. 
Portfolio lender spreads have also narrowed and rcmam competrtrvc 
compared to condu its, at 225 to 275 basis I?Oint~ over the I 0-year 
Treasury for apartments and 225 to 120 basrs pornts over for other 
property types. Aparlf!lent investors have . the advantage of usrng 
Freddie Mac and Fan me Mac, wh1ch are pncrng loans at 210 to 255 
basis points over the 10-year. . . . . 
Commercial Mortgage Ongmat10n Volume Reflects T1ghter 
Financing Climate. First quarter originations were dramatrcally below 
year-ago levels. The financial market shock _caused commcrcral mort-
gage origination volume to fall 17 percent rn the second half of last 
year when compared to the previous s ix-month period. The decline. 
however, was due entirely to conduit lenders. While the CMBS market 
recently began showing signs of life, the sector first needs to work 
through a backlog of an e_stimat~d $30 billion of mort&ages h<:fore a 
true recovery cycle can gam tractron. Some of the loans m the prpelrne 
were originated prior to the tightening of lending standards, making 
new issues difficult to price. It is important to note that even after the 
drop in originations in the second half of 2007, lending activity was 
still up 37 percent from just three years earlier. It will take some time 
for the securitization model to be redefined as a source of cap1tal. but 
the benefits of this vehicle prior to the frenzy will most likely result in 
its return to the marketplace in some form. 
Lack of Overall Distress Preventing Unreasonable Price 
Corrections. On average, longer-term loans nearing maturity were 
originated at least five years ago, during which time ow~ers recorded 
substantial increases in incomes and values. Refinancmg for these 
assets, even in today 's tighter environment, is available as a result. 
Loans issued in the 12 to 18 months leading up to the market shift had 
the most aggressive underwriting, but many of these mortgages fea-
tured interest-only periods of three to five years, providing operators 
time to work through the economic downturn. Some of these aggres-
sively financed assets in the hardest-hit local economies are likely to 
default in the near term, though this is unlikely to cause an overall, sys-
temic distressed environment. 
Low Interest Rates Helping Offset Higher Spreads. The yield 
on the 10-year Treasury fell to a low of 3.3 percent in March but has 
since increased; however. at approximately 4 percent, it is still 125 
basis points below last summer. Despite concerns surrounding the 
weak dollar and inflation, investors will continue to look to U.S. 
Treasury as a safer alternative to stocks, which have been prone to dra-
matic swings. As a result, the I 0-year is forecast to end 2008 in the 
high-3 to low-4 percent range. 
Marcus&,Millichap 
RESEARCH SERVICES 
Rq.wl p,.,_v .,J nlil<lll>y 
HaNm Nodjl Eriao Unn 
~01-a Senior Ana!ylt 
Tel: (925) 953-11'00 Tel: (602) 952·9669 
~lchap.com ~llichop.com 
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Calendar 
Internet Seminar Series 2008 for Business 
Managers, Owners & Executives 
Tuesday, Aug. 12 a nd 
Thesday, Sept. 9 (8:30 a.m. 
until 11 :00 a.m.) at Redlands 
Chamber of Commerce, 
Meeting Room 
Seminar I : Basics of the 
Internet 
Prov1des a variety of infor-
mation that will enable better 
understanding of the rapidly 
changrng geography of the 
Internet. prov rding the frame 
work to understanding how to 
successfully positron your com-
pany. Proactrve 1deas will help 
to make your site more effec-
tive. In addition. discover acces-
sible tools to e\ aluate your 
online success, as well as that of 
your competition. Ron Burgess 
of Burgess Markctrng 
ConsultanC)·, speaker. 
Sponsored by the Redlands 
Chamber of Commerce. Altck 
\1cdia Group and RcdFusron 1 ' 1 
Mcdra, Inc. Chcck-rn & 
Continental Breakfast - R:.\0 
a.m.: Scmmar begins at 9:00 
a.m.: Cost 'll.\9.00 per seminar. 
Thursday, Aug. 14 and 
Thursday, Sept. 11 (2:00 p.m. 
until 4:30 p.m.) at Redlands 
Chamber of Commerce, 
Meeting Room 
Book of Lists 
Seminar II : Online 
Marketing 
Includes advanced market-
rng technrques and methods, 
wrth rn-depth information on 
how to drive customers and 
prospects to your Website. 
Learn how to measure return on 
rnvested markctrng programs. 
Specrfic examples from real-life 
sl!uations will help you under-
stand how to assess the right 
approach to take, to meet your 
business goals. Ron Burgess of 
Burgess Marketing 
Consultancy. speaker. 
Sponsored by the Redlands 
Chamber of Commerce, Altek 
Mcd1a Group and RedFusionn1 
Mcd1a, Inc. Check-in & 
Continental Brcakfa>t - 8:30 
a.m.: Semrnar begins at 9:00 
a.m : Cost: $39.00 per seminar. 
Check-in & Contrnental 
Breakfast- R:10 a.m .. Semrnar 
hegins at 9:00 a.m.: Cost: 
S.\9.00 per seminar 
Space is limited. To register 
\ rsrt ww\v.rcdfusionmcdra.com-
/scminar.htm or phone registra-
tion or for more rnformation 
call: (909) 79R-7092 or 800-
2g0-0903 or E-mail: mar-
garet@ red fusion med ia.com 
with Seminar in the subject line. 
Reserve your advertisement space today 
in the Inland Empire's premier reference tool. 
Call Bill Anthony at 909-483-4700 or 
fax for information at 909-483-4705 
Visit The Rivie ... 
colllinued from pa~e 44 
150,000 square feet of meeting 
space-----23 breakout rooms 
with a total of over 30,000 
square feet of space----12 sky-
bO\ meetrng rooms----15,000 
square feet of prcfunction area-
--7,000 square foot banquet 
kitchen and a fully equrpped 
business center. 
Summary 
• Food excellent 
• Service: All hotel employ-
ees arc more than willing to 
help you and have a great atti-
tude---just ask. 
• Entertainment: You could 
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not ask for better or more. 
• Parking: Cool under-
ground. valet service and free 
• Pool Area: Perfect 
My only disapporntment: 
To access the Internet, you 
must give online your name. e-
mail address. credit card num-
ber and information. I do not 
give credrt card and/or personal 
information to online 
unknowns. It would be much 
better that Internet access 
charges be billed to your hotel 
room. 
Recommendation : 
Goi Go! Go! Get a deal! 
Get a gas card! EnJoy! We did! 
TRJT()~ 
C ommunicat ion ->. I nc . 
-n~t"' blty pr..,. '""""w. 
Pk ... .UOW u< tD ......0.C t C><K<tMS: bAll\ C4aom.JrU<.,..., b: •' 
fUII<trV>:t tdt<-..N:1illtOISCozmm.· Onn .. U..fonz.dJn 1981. 
Plcil\C •llow l.l 10 1nrrodu~:c ou i"c Tmon < ommumo.llons Inc ful 
liCr\IC.: lclec:ommum~;;atum c, mpun} Ongmall) formcJ m 1111'11 and 
lnr:urporated ~~ ·\ugu!l;t .!th 1982 V.e be s ·' contractm' ptu\tdm 
mst II t1on r.•t.--c (or Rolm or C allronlla lo 19&'i. Tr •ton 
,._.1nme 
,.....~...., ,.. __ ".,._.. ~ ,..,... \\c llt\! .. en proud to ) tha.t )'of our g.ma.l \..sstomen an: 51111 \\ th 
u 'O<b) PIC' re\tc~ the I t olsen .. -es quahfteattons below \\e are 
ccrt;un you\\ II fn~ th.;at Tnt ( mumutmn Inc C.ln be of 11. 1 .mce to \'OU and )out compan)' \\e h:ne 
a \C:I) well :ramed tcchmcal st~fl and our mst.all nlll and SC1VKe 1 hm~;;tan ttave an li\C'rage' or fifl«n )ears 
expenencc: en~;;h The ((1LIO\\ •ng I II h I or our )('f'\ tCQ 
• S.tlcs and Scf'\'h .. C of n:furhl'hed (~one! , lo"h1ba) & new ~"-il {)telephone ~'tcm and equtpmenL 
• Complete S;~em cJhhng nl VOKC J.Jt.J. and computer t'l(tv.ori.mg 
• \'tuc:c \Lui and Pa~•ng !.) ~ems to \ 1o.k.'Q L-on(cn:ncmg .and Call A.,;counttng S) terns 
• Pro\ IdiOt; l.ocal D..al TOne r I. lAltlS Dtslanl:e and 8(X} numbc:n 
• \ull' soluttons 
~<'1.--, -·.-- -
Tn1on Commumcattons. Inc 
61>3 Brca Can) on Road Stc. 4 
Walnut. CA 917X9 
Phone:90'1_W4 ~X9~ 
Fax:'IO'I.WX 2K32 
\\ \loYr.tntoncomm.com 
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Real Estate No ... 
colllinued from PI!.. 34 
cent skylight~ as well as smgle 
and cross-dock loadmg. In 
addition. all buildings will be 
submitted for "green" or 
Leadership m Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) 
cenification. Hillwood is com-
mitted to green development 
and has recently completed five 
buildtngs m San Bernardino 
that have been submitted for 
LEED certiftcatton .............. . 
OlherMcMillan. the develop-
er of the Ctly of Ontano \ his-
tone Guasti District. has 
selected Kimpton Hotel & 
Restaurants to operate the city's 
first luxury boutique hotel. 
Kimpton. one of the leading 
boutique hotel companies in the 
US, will run the new 125-room, 
Four Star Hotel, which will be 
situated at the heart of the 
Guasti District and is projected 
to open in summer 
201 O ........... ln a Corona lease, 
Assa Abloy Door Group Inc. 
agreed to a 61-month. S'J. I mil-
lion deal for a 93.700 sq. ft. 
(50.54/sf/mo) propeny at 255 
Airport Ctrcle, located within 
the West Corona Industrial 
Center, east of the 71 Freeway 
between the 91 Freeway and 
Corona Municipal Airport. 
Assa Abioy. a pro\ tder of com-
mereta! door products. plans to 
use the faciltty for assembly 
and distributiOn purposes. 
Mitch Zehner and Lou1s 
Tomaselli of Voit Commercial 
Brokerage represented the 
landlord. Oak Properties. a 
commerc1al leasmg company 
located m San D1ego. Luke 
McDamel and Cameron 
Driscoll, also with Voit, repre-
sented the tenant in the transac-
uon ................. Also in Corona. 
Husqvarna Construction 
Products. a manufacturer of 
equipment and dtamond tools 
for the construction and stone 
industries, s1gned a five-year. 
$3 million lease for an 87,000 
sq. ft. ($0.57 /sf/mo) industrial 
butlding. The propeny is locat-
ed at 265 Radio Road, near the 
15 and 91 Freeways. and fea-
tures 30-foot clear ceiling 
hetghts and I 0 dock-h1gh 
doors. Husqvarna w1ll use the 
building as its Southern 
California manufacturing and 
warehouse factllty. Tim Hawke 
of Strata Realty represented 
the lessor. Rexmor LLC. in the 
transaction. Chns M1gl1on and 
Paul Gmgnch of DAUM 
Commercial Real Estate rep-
resented the tenant in the trans-
action ............. A 24. 7k sq. ft. 
retail shopping stnp at 90:.-911 
and 951-975 West Foot hi II 
Blvd in Claremont sold for 
$3.325 mtllJOn ($135/sf). The 
property 1s along Foothill 
Boulevard wnh very high traf-
fic counts for the area. Many of 
the tenants arc long-term occu-
pants wtth well established 
businesses which depend upon 
area residents Rtchard 
Longobardo of Marcus & 
Millichap represented the 
buyer and the seller, a 
California-based inve~tmcnt 
group .................. ln an Apple 
Valley land sale, Scottsdale, 
AZ-based America's Tire pur-
chased one acre of land at the 
southwest corner of Highway 
18 and Thunderbird for the 
development of a new store. 
The land was sold by a pnvate 
mvestor. Jeff Ottman of Grubb 
August 2008 
& Ellis represented the seller, 
while Melissa Fish of Tafco 
Realty reppcd the 
buyer .................. .In Ontario, a 
private family mvestmcnt enti-
ty purchased a 2.400 sq. lt. 
Jack-in-the-Box property at 
4351 Ontario Mill Parkway for 
$2.32 million ($967/sf). Built 
in 1978, the property IS situated 
at the intersection of 1-10 and I-
15. Warren Berzack of 
Investment Real Estate 
Associates represented the 
buyer in the transactiOn. The 
seller. GE Capital Solutions. 
represented itself 
This column provides a 
re1•iew of the latest commercial 
real e!ilate acflvitv throughout 
the Inland Empire. It is pro-
duced in a joint medw effort 
between the Inland Emptre 
Business Journal and 
Rentv.com, a leading Internet 
real estate news site which has 
been covering the industry in 
California for nine years. For 
more commercial real e.\tate 
information from around 
California, go to 
www.rentv.com. 
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RESTAURANT REVIEW" 
My Dinner With Tommy Bahama 
By]oe Lyons 
There IS no such person as with a sencs of other retailers 
Tommy Bahama. He 1s a mar- who carry the I me. The line con-
keting image, ltkc Betty Crocker sists of camp sh1rts and slacks. 
or Uncle Ben. sandals and deck shoes, golf 
He is a combination of a clubs and cigar ashtrays. Home 
Jimmy Buffet Parrothcad and furnishings, et cetera, et cetera, 
the sort of man who reads etcetera. 
P I a v h o y , ....-::>_.......,.,__ So popular has the ltne 
along with become that a scnes of 
C i g a r restaurants (called Trop1cal 
Afic wnado Cafes) have sprung up, 
and The Robh attached to some of the tonier 
Report. He 1s stores. There 1s one in 
the "purveyor Newpon Beach. of course. 
of 1sland There 1s one coming soon to 
lifestyles." Las Vegas. And there 1s one 
Through the Ill Palm Desert, naturally on 
last decade or El Pasco, the Rodeo Dnvc of 
so he has the desen. 
come to Located on the corner of 
define upscal~~lSliaf!=rvcn.;::::::;;:::~~ El Pasco 
though I have a Tommy and Lupme 
Bahama tie, he represents an Lane, the 
open collar, slacks and sandals restaurant is 
look. actually on 
The company actually was the second 
founded by three guys who floor of the 
wanted to represent a contem- store. (Or 
porary way of life. Not surpris- the store is 
ingly, they operate from the below the 
capital of West Coast cool, restaurant; 
Seattle. Their motto 1s, "Where 1t's all a 
life is one long weekend." matter of perspective.) The 
Today there are some 50 decor is not as bad as you might 
Tommy Bahama stores, along expect. It actually has a South 
THE HISTORIC 
GALLEANO WINERY 
design a label just 
• for you using: 
~,,.;:=~-
Weddings • Anniversaries 
Birthdays • Special Events 
Graduations • Holiday • Gifts 
Wine Tasting Available Datly 
Photos, Logos, 
4231 Wineville Road 
Mira Lorna, CA 91752 
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180 
www.galleanowinery.com 
Tour the Historic Winery Y.eekends from 2:00pm to 4:00pm or by appointment 
Listed in the National Register of Historical Places 
Beach Flonda look to 11. No 
plastic fish. No pmk netting. 
There is some ranan and wicker. 
Dark wood accents the hghter 
paint job. 
And then there is the food. 
We started with rum dnnks. 
Although Bahama has its own 
line of light and dark rum, it is 
Crab Calloway. 
The soups are Tortola 
Tontlla and Cooper Island Crab 
Bisque. With bits of crab and a 
good cream sauce, the bisque 
was as good as the better lobster 
bisques that I have had. The 
Tort1lla soup, with chicken bits 
and ltme ~our cream sauce was 
------. sp1cy and good 
For entrees. 
we went w1th the 
Sanibel Stuffed 
Chicken and the 
Long Island cw 
York Strip. They 
really had to 
stretch to get the 
Island reference 
•E~....;;;;-----~ on the meat dish. 
an acquired taste. As our wait-
ress said, "It's not for every-
one." So we went with the 
Bacard1. One great Mohita and 
one strong rum and d1et cola. 
Heady stuff. 
Appetizers consist of such 
humble titles as Tommy's World 
Famous Coconut Shnmp and 
but it works. It was a 14-ouncc 
center cut brushed with sea-
soned butter and served with 
onton nngs. The stuffed ch1cken 
was moist and flavorful. It was 
stuffed with a herb cheese and 
roasted red peppers and had a 
parrnesan and Japanese bread-
continued on page 39 
11 
New York Grill'" 
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon / Thur :n:3o a.m. -9:30p.m. 
Fri :n:3o a.m. - 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m. - ro:30 p.m. 
Sun 4:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended 
It's New York without the attitude! Thts award-winning 
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu 
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted 
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood 
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where 
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most 
intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with 
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts, 
outstanding wine selecuon and entenainment to comple-
ment your dining experience - and discover our magnifi-
cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event. 
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MANAGER'S 
"What to Say to a Porcupine: 
20 Humorous Tales That Get to The 
Heart of Great Customer Service," 
by RichardS. Gallagher; 
Amacom, New York, New York; 
2008; 110 pages; $19.95. 
Summer is the traditional 
time for ltght reading. e'en in 
the \\ nrld of hustness hooks. 
Author Rtehard Gallagher has 
de' eloped one of the more 
de\ a efforts thts season. He 
t,tl..cs hts lc.td from the .tncicnt 
Aesop'-, f,tblcs h) suh,tllutin)! 
.tmmah for people Ill a scnes or 
situation.tl cas~· '>lUdiC'> th,ll .trc 
all font sed on hm\ to pro' ide 
bdter sen ICC to customers. 
Just as -\esop dtd. 
Gallagher also o!Ters "morals" 
to each of the fables v. hilc 
offering a modern tv\ist: discus-
sion questions that arc most 
appropriate \\hen the hooJ... is 
used as a reaching vchtcle to 
bring cmplo) ecs up to speed on 
the importance of customer 
sen icc. 
\lost of the tales are orient-
ed toward rctailtng or prof-
itably furthering busmess-to-
consumer relationships. 
Business-to-business situations 
aren't heavily stressed. 
although the points he makes 
are certainly valid in either B-
lo-C or B-to-B situations. 
The author makes one of 
the key points earl) in the book 
about its purpose in the tale he 
calls "Running with the Pack." 
The moral is that listening to 
what your customers tell you is 
a key step to help improve cus-
tomer service. an essential step 
toward building a better bottom 
line. 
Gallagher notes: 
"Moving from fables to the 
real world, you can often see a 
direct link between service 
quality and crowd size at many 
of the places where you eat. For 
example, different restaurants 
in the same chain often have 
wildly different levels of sue-
cess dependtng on how cus-
tomers .tre treated .\lore impor-
tant. the fortunes of the same 
restaurant L.tn change dramati-
call) vv ith e' ~·n subtle change' 
Ill hm\ CUstomers p~·rcet\ e the 
Jcvc) of sen tee. even \\hen the 
food ts e\actl) the same When 
emplo)ees arc unmoli\ .ned .md 
customers don 1 LOme first. 
crovHb usual!) get smaller and 
smaller until these n:stamants 
eventually go out of busmcss. 
And ... rhc restaurant ovvncrs 
probabl) never cv en under-
stood wh). 
"You can change this 
d)namic h) maJ...tng a habit or 
asktng customers ,.,hat the) 
think. and then using this feed-
bacJ... to tmprovc your opera-
tions. "-o matter \\hat profes-
sion you are in. tnput from your 
customers holds the keys to 
your success. Listen to what 
whey tell you- and more 
important. react to tt and you 
will be at the top of your game 
in any business." 
Even though the book takes 
its title from the cautionary tale 
of dealing with rude. hard-to-
satisfy customers (the "porcu-
pines"). the "You and Your 
Service Team" section offers 
some sophisticated approaches 
to managing customer relations 
within your organi.t.ation. 
The author comments: 
"Once upon a time. the 
stereotypical athletic coach-
and the stereotypical manag-
er-was a tough-love type who 
motivated through fear and 
intimidation. "Look at today 's 
most successful coaches-like 
baseball's Joe Torre or basket-
ball's Phil Jackson-and you'll 
see people who behave more 
like psychologists than slave 
Au •ust 200H 
BOOKSHELF 
drivers .... Both have one thmg 
m common· more champi-
onships than .til) one in thdr 
generation. 
"If' you supervise others. 
take a hard looJ... at ) our ovv n 
coaching style . People hate 
bemg cnuci1cd, bur 10\e learn-
tng new skills. And when you 
put the bastcc; of positive. 
strength based coaching ro 
worJ... for )OU . you'll nottce the 
dtffcrcnce in ) our ream\ pcr-
fomlance ." 
\\e hav c already entered .t 
dt!Tieulr CCOI101111L pcnod Ill 
which growtng a husmcss \\til 
rely more than ever on the rep 
utation for building solid cus-
tomer relationships. "What to 
Say to A Porcup1ne" makes no 
pretences about being the 
definitive work on building 
great customer scrvtce. It ts. 
however. an easy to-read teach-
Ing vehtcle about hutldmg prof 
itable relatwnshtps with the 
people V\ ho arc most import.mt 
to everyone in your husine"· 
) our custome rs . 
-- llenr) lloltnn.m 
(Bestselling Business Books) 
Here are the current top I 0 bt•stselling books for busim·-.-.. The lht is 
compiled based on information recei\ed from retail booksto1·e-. 
throughout the l.S. \ . 
1. "The Post-American \\-orld" b) !'arced ZaJ...ana ( W V. '-.orton & Co 
.. . $25.95) (ll 
Wh) the 21st Centun \V Ill not he "the \mencan Ccnlllr)."' 
2. "21 Di<.tinctions of \-\ealth: Ho'~ to Create l nlimited Abundance 
in Your Life:· h) Peggy '\1cColl (John \\'ile) & Sons 515.95) (4l 
Hov. to become \\ cailhy and \Ia) that \\a). 
3. "Debt Cures "They" Don' t Want You to KnO\\ About," by Ko:' in 
Trudeau (Equit) Pres\ 525.95) (5 l 
What hanks and credit card compa111cs prefer you not to 1-.nU\\. 
4. "Winners Ne\er Cheat: E\eQda~ Values \\-e Learned As 
Children (But May Ha\c Forgotten)," b) Jon M. Hunt-rnan (Wharton 
School Publishing 'S 19.95 )(:2) 
Why pla}mg h} the rules ts still the only way to v. 111 
5. "The Logic of Life: The Rational Economics of An Irrational 
World," b) Tim Harford (Random House ... $19.95) nl 
Why economtcs alv.ays appears logical when nothmg else does 
6. "When '-1arkets Collide: Investment Strategies for the Age of 
Global Economic Change," b) Mohamed El-Enan (McGrav. 
Hill .$27.95) <Rl 
'le\\ mve<,tmcnt strategies as seen by the global Imestment guru. 
7. •·Launching a Leadership Revolution: Mastering the Fhe Le\els 
of Influence," by Chris Brad) and Orrin Woodv\ard (Business 
Plus ... $23 99) (6) 
Detailed view of ho'v to develop leadership skills. 
8. "The Five Lessons a Millionaire Taught Me About Life and 
Wealth" by Richard Paul Evans (Simon & Schuster Trade ... $14.95)** 
Why the wealthy are different in a variety of ways. 
9. ''The Dip: A Little Book That Teaches You When to Quit (and 
When to Stick)" by Seth Godin and Hugh Macleod !Illustrator I 
(Pengum Group- USA ... $12.95) (8) 
Why winners often quit while losers stick. 
10. "Women and Money: Owning the Power to Control Your 
Destiny," by Suzc Orman (Random House ... $24.95) (9) 
Guru of women's financial empowerment tells how it's done. 
(I)* -- Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
*"' -- Indicates a book's first appearance on the list. 
**"' -- Book previously on the list is on the list once again. 
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The Seven Sins ... 
continued from pg. 13 
ditional narrat1ve strategic plan 
into a StrategyPrim-a concise, 
two-page bluepnnt for your 
business. Page one contams the 
mstghts your team has generated 
regarding the market, cus-
tomers, competitors and the 
organi.t.ation ttself. Page two 
contains the action plan. align-
ing the goals. objecltves. strate-
gies, tacttcs and metncs . The 
simplicity and brevit) of a tool 
such as the Strategy Print allows 
managers to easily update it on a 
daily bas1s. maJ...ing it a func-
tional real-ttme \trategtc plan. 
Sin #7: Not challenging 
business as usual 
At the heart of strategy 1s 
resource allocatiOn, so at the 
heart of a strategic manager's 
work is their ability to effective-
ly allocate thetr limited 
resources. When a manager has 
had success. It is common to 
continue to allocate resources in 
the same manner that led to that 
success. However, as the con-
text of the busmess changes in 
the fom1 of marJ...et trends, 
evolvmg customer needs, new 
competitor offenngs. etc., the 
resource allocatiOn fonnula that 
led to that success wtll need to 
be renewed. 
Action: Take time during the 
quarterly Strategy Tune-up ses-
sions to evaluate the assump-
tions on whtch resource alloca-
tion dectstons have been made. 
This wtll elrmmate the business-
as-usual mmdset that causes 
many successful managers to be 
cast into business purgatory. 
Be on guard for the seven 
sins of strategy, for repentance 
alone won't guarantee business 
salvation. Salvation will come 
to those with a dedication to 
strategic thinking excellence. 
For more information, con-
tact Rich at (847) 756-4707, or 
to receive a free copv of his 
monthly e-publication Strategic 
Thinker, visit www.strate-
gyskills.com. 
More Myths Abo ... 
commued from [If!. . 12 
one from Ireland just as easil] as 
Thailand . 
Try asking customers how to 
say "hello" or e\·cn your name 
111 thetr native tongue . You ma) 
be slightly embarrassed as you 
struggle wnh thetr language but 
they ' ll love you for it because 
now you know how they feel 
trying to speak English 
If you want to he truly suc-
cessful with people from other 
cultures, you must make thts 
agreement wtth each and every 
one of them. "I will teach you 
about Amencan customs and 
practices as it relates to my busi-
ness. In exchange. I want you to 
teach me about your cultural 
background." In thts way, you 
develop a mutually-beneficial 
relationship which will hopeful-
ly last a lifetime. 
Michael Soon Lee, MBA , 
CSP, has been a retail and .\en--
ice manager as well as a multi-
cultural comultant for r!l'er 30 
years. Michael can he reached 
at (800) 41-SPEAK orb\' e-mail 
at: michaei@EthnoConnect,com. 
lnstaDecision: 4 ... 
cmlfinued from pg. 15 
people feel? After you've col-
lected your personal research. 
you'll be able to speak m the 
first person as a runner. Pretend 
you're one of those successful 
fiction authors writing under a 
pseudonym. Tell your story like 
you live it. Now your cus-
tomers will be able to personal-
ly connect with you because 
you've become one of them. 
Why do people underesti-
mate the power of this? 
There are two reasons that 
nonlinear decision making and 
inductive reasoning are less 
valued than linear decision 
making and deductive reason-
ing. Both are based on the mis-
perception that nonlinear deci-
sion making and inductive rea-
soning are inherently irrepro-
ducible, unverifiable, unpre-
dictable and thus unreliable. 
I l Despite that fact that 
humans are born as empathtc, 
introspective and unbiased 
"pattern recognttton 
machines," the vast maJonty 
become lmear deducttve deci-
sion makers. Through their 
educational expenences and the 
very basts of our sctenufic soci-
et), deductive is valued over 
inductive and linear O\'e r non-
linear. 
2) Once the nonlinear and 
mducllve skills are atrophied. 
those that undervalue what they 
can no longer do easily (nonlin-
ear decision maJ...mg) believe 
that these sktlls are unlearn-
able. 1'-.othing could be further 
from the truth. 
In short the problem is not 
that "gut" is unreliable or "sam-
ple size of one" (mtuition) 1s 
too small. The problem is in 
those who devalue this innate 
human abilit)-. The next time 
you're faced with a decisiOn 
your gut and head argue about. 
don't be afraid to go with your 
gut. it just might knov. more 
than you think it does. 
"The fault lies not in our 
stars Horachio. but 111 our-
selves." 
William Shakespeare 
For more information, visit 
Dr. Maurice A. Rannre::. 's 
Web.we at www.High-
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My Dinner W .. 
colllinuedfrom pg. J7 
crumb crust. The strip, whtch 
ordered medium. seemed like it 
was medtum rare, but It was so 
good that I didn't ask for any 
sauce to put on it. I took it as it 
was served . It was delightful. 
We split a very generous 
stde of "Perfect Storm Smashed 
Potatoes." Too many restaurants 
are serv·ing some son of paste 
called mashed potatoes these 
days. It is always a pleasure to 
lind light fluffy. tasty mashed 
potatoes and these were them. 
Other side dtshes with tsland 
names included Dr. Mambo's 
Plaintian Combo and Tomm) 
Bahama's Island Almond Rtce. 
Desserts are positive!) dan-
gerous and Jack your blood sug-
ars till they regtster at Cal Tech. 
Things ltke Wha'jamaican 
Chocolate Cake and Pineapple 
Upside Down Vanilla 
Cheesecake. I foolishly went 
wtth the Blackbeards 
Butterscotch. It is made from 
dark brown cane sugar. buttered 
cream, vanilla and scotch 
whiskey. blended and served 
chilled. with caramel sauce and 
fresh whipped cream. I am seiz-
ing up just writing this. 
After dinner I did the only 
proper thing. I went downstairs 
to the store and spent mone). 
Well. you would have too. 
Tommv Bahama's Tropical 
Cafe and Bungalow Bar, along 
with the Emporium, are located 
at The Gardens of El Pa.1eo. 7 3-
595 El Paseo #2200 B. Palm 
Desert 92260. For resen-ation.\ 
call 760-836-3338. 
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\ H RUI\f\'\j 
7XSO LA YTO'I ST 
RA~CHO Cl CAMOiiGA, 
CA9!7JO 
\CE COSSTRl'CTION 
6~7 NORTH VALLEJO W·\Y 
UPLAND. CA 917N6 
AG-TECH DAIRY & FOOD 
LABORATOR\ 
1 ~~29 EUCLID A\ E 
O"''TAR!O. C.\ 91762 
.\LFARO JR. TRLCII.I'iG 
2415 W U.:GO'\jf,\AVE 
REDLA~DS, CA 92374 
UTALAGL"'Ii\ 
C0\1\fL:\ITY 
10210 BASELI~E ROAD 
RA:\CHO CLCAMONGA, 
CA 91701 
B & B SECURITY 
SERHCF.S 
7~~~ LYO'iS A\ E 
HESPERIA. CA 92345 
BAD ASS COFFEE 
COMPA'IIY RANCHO 
Ct:CAMO ... G\ 
11460 KENYON WAY S1E 108 
RANCHO Cl'C AMO~GA. 
CA 91701 
BAXTER DOGS 
125~3 HlGIILAND AVE 
RA'ICHO Cl C·\\!ONGA. 
C.\ 91719 
BL\CK 0 . \h: RFM. 
FST\TE 
2.1794 LA~>;E DR 
CRr~~Tll~E. CA 92125 
Bl.l E PAl \f CORP. 
154~0 \\EST SA~D STREEt 
Sllfl !00 
VICTORVIL.l E CA Q2W2 
BRITT'S OU !Ct. 
12918 4TH ST 
\ l CAIP·\. CA 92399 
BRI\AL Cl.f \'ii'G 
St:R\ICf$ DB\J\'iPRO 
11088 CARLO\\ CT 
ALTA W\IA, C'A 91701 
Bt:DGE.T '"" OF 
\DH A"iTO 
11625 lA\\ SON A\ E 
ADELA~O. C,\ '12301 
CAliCO COSSli.TA''TS 
~~0\\ 6TH ST 
ONTARIO. C A 91762 
CERTIFIED WU.DING & 
EXHAUST 
321 HIGHWAY L'8 
CRESTLINE, CA 92325 
CESAR BEAUTY SALON 
8980 BENSON AVE SUITE C 
MONTCLAIR, CA 9176' 
CHIMNEY CHARM 
39609 BIG BEAR BLVD 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315 
CJS PC REPAIR & 
NETWORKING 
10570 MUSTANG CIRLCE 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763 
CLEA~'iG SER\ ICE 
9595 RA\10:\A A\'E 
MO:>ITCLAIR. CA 91763 
CORII,'ERSTO:vt: AUTO 
TRANSPORT 
19512JURUPAAVE 
BLOOMl'iGTON. CA 92316 
CUSTOM IMAGE AUTO 
DETAILING 
2644 SECRET DR I\ E 
RUNNI'iG SPRINGS. CA 
92382 
DAMEL TAYLOR 
8182 RANCHERIA DRIVE 
RANCHO CUCA~IO'iGA. 
CA 91730 
DIALYZE L"'iiVERSm· 
10S08 FOOTHILL BLVD. 
SUITE 18(}.158 
RANCHO CUCA\10~GA, 
CA 917~0 
Dl\ ERSE CAPITAL 
SOLUTIONS CORP. 
15450 WEST SAND STREET 
SUITE 201 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392 
OOWNOS PIZZA 
8127 MuLBERRY AVENLE 
N!Ol 
FON'TANA. CA 9233~ 
EDELWEISS DESIG'\S 
2W39 CREST A DRIVE 
CRESTLINE. CA 92325 
E\1ER1Tl'S AT\ICTORI.\N 
COlRT 
1031 N ELCLIDAVE',LE 
ONTARIO, CA 917~2 
EXSALO'oCE HAIR 
~ll'DIO 
1 ·144 SLOVER AVE, SliTE 
K 117 
FON'TANA. CA 92337 
FOR THESE THREE 
154·A WEST FOOTHILL 
BLVD 
l PLAND,CA917RI1 
FORt: CLOSURE STOP 
Cf:'olf:R, l'iLA'oD HELP 
01\ISIO'i 
1221 E. BIG BE..\R BL\'0. 
BIG BEAR CITY CA 92314 
t'OLR SEASO'IS 
GARDE'ii"'G AND 
IRRIGATION SER\ ICf~S 
6MI KAISER AVE 
FONTANA. CA 92336 
FOWLER AND 
ASSOCIATES 
2157 MALATI CIRCLE 
UPLAND. CA 91784 
FROG QLEEN CARDS & 
GIFTS 
204 W. F STREET Nl4 
ONTARIO, CA 91762 
G&KPROPANE 
55596 YUCCA TRAIL 
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284 
GALAX GLOBAL GROUP 
DBA DEW POTNT 
SOFTWARE 
30521 INDEPENDENCE AVE 
REDLANDS, CA 92374 
GOOOGl'rS S\10G 2 
24927 E-\ST 5TH STREET 
SAN BERNARDINO. C A 
92410 
GREF.'i LIFE Nl'TRITIO'I 
935 W FOOTHILL BLVD. 
RIALTO, CA 92376 
GREEN VALLEY 
LANDSCAPE 
1426 W JACKSON ST 
Rl.~LTO. C\ 92'7b 
II & B SER\ ICF.S 
19576 KENDALL DRIVE 
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 
92407 
HIGH DESERT 
INDlSTRIAL SECURITY 
SERVICES, r-.c. 
22366 PAHL,TE RD. 
APPLE \ALLEY. CA 92308 
IIOME PLlS Fl'RNISHING 
<\NO HAWAIIAN CAFE 
425 F FOOTHILL BLVD 
RIALTO, CA 92376 
HOt:SF OF ANGELS 
3664 NORTU E STREET 
SAN BFRNARDI"O. CA 
92405 
INLAND f 'IRE & 
SEClRITY 
295 S SIERRA WAY 
SAN BERN.\RDINO. C-\ 
9240X 
l'ol. .\ 'ID SIGNAL & 
Sf:CLRIT\ 
295 S. SIERRA WAY 
SAN RI·R~ \RDI'iO, CA 
9240R 
l'o'Tt.LC0\1PL'Tt· R.<; 
1101 N \I I VER~O'< AVE 
COLT0:--1, CA 92324 
J & J KCESSOR~t:S 
977~ SIERRA AVE• 
FO~ I A~.\. CA 92'35 
JAF GROt P 1-.c. 
h540 Kr\ISER AVE 
1·0:'\ fA'iA. CA <123\1> 
JIRO'\ .\'iD \SSOCI\TES 
9719 SU\1~1l.RiliU RD 
RANCHO C'l CA\IONGA, 
Ct\917'7 
KHP IT 0'1 THt. DI. 
7n97 l o\UREL\VE 
I ONTANA, CA 923'6 2371 
L.I.G. COS\1f.'TIC<; 
l(l6~~ LEMON AVE. APT 702 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA 91737 
LA TOURt.TfF. REALTY 
2321 DENAIR AVE 
HIGIILAND. CA 92346 
LASF.R SHAPING 
<.'F.-.TF.RS 
11193 CENTRAL AVENUE 
11210 
CHINO, CA 91710 
LEGAL FUNDING 
NETWORK, LLC 
21953TANAGER ST 
GRAND TERRACE. CA 92.113 
LI"-A'S CLF.A-.ERS 
16ln GREEN TREE BLVD 
Nl 
VICTORVIlLE. CA 9239~ 
'1-fACKENZ!E WFI.LS 
555 NORTH G STRFE:'T #317 
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 
92410 
MARCUS PROPERTIES 
13677 OAK MESA DR 
YUCAIPA. CA 91.\99 
MCDONUD Fo\1\.flU 
CIDLDCARt: 
2091 1ST LANE 
BIG BEAR CITY CA 92314 
ll<fEDICNAL APPAREL 
1959 S. FERN AVE 
ONTARIO. CA 91'62 
MEXICA'I RESTAlRA"-'T 
CENADLRIA LA GORDA 
10654 CEDAR AVE 
BLOOMINGTON CA 92316 
MOUNTAIN CREATIVE 
SERVICES 
607 HIGHLAND ROAD 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315 
MT. HIGH DELIVERIES 
2707 APPLE WOOD DR 
ONTARIO. CA 91761 
NEAT BRAIDS & 
'iATLRAL HAIR ST\ LES 
BY ELISHA 
10523 \IAPLE AVE 
BLOO~II'iGTO".;, C,\ 92316 
'\EOVF.STOR.'i 
6990 GA!.Af!NA PI ACE 
ALT·\ L0\1.\, CA 91701 
O 'SHEA 'S DELl\ F.RY 
SERVICE 
2519 TAHOE DRIVI 
ONTARIO. CA 91761 
PAC KMLU' f:DlCATlO'i 
& CONSLLTING 
SERVICES 
12913 C \UFOR'il.\ Sl 
Y l'CAIPA C.\ 92.199 
PP.1BR0Kt. DOW'oS 
12400 CYPRFSS A'V fNl'E 
CHI'iO, CA 91"10 
PERSO'\ .\LA \IBASS.\DOR 
2~6 CAIO~ STE. D 
REDLA~DS. CA 921 ' 
PLAYFLL BF.Gl'ININGS, 
INC. 
3~878 GOWEN CROWN WAY 
YUCAIPA. CA 92399 
POWER PLUS PRODUCIS 
602 N EUCLID AVE STE:A 
ONTARIO, CA 91762 
PRODIGY CLOTHISG 
COMPANY 
6820 CORAL CT 
ALTA LOMA. CA 91701 
R U RECYCLING? 
7750 PALM AVENUE 
HIGHLAND. CA 92346 
RAM PROPERTIES 
GRAND TERRACE 
21900 BARTON RD SUITE 109 
GRAND TERRACE, CA 92313 
Rl\ ERHOt:SE RENIAL 
Hl42 N ~!OUNT'\IN AVE #B 
'"' l'Pl.·\ND.CA91786 
S.T.E.A.M. 
18.\X E. CEDAR ST 
ONTARIO, CA 91761 
SENSIBLE SOBRif.IY 
~08 PIONEER RD 
LAKE ARROWHEAD. CA 
92152 
SHII. Kt FP IT 0'1 THE Dl. 
7697 L.ALRELAVE 
FONTANA. CA 92336-2371 
SPRIII,G VALLEY LAKE 
CLEANE RS 
12170 SPR!~G VLY PKWY 
VICTORVILLE CA 92392 
STEAM AND GAS 
1Kl8 E. CEDAR ST 
ONTARIO. CA 91761 
STONEWORKS II 
714 LA RODA CT 
ONTARIO. CA 91762 
STY !.ISH DWELLING 
Dt:SIG"' CONSULTANTS 
2'~8 SCORIA COURT 
CHII'<O HILL'>. CA 91709 
SlCCESS WITH SUSA"' 
420 ORIENTAL AVE 
REDLAI'<DS, CA 92374 
T & S COMPOL'-DING 
PHARMACY, INC. 
735 EL\1 WAY 
UPLAND. CA 91786 
fAKt' THf fIRST STEP 
\1ARKETI'iG 
6627 DEI'<NY AVENUE 
'iORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 
911~16 
Til}: F.MPLOY\1ENT GUIDE 
8282 WHITE OAK AVE 
SLITE lOX 
RA!'iC!IO Cl'CAMONGA, 
c \'II no 
TIKI rtRI\'~KI 
10~5 S o\RCIIIBALD AVE. #F 
0:\T\RIO. CA 91761 
t:NDt:R Tilt: SON 
82l0 HE \I LOCK AVE 
fON IA~A. CA 923~5 
VICTOR VILLA 
13)93 MARIPOSA ROAD 
VICTORVILLE, C'A 92392 
WILSON & BELL AUTO & 
TRANS REPAIR 
8846 8TH STREET 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, 
(A 91730 
WRIGHTWOOD DRY 
CLEANERS 
6(H6 CEDAR STREET 
WRIGHTWOOD, CA 92397 
XTRBfE CLEAN PLUS 
2745 MOUNTAIN VIEW DR 
RUNNING SPRINGS. CA 
92382·0707 
395 LOS C0\1PADRt~<; 
1~6~5 HWY 39~ 
VICTORV!LU' CA nW4 
ACT MEDIA 
24 769 REDLANDS Bl YO 
SliTEG . ·• 
LOMA LINDA CA 92354 
AGGRf.:SSIVf H'El.INGS 
14317 WOODLAND DR 
~ONTANA. CA 92337 
.\li'I'TREE WOODCRAFT 
33501 OAK GLEN RD 
YlXAIPA, CA 92'99 
ALLSHOf:S 
1042 WATERMAN AVE 
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 
92410 
A"'Yf'REIGHT 
ANYWHfRE 
40~7 PHELAN RD., 
STE. A, APT 233 
P!iELAN CA 92171 
APPU DENTAl. O:J~~n:R 
19190 l 1S lllGIIWAY 18. 
SwlTE A 
APPLE VALLEY CA 92 '07 
BARKERS f' RFIGHT 
EXPRESS 
6783 JAS\1l~E CT 
CHINO. CA91710 
BE'DA/ZI.t:D 
35986 CALLE EL VlRA RD 
NEWBERRY SPRI..,GS. CA 
92'65 
BU.I.A '\<\II SP.\ 
12281 APPU V.\1 li·Y RD 
#104 
f\PPI.E VALLEY, C ·\ <12308 
BIG 0 TIRES OF 
\ICTORVILU 
12932 -\ IIESPI·RIA RD 
VICTORVII.l.F, C'·\ 92'9~ 
BING FOX 
ENTERT.\INMt'il 
7~50 S\IALLWOOI) I'L 
RA'iCliO Cl'CA\IONCiA, 
CA '117l0 
BLOO'I-11'iG ro"' 
RE:CYCI.ING 1!'-iC:. 
18434 \AU F.\ Bl \0 
BLOO\Il~GTON, CAY2316 
BOl 1\Cf: IT l P 
52 El'CUD PLACE 
LPLAND. CA 917H6 
BROOKS 
INTERNET SAI.t~~ 
1580 W TOWNSEND ST 
RIALTO. CA 92377 
BUDGET INN 
14153 KENTWOOD BLVD 
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392 
C.E.M. SALES 
6769 GILBERT Pl. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA91701 
CHERRY NAILS & SPA 
7470 CHERRY AVE N 103 
FONTANA, CA 92335 
August 200!1 
CHO'\G'S G \RUI..,l'\G 
!00'17 \11LI S A\'E 
\10:\TC!.\IR . ( \91 'n.l 
( \1-\I OTORSPORT 
21829 BARTON RD 
GRAND TERRACT, C.\ 
92313 
COYOTE l'IILIMIHll 
-llO!J VALLEY 01- Till-
FALL') DR 
FOREST FALLS, C \ 91 3W 
CROW" PAI"TI"(; 
CO'i'TRACTORS 
1 X EAST ST \TE Sl REET 
REDLA'iDS C·\ 9237 \ 
CYBERM.\'\ 
9241 Cl EL!TO ST 
ALTA LO\J..\ ( \91 '01 
DADS POOL StR\10: & 
REPAIR 
9100 HEMLOCK Sl 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA 917'0 
DAN C J INHRNATIONAI 
25834 AMAPOLAS ST 
LOMA LINDA. C \ 92,~4 
D0\1l"'O'S PIIZA 
9885 CEN'TRAL o\VE 
MONTCLAIR. C\ 91711~ 
DL'i' RITE I.OADI'oG 
SERHCFS 
'5~ S PA\IPAS A\f 
RIALTO, C \ '!2.176 
F\f:n TR \IN OF Tilt 
IM .\"<!) F \1P!Rt: 
l2!Kl L lNL·\ND EMPIRE 
Bl . #220 
ONTARIO. CA 91764 
tiff llS FAMILY 
COl NSf !.lNG SERVICE 
X.l13 Vl'iEYARD A\'E~t,;E #2 
R .. \NCIIO Cl'C AI\.IO~GA. 
C.\ 9!7lU 
fl'<f. ARr l'i WOOD 
~1>0 ROSE 1 \N E 
T\~1~ P£- \KS , C ·\ 92391 
F0'\1 Y'\X 1'\C. 
14 26 RA\10NA ·\\E. 3RD 
l·LOOR 
Cfll~(l. C'A91710 
FRA '!KS SMOJ...t SHOP+ 
M\RT 
144'.1 :'Til ST SliTE4 
Y!ClOR\'11 1.1 CA 9239~ 
(; & G \ UTO CARt: 
116M~ S'f.\TE HWY 18 
l.l'CLRNI' \'.\l.l.EY, CA 
92J~n 
G\11 PROPt RTY 
\1\'\\Gt:\.U'iT 
..140 Cl\'IC DRI\T S()ITE 
!KI 
\I( lOR\ ILL [ C'·\ 92'92 
(;RHIITI GRI'\I)IRS 
7Xl0 \RCIIIR·\11> \\'1 
RA~CHO Cl (' \\10~G·\. 
C·\91 7\0 
H \Nl)Y ROCK\ 
7099~ INDIA'\ TRAIL 
29 PALMS. t'A 922 
INNO\ATIH. Rt.ll, I >\IS 
AND I f .ASI'G 
7~28 Bl'RGliNin .WI· 
RANCHO CLCA\10~GA, 
CA 91710 
l"'TF(, RITY AUTO 
DEAU'iC. 
9045 CHANTRY Sf APT #2 
FO~A.NA. C ·\ 92335 
JOO.,f'r'S BBQ 
4449 HOWARD STRHl 
"10'\'TCLA!R, CA 9176' 
KL!.WIII,Df'R Ko\111 ON 
l'iSl RANCE ANt:"C'r 
15~55 '1.1\!N S I 
HESPERIA, CA 92'45 
LIBERTY \L ro GLASS 
102~8 Cll!RRY AVI:Nl !· 
FONTANA ( '\ 9'.1'~ 
M & J PROPtRn 
~1\NAGHU"T 
1011 S. RI\TRSIDI \\I 
RIAL TO, C \ 42l7n 
llOI)<) CO\\ A'\ A\ E 
Clll'iO. C A 91 'HI 
M \R!Nt SL RPLlS 
56131 29 PALMS H!GHWA) 
YlXCA VALLEY CA 92284 
MEA[)OWS CONSUl.Tl'iG 
24 1 WL~T 7TH STREL'T 
SA>.; lllRNARD!NO, CA 
'!2410 
\1t RCURY RECYCLI"G 
INC 
8416 Sl'LTA..,AA\'E 
FO'>IA~A. CA 923~5 
\11STER 1120 
9~~ N DL ESE'iBERG DR 
ON'TARIO, CA. 91764 
MWf. CO ... STRLCTIO'\ 
17045 RED CEDAR CT 
FO~l'.\~A. CA 92,37 
NORTHSTAR FINA"<CIAI 
GROt., I' 
2631 COLONIALAVF .. 
ONTARIO, CA 9!761 
0.., t:GRt:ENMO\t.C0\1 
X29 NOTTI'\GHAM DR 
RIDI-\~DS C\92371 
P\CIHC VtA\ l"SLR\'iCt 
SfR\ICES 
'-100 f'<;L \NO E\IPIRE 
lll.\D •HH 
Cl'T\RIO, C·\ 91764 
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PI \SCIII'\\ l'iG 
14941RIJIJI.OS1RIII 
lli·SI'I RIA. ( \ <JH45 
RA \1 111-Tt Ul S \I t.S 
13877 CiRI· I N VIS 1-\ llR 
H)N I\~ A. C \ 9233" 
R \M \()AS K. KAMATH 
1901~ TOWN CFNll-R DR 
sn 102 
AI'Pl.F VALl.! ) ( \ 92 'OX 
Rt.l.ATIO'.;SlliP C Ht. 
245 ~ l Nl\'tRSl TY .\\ LNL E 
L0\1A L.l'iDA. C \92154 
RtTROW\'1-
t :\'Tt.RTAI'\"U :\I 
761 S \IA(,~OLIAAvl' 
RIL·\TO. C'A 92171> 
Rl\t:R Of SPIRIT 
2865 \1. RIALTO AVE Nn~ 
RIALTO. CA 92376 
ROLII"G RICE 
%68 MILlIKEN AVf #102 
RANCliO Ct.,( \MONGA. 
C\917'0 
SAl) I)( EROCK Blll Dl'iG 
StRVIC.:t:S 
!9XOKL~\ \\T 
L \".;DfcRS. ( ,\ 91'X~ 
St:Cl Rl· \HllOlSt PH-
"IF'\'T.C0\1 
1~10\~ Hll RTll ST 
ONT,\RIO. C.\ 91762 
Sll .\R0\1 \R \1l SIC 
Pl Bl ISHt.R.~. U .C 
l!Kl4 LOS ('EDROS 
WENUE 
RA~CHO CUCA'I.IO>.;GA. 
CA 91739-9~06 
SO <.AL REV ENS 
1546 FOOTHILL \\o\Y 
REDLANDS. CA 92n4 
ST.\RR l"VESTIG.\TIO'<S 
202 CHANDLFR WE.~T 
HIGHLA~D. CA 92346 
TACOS EL ZAR\Pf. 
370 \\ COL,RT ST, SUITE F 
SA~ BER~ARDINO, CA 
924()) 
TilE DOOR PL.\CE .\'\D 
\lORE 
25714 ALTO CT 
SA" BER~ARDINO. C \ 
92404 
THF.I'\.1AGING 
CO'I/NEC liO"' 
8235 Kl"'LOCK AV[ 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA 91730 
THIRD DAY JE\H.LRY & 
\CCt:SSORlt:S 
33X1 N .\RROWHE \0 A\ l 
SA:\ BER:\.\RDI"O. C ·\ 
q2405 
, N·E w s u.s lN E.s.s .. Coo t~ . o .. ~Ri .,erside 
... < • "~•, 
AZlCE. '\ \ 'S GORilll\S 
RFST\l R \'\I 
~256.~ 11 \RRf/O'i S'T ~;n I!~~ 
COACIIF! 1 \. C \ 9221n 
\\I F'\('1 \, \1lt \II \ 
Sl2XO BI.GO'IA Cl 
INDIO. ( \ 92201 
lOPS \I FS \'\U 
Sf R\ ICFS 
2021 P\SEO R \CQll f\ 
1' \I \1 SPRINGS. C \ 922h: 
KHOl R\,llJI \ 
2021 P·\SEO R \CQL I I \ 
PAL \1 SPR!N(iS, ( \ 4221>2 
lll.(l0\1 CO'\lAI"'l R 
G.\RDE'\S 
79\01 Sl'·\1 Dl'it• DR. 
lll.R\1l.DA Dl'NI'S. C \ 
92203 
TH0\1SO'\. KH I'\ I.FRO'r 
79301 SP·\l. D!NG DR. 
BER'I.1l DA Dl'NFS. C \ 
92203 
I H0\1SO'i, It RRI \1.1{ I· 
79~01 SPAII)!N(i IJR 
lltR\ll DA Dl'NI·S. Ct\ 
~22tn 
IGUSI\ "'lt\\ CRt·\· 
CIO'\ t:'\ CRISTO 
49~71 C!'iNABAR 1 N. 
COAC! IELLA C.\. 92:!J6 
FIMURI·S, tl\11lRFS 
49~ 11 Cl'iN.\Il \R I ~ 
CO.\Cill·l I \.C..\ 922.16 
\HRQl t/, H R'\ \'ollO 
4XI~J~ JILl 1.\ .._ CT 
I~!JlO. C' \ <J2201 
\10'\TI/, Jt "'\\ 
4<!571 < l"N \ll \R 1 N 
CO \C IIH I \. C • "11 
ll.ll\1 \1 t \ ISIO'\S 
Z12" IIERR\ ~ D 
IJI·SI·R I 1101 SI'R"GS.( \ 
92241 
C\RROI.I. :\\\1 Hl'\ 
2l2llllFRR\ RD 
Ill SI·Rl 1101 SI'Rl"GS. CA 
tp'l~l 
t \RROI.l., \HI 11\\1 U : 
\101'\f 
2l2l1 RLRR\ RD. 
Ill SI:RT 1101 Sl'RI'iGS. CA 
92241 
flUSH #J 
4-1'14 42ND \\ l· , U"'T 2 
1'\l \I DI·Sl·RT, ( \92260 
O'Nf II., \IIC'H HI. \II.\" 
~21115 \\I NIDA HI:RRER·\ 
1 \ Ql l'i I\, C'A '!2'53 
\\\ Ql.\I.IT\ 
CO\IMl :<.IC \TIO'iS 
74 794 42'1) AVE, L,!'\IT 2 
PALM DESERT, CA 92260 
\1 \0 CORPOR \riO'\ 
PO BOX 141 X~ 
PAl \.llli·SFRI (' .\ 92}~~ 
C RI\1F SO '\I· (I I· \'\I· RS 
• Rl\ FRSif)f COl :'1 I\ 
22X7 ROIII'\I!O<JD 1'1 
OR ·\NC;I . C' \ ;2Sfi7 
'\ \1.1 \, J \ \li.S R \\ \10'\ll 
22X7 ROBI'\11001> PI \Cf 
OR \Va C \ n 67 
\10111('\ 10\\ ('\(, 1'\( 
6X.l' ~ KIH (.) Rll 
C \1111 DR \1 (II\ < \ 
4:2""'1~ 
GIRlS '\I(,Hl OL I 
1 Rl\S\ RFS 
4!l4 '1 C A \11'\0 \.10:\ 
IITITO 
1'<;))10, ( \ IJ220.\ 
RIG\.UIU '"". 
4()4" c \\11~0 \10'\ 
lEClnl 
1'\[)10. (' \ 9.'~01 
Sl\10'\, SIIIRI n H \ '\ 
s~ S.\N \I \Rl~O <I 
L \ Ql I" f \. l \ 92:!~ l 
CO'\TR\CTORS 
SC \HOU)f'\(; Sf R\ IUS 
.\70 "11-\ FR CIRC I I· 
CORO'io\ CA92s;9 
IR\HIC.. LOOPS \"'D 
S \\\ 1'\G SPEC! A LISTS, l"C'. 
1>2 S. \1-\NC11ESTER 
·\'\ -\IIHM. C ·\ 92R02 
Qll/NOS OF l'\010 
24~ 11\\\ Ill\ 101 
1:\ DIO C \ ~220 I 
1'1· RHCro, I.I.C 
+I 250 \10:\ROF Sl 
f'<;ll!O C \ 922! I 
l'i I I R" \flO'\ ~I. CASI'iO 
\( \l)t \1\ 
~x~~S RA\10:\ RD Ulll~ 
( ·\IIH-DRAI ('11) C \ 
411~ 
I\'"· Ko\THUE'i JE \ '\ 
12·171 LlTill' \10RO..,GO Rll 
DISI·Rl1101 SI'Rl"\GS,C\ 
92:?-lO 
Rll,l) MOTORS 
8\.\4711\\Y Ill 
l'<;lliO. C \ 9120 I 
ROilRICil t./, Rll)) 
sn;0\1' 
1143 OBFUSCOS 
C \l I \I CO. C'-\ 92231 
Ill)\ Pl BI.ICW \D 
27(~ RlllGfoUNE DR #20,~ 
CORO'i \,C.\ 92SX2 
Rtn:s. D\'1-11\'\ 
2764 RIDGELl"E DR. #20S 
CORO'iA, CA 92KX2 
L \R\U ... IT\ St A FOOD 
RFS1Al R \'\1 
24XO~ \l.I·SSA "llRO IlL\ D 
\lORI '\0 \'\1 L 1 \. C \ 
92.5~ l 
IU R" \'\IH / , H IICII\S 
76n I \NKI RSI!I\1 \\I 
IHGH! \Nll, (' \ <Y.14~ 
\tllllO'o t "I RG\ 
U)\!P\'\\ 
l!l..02 L I \1111 R \\()()[)DR 
\\1:\('l!ISHK ( \ 92~% 
GillS()'\, S \\1 \'\Ill\ I tf 
ll602 L1 \1111 R \\OOD DR 
\~ !N('lli·S II R. l \ ~'~% 
\llli .IO'o ~ 'ol R(;\ 
('0\IP\ '\\ 
ll602ll \1111 R \\(XllJ DR. 
\\!NCIIISII R C \. '1''\% 
MOD\\ IS. RO"' I)\\ If) 
294\~ PORI RO\ \! 
I \(;[ '-·\ "l(,l H (A '12n7' 
Sl \\0, CHRIS TOPIU R 
Jl()l 
1!602 L1 \llli·R \\OOD OR 
\\ l'iCIII·S II R. C \ 92W6 
S\10U RS / .0'\1: 
126:\ \1\IN Sl Clll£ 
LA KI I I S!NORF C \ Q2'30 
.\\1\ "· \\ \LI 
l1S41 \ICCART'\E\ DR. 
WINCHL~TI:R. C-\ 92~% 
RICH Wli .\IS TR \'\SPORI 
~5946 RIDGF\100R RD. 
Sl:\ CITY, C A 925-16 
\\ll \IS. RIC H\Ril C'\Rl 
25946 R!DGI \1lXJR RD 
Sl" CIT\, C \ ~2541> 
SKI'\ C. \Rt ll\ l>H '\ \ 
l'!694\\l:\Cl!I·SI1RRD Ull 
II- \1ECLL \. C A 92~91 
G \[) \HN. DH 'o \\I \R\ 
2'1722 DESERT IF\\ ll DR 
\IF..,IFH C \ '12~'4 
RHFRR\1. '\tT\\ORII. 
72.005 HIGH\\\) lll STF 112 
P\1 \1 DFSER I CA "'6( 
TECH'\01.0(, \ SQl \Rll) 
27112 \ICXlRGA II· Pl 
Rl\fRSIDl C \ 92506 
c \ ,..,t:l.l.. \\H. l.l \'\.1 
(;Lf.'\ 
6054 !:LEN OR S T 
Rl\ ERSID£· C \ ~2506 
Ill C.HLS. Srt\ f'i 
CH\RU~ 
2'1774 \I \SH RS OR 
\1l RR!ET·\. CA 92.'~3 
l \\\ Rt:'\CE .• s \\ll U 
Rl\'\ 
271>2 \100RG-\IE l'l 
Rl\ ERS!DE, C \92.506 
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NEW BUSINESS 
County of Riverside 
T.\~'t .\'S TODDLERS 
PRESCHOOLA~D 
0-\\C\Rf. 
1611lOLDLEAF\\A\ 
COR01'.A. CA 9~XS! 
D.\,Zt:. TA,'tAJ-\\,t. 
11>.1 HOLLY LEAF \\A) 
CORO~-\. Co\ 9~Xhl 
UIA\IPIO'i .U'TOS-\U.~ 
21>111 \ ~El RD t,'<IT 810 
1"1:.\IECl L-\, CA 92WI 
CHHIPIO' 
l'iDl STRIES I~C 
12~5 'ICLEOD STE 100 
!.AS\ EGAS, N\ &91~1 
XTRt:Mf. SKATE 
41~XX RROOKWA\ DR 
TF\1EC!JLA, CA 92592 
RA'VIZF.'i CORPOR.\TIO' 
ox7 B·\TAA'< PLACE 
,,O,TEREY PARK, CA 
917~~ 
PER LAS I'SURANCE Sf.R· 
vtet:s 
412XM BROOK WAY DR 
TEMECULA. CA 92592 
THE: PF.RLAS GROl'P, 1'1/C 
432~ RROOKWAY DR. 
TE\IECULA, CA 92592 
JA\'VIAR PiTERPRISES. 
I.I.C 
412SS BROOK WAY DR 
TEMECl'LA, CA 92592 
BOTAS ELALA7.A'i 
251>0 S PERRIS BLVD. #D-6 
PERRIS. CA 92'\71-32"'1 
JlAREZ. CRISTOBAL 
'VIE.'\DOZA 
~~261 RED FERS CIRCLE 
MENIFEE, CA 92584 
.\fl'ORDABLE LOCK & 
KEY 
41735 ELM ST 
\II: RRIETA CA 92562 
ZABLOW, ROBERT SCOTT 
19956 MALACCA WAY 
MURRIETA CA 92562 
ZONE B RECORDS 
4250 JEFFERSON ST 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504 
O'BRIEN, JESSE NATHAN 
42~0 JEFFERSON ST 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504 
TRI COUNTY PAINTING 
~ORCHARD PARK OR. 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92508 
PREMO, JON JEfl'ERY 
~ORCHARD PARK DR 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508 
OLDE TOWNE SMOKE 
SHOPPE 
28636 OLD TOWN FRONT 
ST,STE. 107 
TEMECULA, CA 92590 
BRAWNER, LISA 
43189 BUISNESS PARK DR. 
TEMECULA. CA 92590 
0'1 TIME 
CO'I~'TRl ('. 
TIO' 
J2'12'\ CORTE 
AB \'ILLA 
THIECULA. 
c"'nw2 
GRIECO. 
ROBERT 
\'\THO'I\ 
42925 CORTE 
ABA .... lLL-\ 
TE\IECULA, 
C'\ '12W2 
f'Rt:SH 
DRI,KI'iG 
WATER 
1375 IOWA 
-\\'E , STE. F 
RI\ERSIOE, 
C'A 92507 
_1691 
\IOSQLEDA, 
RE\'IA 
10217 OAK-
WOOS AVE 
HESPERIA. 
C'A 92345 
KOBY'S 
AlTO 
GLA.'iS 
REPAIR 
1744R 
GRA'<DAVE. 
LA"-E ELSI 
'iORE.CA 
92510 
HOLLOWAY 
JR,A'I/DREW 
WE,'TO'i 
24660 BAM· 
BOO C'T 
\IOR£"0 
VALLEY. CA 
'12553 
f'ACETO 
t'ACE 
291M BROCK· 
TO~ AVE. 
RI\ERSIDE. 
C'A 91711 
TURNING 
POINT 
GROUP 
HOME FOR 
GIRLS, INC. 
!10 SOlJI1-I 
INDIAN HILL 
AVE. 
CLARE· 
MONT,CA 
91711 
DUKE'S 
MESQUITE 
BROILER 
31940 HIGH-
WAY79 
SOUTH.STE. 
CJ 
TEMECULA, 
CA 92592 
LOHMAN, 
KAREN 
DIANA 
42238 FABER 
COURT 
TEMECUlA 
CA92592 
More Myths Abo ... 
cominued from pg. 12 
to have. 
The Biggest 'C' is Crisis! 
Leaders are made . not born. 
Leadership is forged in times of 
CriSIS It's easy to sit there with 
your feet up on the desk and 
talk theory. Or send someone 
else's !.;ids off to war when 
you've never seen a battlefield 
yourself. It's another thmg to 
lead when your world comes 
tumbling down. George Bush, 
Die!.; Chaney and who 1s this 
Bozo coming up next? One of 
the most liberal idiots in the 
U.S. Senate-and he is talking 
about disarming America? J 
can't believe the American peo-
ple arc seeing what he is about 
to do to this country. May God 
have mercy on us all! 
On Sept. II , 200 I, we need-
ed a strong leader more than 
any other time in our history. 
We needed a steady hand to 
guide us out of the ashes. A 
Hell of a Mess. 
So here's where we stand. 
We're immersed tn a 
bloody war with no plan for 
winning and no plan for leav-
ing. We're running the biggest 
deficit in the history of the 
country. We're losing the man-
ufacturing edge to Asia. while 
our once-great companies are 
all moving offshore. We're get-
ting slaughtered by health care 
costs. Gas prices are skyrocket-
ing, and nobody in power has a 
coherent energy policy. Our 
schools are the worst in the 
world. Our borders are like 
sieves. The middle-class is 
being squeezed every which 
way. These are times that cry 
out for leadership and we are 
getting ready to put the most 
liberal senator in the U. S. 
Senate in as our next President 
because we want to be fair and 
elect someone just because of 
his race. We don't have time to 
be fair, we need a strong leader. 
But when you look around, 
you've got to as!.;: "Where have 
all the leaders gone'?" Where 
are the curious. creative com-
municators? Where are the peo-
ple of character, courage. con-
viction. ommpotence, and com-
mon sense') I may be a sucl.;er 
for alliteratiOn, but I hope you 
get the pomL 
ame me a leader who has 
a bener tdca for homeland 
security than making us take 
off our shoes in atrports and 
throw away our shampoo·) 
We've spent billions of dollars 
buildmg a huge new bureaucra-
cy, and all we know how to do 
is react to things that have 
already happened. 
Name me one leader who 
emerged from the cr~sts of 
Hurricane Katrina. Congress 
has yet to spend a single day 
evaluatmg the response to the 
hurricane, or demanding 
accountability for the decisiOns 
that were made in the cruc tal 
hours after the storm. 
Everyone's hunkering down. 
fingers crossed. hoping II does-
n't happen again. Well guess 
what people? We are having 
more floods right now. What 
are we doing to help these peo-
ple out. Now. that's just crazy. 
Storms happen. Deal with it. 
Make a plan. Figure out what 
you're going to do the next 
time. • Why are we allowing 
people to build in flood plains 
anyway? If you build in a flood 
area. expect to be flooded and 
deal with it. Don 't expect the 
government to bail you out. 
Name me an industry leader 
who is thinking creatively 
about how we can restore our 
competitive edge in manufac-
turing. All they seem to be 
thinking now-days is getting 
themselves bigger salaries and 
bonuses. Who would have 
believed that there could ever 
be a time when 'The Big Three' 
referred to Japanese car compa-
nies? How did this happen, and 
more important, what are we 
going to do about it? Likely 
nothing! 
Name me a government 
leader who can articulate a plan 
for paying down the debt, or 
solving the energy crisis, or 
August 200H 
managmg the health care prob-
lem. The silence is deafenmg. 
But these arc the crises that arc 
eating away at our countr; and 
milking the mtddle-class dry. 
I have news for the gang in 
Congress and the Senate. We 
didn't elect you to sit on your 
asses and do nothing and 
remam silent whtle our democ-
racy is bemg hiJacked and our 
greatness is being replaced with 
mcdiocr~ty. What 1s everybody 
so afratd of? That some bone-
head on Fox ews wtll call 
them a name? Gtvc me a break. 
Why don't you guys show 
some spme for a change? I 
honestly don't think any of you 
have one! 
Had Enough? 
Hey, I'm not trying to be the 
voice of gloom and doom here. 
I'm trying to light a fire. I'm 
speaking out because I have 
hope: I believe in Amenca .... 
In my lifetime I've had the 
privilege of living through 
some of America's greatest 
moments. I've also experienced 
some of our worst crises: the 
Great Depression. World War 
II. the Korean War. the 
Kennedy assassination. the 
Vietnam War. the 1970s' oil 
cnsts, and the struggles of 
recent years culminating with 
9/1 ]_ 
If I' ve learned one thing, 
it's this: 
You don't get anywhere b; 
standing on the sidelines wait-
ing for somebody else to take 
action. Whether it 's building a 
better car or building a better 
future for our children, we all 
have a role to play. That's the 
challenge I'm raising in this 
book. It's a call to 'Action' for 
people who, like me, believe in 
America. It's not too late, but 
it's getting pretty close. So let's 
shake off the crap and go to 
work. Let's tell 'em all we've 
had 'enough.· 
Editor\ Note: Your opinion 
is appreciated ........ send your 
comments addressed to 
"Letters to the Editor." 
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INLAND EMPIRE People and Events 
The Country Club at 
Soboba Spr·"gs Tnba. Cr ef. 
Robert ';algado, Tnba Counct 
Members· Rose Salagado,Julie 
Parcero, Gelllva Me>Jado, Ct'-y 
or Her1et Mayor Marc Searl, 
C tty of San Jac. 11to M )Or J '11 
Ayres '020 Sobob 1 Road ~a 
Jarmtu (951) 654 93')4 
~ma I Bu "SS of the Year 
Pau H1etter ,ove at Ftrst B1te 
(center) aC l"pt '~t' ward 'rC"1 
last year ho Jrl"e Andrew 
)tarke, pa "1 Spnngs o:>ower 
Base"lall Jo gIll t" e cereiTOily, 
ne-wly o me- p e de,. To 
Hooks. 
Ar11vederc Roma Re opens I Lake r ore 
there was a large ¥rowd t) welcof"'e baCK Pau and 
Donna a• the re open ng of the r rest!Ur art T e c Itl 
zens on • 'e ort' e"d of town were ve-ry p eased to 
h:!Ye the restaurant bacK open. 
Mayor Tim jasper of Apple Valley presents a 
proclamatton to Angels Roadhouse 2 at their grand 
opening. 
Chamber Team Goes to Sacramento as Voice of 
Rancho Cucamonga Businesses - Representing 
Business to Government - Chamber Team meets with 
Assemblyman Bill Emmerson. Start1ng left to right: 
Norm MacKenzie, Kathleen Gnego, Assemblyman 
Emmerson, M1ke Bailey and Haigjamgotchain. 
Crarrber rrembe Wms 
Advocate of the Year 
Award Sharon Tyrrell, co 
owner. Capree Escrow. 
one of foL r to rece1ve 
CaiChamber Srrall 
Business Advocate of the 
Year Award. 
Tim Esser of Esser Air 
Conditioning and Heating raised 
nearly $19,450 for 15 local non-prof-
it organizations. He did this though 
the support of vanous valley media 
outlets. His bicycle ride took h1m 2 
days as he pedaled nearly 175 miles 
from Indio to Yuma, AZ. 
Stoneridge Dental Group in Moreno 
Valley celebrated its grand opening with a 
ribbon cuttmg. Stoneridge Dental Group is 
located at 27110 Eucalyptus Ave., Ste A in 
Moreno Valley. 
Visit The Riviera in Las Vegas (not France) for Excitement and Fun 
Just thin!- "Vegas" or say. 
"Vegas," and pleasant thoughts 
come to mmd Now thmk. 
"Vegas" and exc1t1ng great 
deals present themselves to) ou 
from the right, ldt <llld above· 
--free gas to free sho~Ns to meal 
deals-----and all because of the 
economy. The hotels and casi-
nos don't like to feel a "d1p in 
bu-,mess," so they arc actmg to 
offer deals you cannot rdusc. 
Business in Vegas is down by 
as much as I 0'/c. but 1f the nev. 
promotions wor!... that number 
will not he for long. 
I just returned from a quick 
1-da) re\ le\\ or Las 
Ycga~ ...... had a great 
time ....... e\perienced "deals" 
that nm> l \.\Ould like to share! 
We sta)Cd at the R1viera 
l lotcl on the Stnp wh1ch has 
O\Cr 2.000 rooms and suites 
and chose the new Monaco 
Tower (one of four separate 
Hmers). The hotel 1s spending 
'hell O\er 20 million dollars 
renovating their guest rooms 
and they look great. Visit their 
Web site and check ever) thing 
out------mid-\.\eek room rates 
arc as lo~N as $50 per 
night. .... free shO\v 
tid:cts . ... tree buffet hrcal-.-
fast.. .... a great pool area ,md 
sho\.\ s not to be m1sscd. 
Dining 
It you ha\e ,1 group c~nd 
some \\<lnt Chinese food c~nd 
others h.t\ e a taste tor :vtex1c,m 
dishes or BBQ. 'hell the choice 
By Bill Anthony 
1s s1mplc check out the 
World Fare Buffet. The) otTer 
five llitTercnt stations as 'hell as 
a carving station. hne dining 
is offered at Knstofer ·s Steak 
House which IS celebrating 20 
years in the Rl\ 1cra. and ha\ mg 
served O\ er 1.5 millwn guests, 
1t has the distinct honor of hav-
ing the h1ghest percentage of 
repeat dining customers for a 
Las Vegas steak house. 
Our waiter boasted that the 
double lamp chops \\ere the 
best ever IN THE WORLD. I 
had my doubts, but the group 
'hho ordered this d1sh 'here not 
d1sappo1ntcd and proved me 
wrong. I wa~ 
happ) w1th my 
selection ot 
Alaskan king 
crab legs and 
thought the) 
were the hest 
ever also. The 
dessert menu 
C\ en offered 
baked Alask.t 
\.\hich )OU 
r.trCI) sec 
these da) s on 
an) menu 
H,tvc a craving for ltahan? 
Try Rl'>torantc ltal1,1110! 
Excellent osso huco \.\ h1ch 1s 
tender veal shank served over 
saft ron rice. Another one 111 our 
party loved. )es loved the lm-
gumi del pescator ....... s<;allops. 
shrimp. calamari and mussels 
saut~cd m oli\e oil. 'hhite \\InC. 
garlic. t resh spices in an It allan 
tomato sauce. He raved about 
it The appcti1crs ~Ncre also so 
good (we know because I th1nk 
we tasted them all). 
S ho...,s ..... S hO\\ s ...... and 
More ShO\\S!!!!!! 
The R I> 1cra Hotel offers 
nine different 
shows. The 
show' include 
.. Icc: The 
Show hom 
Russia .. \\hlch 
some 111 our 
party lo\ cd 
the most. \II 
the cJst mem-
bers arc from 
Russ1a ,md 
their pcrform-
.tnccs .trc 
amazmg. It 
was created 20 ;ears ago as the 
MosCO\\ Ice Circus and \\as 
brought to the R1v1era over a 
year ago. The party even 
thought 1t \.\as better than "()" 
C1rque du Solei! presented .tt 
~----
l.a Ca~e 
the Bellag101 That 1s a bold 
statement hut true. La Cage is 
another ~ho\1. wh1ch features 
the most accomplished female 
1111personators in the world, 
htghlightcd b) Fran\.; Manno as 
.1 memorable Joan R1vers. 
Seeing 1s belie\ mg in th1s 
show. The third show we were 
fortunate to see was the tnhute 
to l\"ell D1amond starring Jay 
White. Many in our part) \\Cre 
Neil Diamond fans. and the) 
loved his performance. Time 
being not on our side. \\C could 
not attend the other sh()\\S 
offered h; the hotel: Cra;: 
Girls (a topless rc\ iew. and the 
long hncs or people \\ aitmg to 
get in may sa; it's good): the 
Ri\ icra Comed) Cluh: and a 
concert calkd "Barhra and 
hank: The Concert That Nen:r 
\Vas:· st,trnng Sebastian 
\nnldo portra: mg Frank 
Smatra and Sharon Owens as 
Barhra Stre1sand. It \\as not 
appcanng the n1ghts that \\C 
\\ere there hut \\ e \\iII del imte-
1) go hack. on our next tnp. 
Bu<,inrss :\lcctings 
Confcn•nrcs- Cmncntions 
Got .t meetmg or com en-
lion )'OU need to s~.:hedule? The 
R 1\ 1cra Com cntwn Center has 
( ontmued 011 par:e J'i 
